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Popular messaging applications such as Slack, Discord, and Microsoft Teams have given rise to
thousands of chatbots and in-app integrations to facilitate collaborations. We utilized this design
framework to study how searchbots (i.e., chatbots that perform specific searches) can facilitate
collaborative search. More specifically, we investigated a design space for searchbot’s that can
engage in a mixed-initiative interaction. In this dissertation, we present a Wizard of Oz (WoZ)
study to investigate the implications of envisioning a conversational search system capable of
engaging in mixed-initiative interactions to support collaborative search. The Wizard plays the
role of a conversational search system that can search for information, send relevant web results,
and message users. We investigated three Wizard conditions: bot_info, bot_dialog, and bot_task,
which differ in how the Wizard can intervene in a conversation. The intervention modes follow
the mixed-initiative framework by Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998), originally developed based
on human conversations. Broadly, we report on three investigations: (1) participants perceptions
of the searchbot across the different levels of inititive; (2) the Wizards’ motivations to take the
initiative; and (3) the Wizards’ characterization of the appropriateness of their interventions. Our
results suggest that participants’ collaborations can enhance when the searchbot can take limited
initiative and align with the participants’ search strategy. Additionally, in the characterization of
motivations and timings, the Wizard presented a wide array of themes to provide search assistance
and promote collaborations. Finally, while the participants did not prefer the advanced capabilities
of the searchbot, our characterization of their motivations and timing helps us understand the
complex activities the searchbot can cater to support collaborations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Using search tools to find information has become an integral part of our everyday lives. From
mundane activities such as finding a restaurant to more serious activities such as finding health-
related information, we incorporate a variety of search tools in our everyday lives. These search
tools come in different forms, and perhaps the most recognizable is the landing page for Google or
Bing, where a user enters a query and views a ranked list of results. The central idea behind this
design is that users engage with a search engine with an information need, then proceed to translate
that information need into a query, which the search engine processes to produce a set of relevant
results. As successful as this design layout has been, this is not suitable for supporting groups of
people collaborating on information-seeking tasks.
Collaborating over information-seeking tasks is a well-established practice in Information
Retrieval (IR) and is referred to as collaborative search. This practice encompasses both information-
seeking and collaborative behaviors that users exhibit when working together on information-seeking
tasks. To date, the most prominent approach has been to develop dedicated systems to support
collaborative search (Capra et al. (2012); Golovchinsky et al. (2011); Morris (2013); Morris et al.
(2006); Putra et al. (2018); Shah (2012)). These systems have been designed with the search engine
as the centerpiece component, but include peripheral tools for collaborators to communicate, share
information, and gain awareness of each other‘s activities. Though these systems have been found
to provide benefits for users (Capra et al. (2012); Morris (2013); Morris et al. (2006); Putra et al.
(2018); Shah (2010)), stand-alone systems have not gained widespread adoption. In fact, research
suggests that while people frequently engage in collaborative search, they do so using non-integrated
tools — independent search systems and communication tools such as instant messaging, email,
and phone (Capra et al. (2010); Mandviwalla and Olfman (1994); Morris (2008)). Morris (2013)
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and Hearst (2014) highlighted these findings as a rationale to develop lightweight search tools that
can be integrated directly into existing communication platforms. This call serves as an overarching
motivation for my dissertation research.
As an initial approach in this problem space — embedding search tools inside communication
platforms; we have conducted two studies that looked at a proactive (Avula et al. (2018)) and
reactive (Avula et al. (2019a)) approach to design search tools for conversational platforms. In
Avula et al. (2018), we explored a design space where a proactive search agent would intervene
in conversations centered around collaborative search. We explored two intervention types: (1)
intervening and asking questions about the needed information before providing search results
and (2) intervening by "inferring" the needed information and directly providing search results.
In this study, we operationalized the system’s proactivity i.e., the ability to take the initiative to
ask questions and provide information, through a Wizard of Oz setup. In this setup, the Wizard
intervened in the conversation, across both intervention conditions, right after participants exchanged
their preferences (provided in the task and known to the wizard). In the second study, Avula et al.
(2019a), we explored a design space for integrating reactive search tools into a communication
platform. Reactive search tools are the opposite of proactive tools in that the user actively invokes
the tool. In this study, we explored three conditions. In the first condition, participants completed
the task by searching independently and coordinating through Slack. In the second condition,
participants could only search inside of Slack using a searchbot — a chatbot configured to process
users’ queries and embed the search results inside of Slack. In the third condition, participants could
both search inside of Slack using the searchbot and outside of Slack using their own independent
search interfaces.
In both studies, we found that while integrating search tools into a communication platform
helps users during collaborative search, they also introduce important challenges. In Avula et al.
(2018), participants noted that the point of the intervention was key. Participants reported avoiding
the searchbot when the intervention was too soon (before understanding the task), too late (after
solving the task), or during periods when they were deeply engaged with other tasks. In Avula
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et al. (2019a), while participants noted that sharing the same search environment was beneficial
for collaborative search, searching inside the chat platform led to less exploration and was also
distracting at times. These distractions probably occurred at times when participants were engaged
in individual work, and the awareness of their partner’s activities was not beneficial (Amershi and
Morris (2008); Morris and Horvitz (2007)). The outcomes of both these studies shed light on
various challenges, such as the timing and nature of the system’s intervention, mediating group
work, and making it easier to issue multiple queries inside a conversational platform. Addressing
these issues requires continued effort from IR researchers, and as a step forward, we will focus on
understanding system initiative.
In this research, we investigated how and when a search system should take the initiative
to support collaborative search and its impact on the collaborators’ interaction behaviors and
perceptions of the search system. We conducted a Wizard of Oz study in which we followed
Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) to characterize and operationalize system initiative at two levels:
dialog and task. At the dialog level, the Wizard can take the initiative by asking followup questions,
and the task level, in addition to asking questions they can proactively intervene and provide
suggestions. In this study, we recruited reference librarians to play the role of the Wizard. Reference
librarians are the closest proxy we have to a real-life conversational search system. Understanding
how they characterize system initiative can help us come up with design guidelines for proactive
conversational search systems. For simplicity, we will refer to the conversational search system as a
searchbot, but when describing the qualitative analysis, describe them as Wizards.
We investigated the following research questions in this dissertation (described in detail in
Section 3):
RQ1: What are participants’ perceptions of the searchbot’s utility across the different levels
of initiative?
RQ2: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’ perceived
mental workload?
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RQ3: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’ perceived
collaborative experience?
RQ4: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’ perceived
involvement with each other?
RQ5: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on the inter-communication
between participants and the searchbot?
RQ6: What are the Wizards motivations and sense of appropriateness to take initiative in the
dialog and task initiative conditions?
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
This work build upon five areas of research: collaborative search, proactive assistance, conver-
sational search, mixed-initiative interactions, and reference interviews. Below, I describe each of
these areas and how they contribute to this research.
2.1 Collaborative Search
The goal of collaborative search is to understand how people work together on information-
seeking tasks and to develop systems to support such collaborations. This area of research has been
generally studied across three dimensions: space, time, and roles; with a significant focus on space
and time (Morris (2008, 2013); Shah et al. (2010); Shah and Sonne (2015)). The time dimension
focuses on whether the collaboration happens synchronously or asynchronously, while the space
dimension focuses on whether the collaborators are co-located or remote. The role dimension
focuses on whether the participants in the collaboration have equal/unequal access to the same
tools and/or equal levels of domain knowledge (Golovchinsky et al. (2009)). In this research, I
investigated how a conversational search agent can support synchronous remote collaborations
between users (of equal standing) in a shared platform.
To date, the most prominent approach to support collaborative search has been to develop dedi-
cated systems, including SearchTogether (Morris and Horvitz (2007)), CoSense (Paul and Morris
(2009)), Coagmento (Shah (2010)), CollabSearch (Yue et al. (2012)), Querium (Golovchinsky et al.
(2011)), ResultsSpace (Capra et al. (2012)), and SearchX (Putra et al. (2018)). These systems have
been designed with the search engine as the centerpiece component, but include peripheral tools
for collaborators to communicate, share information, and gain awareness of each other’s activities.
These studies have found that dedicated systems can provide a wide-range of benefits for users.
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For example, tools to help users gain awareness of each other’s activities have been found to help
collaborators learn from each other (Htun et al. (2017); Morris and Horvitz (2007)), avoid duplicated
work (Morris and Horvitz (2007); Putra et al. (2018); Shah (2013)), review each other’s work (Htun
et al. (2017)), hand-off work to each other (Paul and Morris (2009)), and track their progress (Yue
et al. (2012)). Capra et al. (2012) also found that awareness features also allowed participants to
implement different collaborative strategies by: (1) maximizing group precision by evaluating each
other’s findings and (2) maximizing group recall by avoiding each other’s search paths.
While dedicated systems have been found to provide benefits, they have not gained widespread
adoption (Morris (2013); Hearst (2014)). In a survey by Morris (2013), about 50% of respondents
reported performing collaborative searches at least once a week. Despite this trend, respondents
reported mostly using non-integrated search (e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo!, and Ask) and communi-
cation tools (e.g., email, text messaging, and instant messaging). Interestingly, respondents also
reported frustration with the lack of awareness associated with non-integrated tools, which can
lead to duplicated work. Morris concluded by suggesting that future research should develop "glue
systems" that offer integration between existing search and communication tools. In the following
section, I describe recent work on such "glue" systems and highlight some of their challenges.
2.1.1 Embedding search tools inside a communication platform
To further support Morris (2013)’s call, prior research has also found that people often use
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter to engage in asynchronous collaborative search,
an activity referred to as social search (Evans and Chi (2008); Morris et al. (2010)). Efron and
Winget (Efron and Winget (2010)) developed a taxonomy of questions posted on Twitter and found
that a large proportion of information requests involve factual (i.e., objective) information that can
be found on the web. Efron and Winget’s findings motivated the SearchBuddies system (Hecht et al.
(2012)), which was developed to automatically embed search results in response to questions posted
on Facebook. A qualitative analysis of people’s reactions to the SearchBuddies system suggest
opportunities and challenges for "socially-embedded search systems." For example, some users
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found the embedded search results useful when they were complementary to answers provided by
other "real" users. On the other hand, some users responded negatively when the embedded search
results were relevant, but also obvious. Furthermore, Morris’ call also motivated recent studies by
Avula et al. (2018) and Avula et al. (2019a) who studied the consequences of embedding search
tools into a conversational platform in both a proactive and reactive manner.
In a Wizard of Oz study, Avula et al. (2018) explored searchbots that automatically intervened
in Slack conversations centered around collaborative search. The authors evaluated two types of
interventions: (1) intervening and asking questions about the needed information before providing
search results and (2) intervening by "inferring" the needed information and directly providing
search results. Both conditions improved participants’ collaborative experience compared to a no
searchbot condition but also introduced important challenges. In this study, participants noted that
the point of intervention was key. Participants reported avoiding the searchbot when the intervention
was too soon (before understanding the task), too late (after solving the task), or during periods
when they were deeply engaged with other tasks.
In Avula et al. (2019a), the authors explored a design space for integrating reactive search tools
into a communication platform. Reactive search tools are the opposite of proactive tools in the sense
that the user actively invokes the tool. In this study, the authors explored three conditions; in the first
condition, participants completed the task by searching independently and coordinating through
Slack. This condition was aimed to represent the current set-up, in which users search independently
and coordinate through a communication platform. In the second condition, participants could only
search inside of Slack using a searchbot — a chatbot configured to process users’ queries and embed
the search results inside of Slack. In the third condition, participants could both search inside of
Slack using the searchbot and outside of Slack using their independent search interfaces. While
participants noted that sharing the same search environment was beneficial for collaborative search,
it was also distracting at times. These distractions probably occurred at times when participants were
engaged in individual work, and the awareness of their partner’s activities was not beneficial (Morris
and Horvitz (2007); Amershi and Morris (2008)). These results suggest that collaborative search
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systems should allow collaborators to search jointly as well as independently. Avula et al. (2018)
too made a similar observation, where participants found their partner’s search activity in the shared
space to be distracting.
While it is clear from prior approaches that embedding tools into communication platforms can
offer benefits, the challenges associated with this approach seeps into two further areas of research,
sharing control and interventions related to proactive assistance. In the following sections, I describe
these areas of research and describe work in them, which guides this investigation.
2.1.2 Shared control
Based on prior work on collaborative search, embedding search technology into communication
platforms may provide benefits to collaborators (e.g., raising collaborative awareness). However,
it may also introduce challenges associated with shared control, i.e., the need for collaborators
to coordinate their use of the tool in the same workspace. Prior research has studied how groups
coordinate their use of interactive systems, including desktop search interfaces (Amershi and Morris
(2008)), tabletop search interfaces (Morris et al. (2006)), large screen applications (Izadi et al.
(2003); Russell et al. (2002)), mobile phone applications (Lucero et al. (2010, 2012)), and voice-
enabled personal assistants such as Siri (Porcheron et al. (2017)). While these studies have focused
on co-located collaborations, their findings may also generalize to remote collaborations over a
messaging platform. These studies have found that shared control introduces several challenges.
Through a series of semi-structured interviews, Amershi and Morris (2008) found that co-located
web search can result in: (1) imbalanced participation, (2) pacing issues (i.e., one collaborator
setting the pace for the others), and (3) difficulties implementing "division of labor" strategies (i.e.,
performing sub-tasks in parallel). Furthermore, studies have also found that group members often
self-select when deciding who will interact with the system at a particular point in time (Porcheron
et al. (2017); Russell et al. (2002)). Self-selected (versus negotiated) interactions can lead to
sub-optimal group outcomes and imbalanced engagement among collaborators. Finally, sharing a
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physical or virtual workspace can also be distracting when the awareness of others’ activities is not
beneficial (Amershi and Morris (2008); Morris et al. (2006)).
Prior research on group dynamics also suggests that people working together tend to transition
between periods of tightly coupled group work and more loosely coupled individual work (e.g.,
completing sub-tasks in parallel) (Elwart-Keys et al. (1990); Gonzalez-Ib’anez et al. (2013); Mand-
viwalla and Olfman (1994)). More closely related to collaborative search, the CoSearch system
was developed to support group searching as well as parallel searching by co-located individuals.
Amershi and Morris (2008) evaluated the CoSearch system against two other conditions: sharing
a single computer and parallel searching on different computers. Participants reported greater
awareness and sense of teamwork in the CoSearch and "shared" conditions as compared to the
parallel condition. Additionally, participants reported greater ease in implementing "division of
labor" strategies with the CoSearch system as compared to the shared condition.
2.2 Proactive assistance
The need for assistance in the context of information seeking happens when a searcher encounters
help-seeking situations (Xie and Cool (2009)). These situations are those where a searcher, in their
current state of knowledge, is unable to move forward with their information seeking activities. Prior
approaches have looked at mitigating these challenges in both a reactive and proactive manner (Xie
and Cool (2009)). In a reactive approach, the user actively seeks the help-seeking system for
assistance. In a proactive approach, the system decides when the user is in a help-seeking situation
and intervenes to offer assistance. While many reactive help systems have been studied and are
in use in our day-to-day lives, there are some fundamental limitations. First, prior work suggests
that users struggle to recognize when they need help (Ellis and Tyre (2001); Novick et al. (2007);
Schiaffino and Amandi (2006)), which may be because recognizing a help-seeking situation requires
one to assess the nature of the task, their current progress, their abilities, and knowledge; which are
all major meta-cognitive functions (Aleven et al. (2003); Nelson-Le Gall (1987); Newman (1998)).
In the next stage, when they do decide to ask for help, prior work suggests that many users may back
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out because they do not know what sources to access, what the help system does, or fear of the cost
to disengaging (and later re-engaging) with the primary task (Dworman and Rosenbaum (2004)).
When they do find the appropriate source of information, the ability to understand new information
and integrate that into their existing knowledge is dependent on their own skills (Newman (1998)).
One approach to reduce uncertainity at these different layers is to delegate the problematic steps
e.g., detecting help-seeking situations, selecting, and appropriately using resources; to an automated
system. This motivation to delegate problematic manual tasks to a system is not a new sentiment
and has previously motivated work on building autonomous agents (Maes et al. (1994); Negroponte
(1975)).
Coming to designing autonomous systems, a problem to begin with is the lack of clear guidelines,
particularly because we don’t know the full capacity of these systems and their consequences on
people when implemented. An approach that can be linearly traced, though it may not have been
originally planned, is to initially study how users exhibit similar behaviors, i.e., proactively offer
assistance in day-to-day life to other people and develop a theory from those observations. Next,
extrapolate relevant components of the theory towards an application to build practical systems. For
proactive assistance, one promising theory derived from real-life behaviors (of educational tutors)
is the Contingent Tutoring Theory by Wood and Wood (1999), which is based on the principle
that a tutor assists a learner contingent upon their need. This theory summarizes help-seeking
as a stochastic process, where the level of help, the source of help, and the integration of help
for help-seeking, are not static and need to be evaluated continuously and configured based upon
variables such as the user’s abilities and the context. An extension of this theory towards robotics is
the proactive belief, desires, and intentions (BDI) framework, aimed at formalizing and imagining
the capabilities of proactive robots (Myers and Yorke-Smith (2008)).
The proactive BDI framework formalizes the help-seeking process through a mental repre-
sentation of a system based on three key processes: (1) informational attitudes about the world
(Belief), (2) motivational attitude on what to do (Desires), and (3) deliberative commitments to act
(Intentions) (Myers and Yorke-Smith (2008)). The idea behind the processes is to build components
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for a deliberation process, that can model proactivity following theories such as the contingent
tutoring theory. While this dissertation is not meant to implement or test theories and frameworks
related to proactivity, their approaches have highly influenced the design of this work. The first is
the extrapolation of the mixed-initiative framework by Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997) on human-
dialogs to operationalize system initiative for conversational search. And second, the choice of
reference librarians as the searchbot. I describe these decisions in Section 4.2 and 4.3. Within IR
too, proactive assistance has been earmarked as an important challenge (Allan et al. (2012)). In the
following sections, I discuss prior work in proactive IR and also describe prior work on an important
challenge with proactive assistance — interruptions.
2.2.1 Proactive IR systems
Research in IR has primarily approached the problem of satisfying an information need in a
reactive manner — meaning, providing users with explicit tools to find information, such as a search
results page (SERP), hierarchical maps, and search trails (Wilson (2011)). Recently, there has
been a shift from this reactive approach to a proactive one, which is also referred to as Zero-query
IR (Allan et al. (2012)), with the emphasis on search systems on mobile devices (Benetka et al.
(2017); Shokouhi and Guo (2015)). In this setting, the system automatically infers the information
need of the user to construct a query for them and present the relevant results.
One of the first systems to explore this idea was just-in-time retrieval (JITIR) software agent by
Rhodes and Maes (2000). The JITIR agent proactively retrieves and presents relevant information
to the user. The agent was designed to infer users’ needs based on their context. In this approach,
context is derived based on the users’ interaction with text documents, time of the day, and location.
Modern search engines are much more sophisticated as they are capable of retrieving results that are
beyond a set of text documents, and are also capable of predicting how non-homogenous results are
presented to users (Arguello (2017)). Using such techniques, research in proactive IR, especially on
mobile devices’ has made significant strides in presenting users with the appropriate information
through information cards (Shokouhi and Guo (2015)). Key to the success of these suggestions is
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constructing the context of the user. Similar to the JITIR agent, information cards consider users’
past interaction history such as time, location, and check-in activity (Benetka et al. (2017); Shokouhi
and Guo (2015)).
To help standardize tasks and metrics for proactive IR, the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
has also focused on the problem of Zero-query IR through tracks such as Contextual Sugges-
tion (Hashemi et al. (2016)) and Microblog Retrieval (Lin et al. (2014)). In both tracks, the
organizers manually created multiple user or interest profiles, and participants (of the TREC tracks)
had to provide relevant suggestions for the user or interest profiles. In the contextual suggestion
track, user profiles were constructed based on users’ preference ratings to specific web pages the
organizers chose. In the microblog track, the focus was on matching an interest profile with tweets.
Interest profiles were represented using TREC-style topic descriptions. For example, an interest
profile used in the Microblog track in 2015 (Lin et al. (2014)) was, "Chincoteague Pony Swim"
— the title of the interest profile, which also has a description and a background story. Track
participants were asked to push content to different interest profiles based on different criteria:
relevance, novelty (in light of previously pushed content), and timeliness. Real-life parallels to this
task are push notifications on Twitter or Instagram, where it maybe helpful to push relevant and
timely content to users.
2.2.2 Interruptions
Assisting users proactively while they are working on information-seeking tasks can benefit
them by reducing effort, improving task performance, and helping them avoid errors (Iqbal and
Bailey (2006); Swartz (2003); Iqbal and Horvitz (2010); Czerwinski et al. (2000); Horvitz (2001);
Aleven et al. (2006)). But for such systems to work effectively, the timing of the intervention is
crucial (Iqbal and Horvitz (2010); Horvitz (2001); Czerwinski et al. (2000)). When the timing is
wrong, users perceive these interventions as interruptions (Horvitz (2001); Czerwinski et al. (2000)),
which reduces task performance (Iqbal and Bailey (2006)), increases mental workload (Iqbal and
Bailey (2006); Horvitz (2001); Aleven et al. (2006)), and frustrates users (Czerwinski et al. (2000);
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Swartz (2003)). Clippy is an example of such a system that has failed to sufficiently predict the
right time to intervene, thereby frustrating its users (Swartz (2003)). In a more recent study by
Avula et al. (2018), participants reported negatively about the searchbot’s intervention when the
intervention was too soon (before understanding the task), too late (after solving the task), or during
periods when they were deeply engaged with other tasks. To address these challenges, research on
interruptions has focussed on three dimensions: protocol, timing, and relevance.
Early work by McFarlane (2002) investigated four interruption protocols: immediate, negotiated,
mediated, and scheduled. Each protocol corresponds to a different delivery mechanism to notify the
user about the interrupting task. Negotiated interruptions, which provide mechanisms for easily
postponing the interruption, were the most effective. Studies have also considered the timing of
interruptions. Results consistently show that interruptions during periods of low mental workload
are less disruptive. In this respect, studies have found that interruptions are less disruptive when they
occur early in the task (before the user is deeply engaged) (Czerwinski et al. (2000)) and during sub-
task transitions (Adamczyk and Bailey (2004); Iqbal and Bailey (2006, 2008)). Finally, studies have
found that interruptions that are more relevant to the primary task are less disruptive (Czerwinski
et al. (2000); Iqbal and Bailey (2008)).
While most research on interruptions has focussed on interrupting individuals, Peters et al.
(2017) investigated interruptions aimed at one individual while collaborating with another. Peters et
al. compared interruptions sent at random intervals versus interruptions sent by a human "wizard"
monitoring the communication channel. The wizard’s interruptions were less disruptive, suggesting
that a system with access to the communication channel might be able to predict when to intervene.
2.3 Conversational Search
Conversational search is the process where a user can have a conversation with a search system
to satisfy their information needs. As noted by Trippas et al. (2018), current search systems operate
under a one-action paradigm, where a user can inform the search system about their information
need through a query, and the search engine can respond with a set of relevant results. These systems
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are not well positioned to help users clarify their information needs like a reference librarian or
provide suggestions like a concierge. Recent work on conversational search has positioned itself to
reduce these limitations by suggesting frameworks (Trippas et al. (2018); Radlinski and Craswell
(2017); Azzopardi et al. (2018)) that actively involve both the user and the search system during the
information seeking process — a process which is fundamental when users interact with a reference
librarian or a concierge.
To help formalize and understand this space, Radlinski and Craswell (2017) proposed proposed
a framework for conceptualizing conversational search systems. They define a conversational
search system as, "a system for retrieving information that permits a mixed-initiative back and
forth between a user and agent, where the agent’s actions are chosen in response to a model of
current user needs within the current conversation, using both short- and long-term knowledge
of the user." Radlinski and Craswell’s definition allows us to look at a search system beyond a
one-action paradigm, as it advocates for a system which can actively engage with users. Based on
this definition, they suggest a set of properties which they term as RRIMS — User Revealment,
System Revealment, Mixed-Initiative, Memory, and Set Retrieval.
In recent work, the concept of Revealment has been investigated through elicitation strate-
gies (Wambua et al. (2018); Christakopoulou et al. (2016); Sun and Zhang (2018a); Zhang et al.
(2018)), Memory characterized to reference prior interactions (Kenter and de Rijke (2017); Sun
and Zhang (2018a); Christakopoulou et al. (2016); Wen et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018);
Asri et al. (2017); Eric and Manning (2017)), and Set retrieval operationalized through optimization
methods where systems reason over multiple attributes that are of importance to the user (Wen
et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018); Asri et al. (2017); Eric and Manning (2017)). In this
research, I contribute to Radlinski and Craswell’s framework of conversational search by focusing on
mixed-initiative interactions, where the control of the conversation for the purpose of the discourse
or the task can pass from the user or the search system (Section 2.4).
From a methodological perspective, a key focus in recent work on conversational systems has
been to employ the Wizard of Oz technique to collect data from the perspective of the user and
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the system (Wen et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018); Asri et al. (2017); Eric and Manning
(2017); Kelly et al. (2009); Shamekhi et al. (2018); Vtyurina et al. (2017); Vtyurina and Fourney
(2018)). The motivation behind this is to understand how users role-playing as a system generate
dialogs during goal-oriented tasks. Such a setup allows us to understand how users maintain a
sense of continuity of the dialog while also involving the specific constraints of the task. Datasets
collected through this methodology provide us insights about what is natural in terms of keeping the
continuity of dialog and also how users role-playing as a search system negotiate over the different
constraints or preferences of the user.
2.4 Mixed-initiative
Mixed-initiative interaction is a design space where any person in a multi-participant conver-
sational setting may take initiative to lead the conversation (Walker and Whittaker (1990)). In a
mixed-initiative interaction, each participant may take the lead to respond to another participant,
volunteer information, or ask questions, for any purpose (Walker and Whittaker (1990)). Despite a
broad consensus on what mixed-initiative interaction means, there is a lack of consensus on what
taking the initiative means (Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)).
Walker and Whittaker (1990) synonymize initiative with control (of the discourse) and suggest
a segmentation procedure that allows us to understand how control or initiative among participants’
shifts and the type of activities that participants engage in when leading the conversation. In
subsequent work on mixed-initiative dialogs, the equivalence between control and initiative has
been challenged by Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997). They suggest that while Walker and Whittaker’s
segmentation technique may allow us to know who is taking the conversational lead i.e., controlling
the current discourse (loosely establishing speaker versus listener relationship), it does not shed
light on how they impact the overall goals of the task. For example, they state that a participant in
a conversation may take the lead to merely change their role from a listener to a speaker without
contributing to the course of the task. While this shift in initiative or control as per Walker and
Whittaker may inform us of who the speaker is, it does not inform us of why one may have taken
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the initiative with respect to the task. For this purpose, Chu-Carroll and Brown suggest segmenting
conversations at two-levels based on two types of initiative: dialog and task. Initiative at the dialog
level is closely similar to control-shifts that Walker and Whittaker suggest, where the focus is
on who is controlling the current discourse. With regards to task initiative they characterize it
as a pointer in a conversation which, "tracks the lead in the development of the agents’ plan." In
subsequent work by Howard et al. (2017), they operationalize the characterization of task initiative
as, "any action by a participant to achieve a goal directly, decompose a goal, or reformulate a goal."
Simply put, taking task initiative involves proposing a new goal or sub-goal within the context of a
task.
Besides these two approaches, Nouri and Traum (2014) take a different approach to initiative,
i.e., not focusing on dialog and task initiative, by stating that initiative falls into two categories
based on the contribution and obligatory intention. In the first, they state that initiative involves
providing unsolicited, optional, or extra material, which is not required to a previous response. In
the second, one dialog partner sets a new discourse obligation on the dialog partner to respond.
In this study, similar to Chu-Carroll and Brown, I focus on initiative from the perspective of
the dialog and task — which also serve as the manipulating conditions for the search agent. In the
dialog initiative condition, the system is capable of asking follow-up questions and process the
information requests. The searchbot in this condition represents a conversational search system
which is capable of asking follow-up questions to help the users’ with their information needs.
In the task initiative condition, the system can ask follow-up questions, offer suggestions, and
process information requests. This condition represents an advanced conversational search agent
that can influence the course of the task through its suggestions. In Section 4.3, I describe how these
conditions were operationalized for this study.
2.5 Reference services
In this research, I characterized system initiative from the viewpoint of the reference librarian
to understand the timing, motivations, and evidence that must be considered to take the initiative.
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Reference librarians, through practice and training, seek to help users resolve their information
needs (Kern and Woodard (2011)). An instrument they use to operationalize this is a reference
interview, which helps them elicit user’s information needs and also support them in navigating the
information space (Kern and Woodard (2011)). In this study, I recruited reference librarians to play
the role of the search system and studied their decision-making process to assist users.
Apart from the reference interview, reference services have also contributed to metrics that help
evaluate conversations between patrons and reference librarians. Although reference services may
not mirror everyday information-seeking practices, understanding their dimensions of evaluation
can help in the design of effective conversational search systems. In the following section, I describe
the reference interview. Later, in the Section 4.7.3, I describe a questionnaire used to evaluate
reference interviews, which I adapted to evaluate the usefulness of the searchbot in my dissertation
study.
2.5.1 Reference interview
Reference services have been around since the early 20th century and were often referred to as a
conversation between the librarian and the patron (Kern and Woodard (2011)). The goal of these
services was to help patrons satisfy their information needs. They did so by gathering information
from the patrons and use their expertise to find the relevant resources. There were no guidelines on
how information was supposed to be gathered from the patrons or a discussion on the efficiency of
this process. To formalize this, Maxfield (1954) introduced interviewing principles from the field
of counseling. The introduction of these principles helped formalize the interaction between the
patrons and the librarian and also emphasized the importance of interpersonal skills.
These principles led to the formation of what we now know as a reference interview, which as
Kern and Woodard state Kern and Woodard (2011), is a structured interaction between a patron and
a librarian to understand the information and relational need of the patrons. Mabry (2004) describes
this process to be one where both participants, the librarian and the patron have mutual goals. The
objective of the interview from the librarian’s perspective is clarification and understanding the
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patron’s needs. The objective from the patron’s perspective is to have the librarian understand and
meet their information needs.
Despite there being clear objectives in terms of what the librarian and the patron are to be
doing, many studies have noted that the manner in which each party was communicating with the
other highly influenced the patron’s satisfaction of reference services (Radford (2006); Ruppel
and Condit Fagan (2002)). Many studies have shown that interpersonal skills such as greeting
patrons, providing assurances, apologizing, and indulging in humor; in fact, are essential for the
success of a reference interview (Radford (2006); Ruppel and Condit Fagan (2002)). Sometimes
patrons may consider their interaction with the reference librarian to be successful simply because
their interaction with librarian was pleasant, despite not resolving their information needs (Radford
(2006)).
Apart from the importance of interpersonal skills, a structured interview process also helps li-
brarians make patrons verbalize and clarify their needs consistently across many sessions. Currently,
the Reference and User Services (RUSA) of the American Library Association (ALA) has provided
specific guidelines on how to follow this process (Ward et al. (2004)). The objective of RUSA’s
guidelines is to standardize user expectations by following a structured interview process which is
uniform across different search sessions (Ward et al. (2004)). The reference interview has five major
components: (1) visibility/approachability, (2) interest, (3) listening/inquiring, (4) searching, and (5)
follow-up. Following these components, Kern and Woodard suggest communication strategies for
negotiating the information needs and strategies to search and involve the user. Below, I describe
their suggestions.
2.5.1.1 Negotiating the information need
One of the core goals of a reference librarian is to understand a user’s information needs.
Reference librarians achieve this objective by strategically asking different types of questions, which
are: open-ended, close-ended, and neutral. Through the questioning process they: (1) elicit the
user’s true information needs, (2) obtain enough knowledge from the user about their needs to help
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them in the search process, and (3) verify with the user that they share the same mutual belief about
the user’s information need. Below, I describe each of the questioning styles.
Open-ended questions An open question is broad and has no fixed answer per se. It cannot be
answered through a fixed set of responses, such as a yes/no or from any predefined list of responses.
The goal of these questions is to encourage users to talk freely about their information need using
their own vocabulary. These questions typically begin with, "why", "what", "when", "where", and
"how". To elaborate on this style of questioning, consider the following example. A user Jamie is
seeking the help of a reference librarian to find information regarding their ancestry. They begin
the conversation with the following utterance, "Hi! I am of Indian descent and am looking to find
more information about the roots of my ancestors in the United States." The reference librarian in
this situation could ask the following open-ended question, "What do you already know about this
subject?" This question allows the user to express what they already know so that the librarian’s
work is not duplicated. Concurrently, this information also gives the librarian enough context to
find the necessary information.
Closed-ended questions These are questions the librarian employs to elicit specific pieces of
information from users. Typically, librarians ask such questions after getting a general understanding
of the user’s topic of interest. This is done to quickly narrow down a user’s information need while
avoiding sub-optimal search paths. Some examples of closed-ended questions are, "What type of
information are you looking for? Pictures? Graphs? Or documents?", "Do you want books by
Arundati Roy?" In essence, these questions present users with specific choices to select from.
Neutral questions Neutral questions are similar to open-ended questions, in the sense that they
both encourage users to freely express their information needs using their own vocabulary. They
differ in terms of how the questions are posed to the user. Open-ended questions are typically posed
as direct questions, which may not be suitable for users who are hesitant to share information. To
circumvent this problem, librarians frame the open-ended question in an indirect manner by giving
the question a background. To put it simply, they add a "why" and reconfigure the open-ended
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question in an indirect manner. The sole objective here is to make the user more comfortable to
express their information needs. For example, the open-ended question example described above
can be reworded as a neutral question in the following way, "If you could tell me what you already
know about this subject, I will get a better idea of the problem and the information sources to keep
in mind."
2.5.1.2 Search process
There are two general techniques that librarians employ to search for information. First, librari-
ans generally don’t start searching until they establish a shared understanding of the information
need with the user. This is done to avoid situations where the librarian may have misunderstood
the user’s information needs and spend a considerable amount of time in the wrong direction. By
establishing a mutual understanding, the librarian has a decent starting point to begin their search.
This, of course, does not mean that they will not ask any more follow up questions. Once the search
process has started, the librarian may ask follow up questions to get feedback, narrow the scope,
and when necessary, refine the search strategy. This iterative process is especially useful when the
user is ambiguous about their own information need, refuses to narrow or broaden their topic, or if
there is too much information about a certain topic. Another approach is to ask the user on what
the final outcome may look like. Knowing what the user expects may help the librarian select the
appropriate tools and resources to look for information.
2.5.1.3 Involving the user
Reference librarians usually involve the user during the search process. They do this to make the
search process transparent to the user. This way, the user can ask questions about the search strategy
which may help the librarian refine their own strategy. Another added benefit is that users may not
be entirely clear about their information needs and discussing the results with the librarian may
help them get new ideas which will help them define their needs better. Such an open process helps
bring clarity between the user and the librarian about the user’s information needs of the user. In
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such a situation, even if there are misunderstandings, they would be in a better position to re-align
themselves.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this study, we borrowed Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)’s framework for mixed-initiative in-
teractions and studied system initiative at two levels: dialog and task. Furthermore, to contextualize
and study the trade-offs for providing a system the ability to take initiative to support information-
seeking, we operationalized Chu-Caroll and Brown’s framework across three conditions: bot_info,
bot_dialong, and bot_task, which we summarize as follows: (1) bot_info: search; (2) bot_dialog:
search + clarification questions; and (3) bot_task: search + clarification questions + suggestions
+ proactivity. Please refer Section 4.3 for a detailed description of each of the conditions. To
study how participants’ interact within such a framework, we conducted a within-subject Wizard
of Oz study in which participants worked on three comparative tasks. We analyzed participants
perceptions across the different searchbot conditions through a series of post-task questionnaires
and interaction measures (see Chapter 4 for details on the study setup). Next, we also conducted
stimulated-recall interviews with the Wizards, which we qualitatively analyzed to characterize
system initiative in both the dialog and task conditions. Below we describe all the research questions
we investigated, some of which are hypothesis-driven and some exploratory.
3.1 RQ1: What are participants’ perceptions of the searchbot’s utility across the different
levels of initiative?
In this research, the decision-making process for system initiative is studied through the lens
of a reference librarian. As there is no standardized scale to capture their contributions as a
searchbot, we used the utility-scale (Section 4.7.3) by Gross and Saxton (2002), which was originally
meant to evaluate reference services. In this questionnaire, participants are asked to reflect on the
utility of the reference services across the following dimensions: usefulness, coverage, readiness,
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interest, understanding, verification, and satisfaction. These dimensions are meant to reflect on the
participants’ sense of utility of the reference services for their information and relational needs.
While we found this questionnaire to be satisfactory, we also added an extra dimension, disruption
— a challenging aspect that is frequently discussed within proactive systems (Section 2.2). This
research question is exploratory and not hypothesis-driven.
3.2 RQ2: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’
perceived mental workload?
Mental workload as a measure has been in use in both IIR studies (Avula et al. (2019b);
Edwards et al. (2015); Choi et al. (2019)) and more generally, studies on interface design in the
HCI community (Iqbal and Bailey (2005); Cheng et al. (2015); Mark et al. (2018)). Outside of
interfaces design, studies in Human-Robot-Interactions (HRI) also use mental workload as an
outcome measure to design systems (Steinfeld et al. (2006)). The general motivation to use this
measure has been to develop tools and interfaces that help users reduce their mental workload and
not increase it. With system initiative too, the goal is to develop systems that reduce user’s mental
workload. While there are no studies which clearly establish that system initiative can decrease a
users’ mental workload, much prior work in proactive tools and human-robot collaborations have
established a complex benefits to challenges trade-off. While some studies support the narrative of
enabling systems to take the initiative, evidence also suggests that doing so is contextual, and based
on factors such as task type, task stage, users own abilities, and the user’s willingness to use make
use of the tools (Jansen and McNeese (2005)). So for this purpose, we conducted an exploratory
analysis.
3.3 RQ3: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’
perceived collaborative experience?
To measure collaborative experience, we use the scale from Avula et al. (2018) and Avula et al.
(2019a), who define and analyze collaborations for information-seeking in a chat medium over
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the following dimensions: awareness, effort, and enjoyment. We also added three questions on
"joint attention", "task division", and "flow" of communication from Kütt et al. (2019). In both
Avula et al. (2018) and Avula et al. (2019a), the authors found that embedding search tools into
communication a communication platform can improve users’ collaborative experience. In Avula
et al. (2018) participants also noted that when the system was able to ask questions that are relevant
to the task, it helped them get started, provided a shared context, and provided new ideas. Motivated
by this background, we investigated the following hypothesis:
H1: Participants will report higher levels of collaborative experience as the system’s ability to
take the initiative progresses from being able to take no initiative to taking the task initiative.
3.4 RQ4: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’
perceived involvement with each other?
This research question is exploratory in nature and aims at investigating how involved partici-
pants were with each other while multi-tasking i.e., communicating with each other, the searchbot,
and interacting with the results sent to them. Here, we follow Burgoon and Hale (1984) to define
involvement as the extent to which users immerse and engage in an ongoing social interaction. In
the current context, social interaction refers to the users’ information-seeking conversations on
Slack. To measure involvement, we used Cegala (1981)’s modified involvement scale used by
Nguyen and Fussell (2016). Nguyen and Fussell used the modified involvement scale to study users’
level of involvement when multi-tasking over a messaging platform. In their study, to recreate a
multi-tasking scenario, users were asked to work on two non-complementary tasks. The primary
task was to discuss a business proposal and the secondary task was to play a video game (and not
discuss this activity with their partner). Nguyen and Fussell found that when users reported higher
levels of involvement, they also reported higher levels of satisfaction (of their conversation with
their partner), lower negative emotion, and higher levels of mutual understanding. As collaborations
with a searchbot also involves multi-tasking, we investigated differences in involvement across the
three searchbot conditions.
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3.5 RQ5: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on the inter com-
munication between participants and the searchbot?
In this research question, which is exploratory, we investigated the inter-communication between
participants and the searchbot. We did this analysis in two ways: first, the amount of exchanged
information and second, participants’ comparative information gains. We define comparative as a
trade-off for information gained to the messages exchanged and the number of interventions by the
searchbot. The comparative measures allow us to examine interactions where participants may have
gained a similar amount of information across conditions but had to do it differently, i.e., answer
more followup questions or exchange more number of messages. In Section 4.7.5, we define four
measures to quantify the information exchanged between the participants and the searchbot and two
measures for comparative information gains.
3.6 RQ6: What are the Wizards motivations and sense of appropriateness to take initiative
in the dialog and task initiative conditions?
In this research question, we conducted a qualitative analysis to understand the reference
librarians’ decision-making process when intervening in the conversation. To conduct this analysis,
we did a stimulated recall interview with each Wizard at the end of each experimental session. We
describe the stimulated recall interview in detail in Section 4.7.6, but to briefly state, the reference
librarians were shown the Slack channel where they collaborated with the users, and at every
instance when they took the initiative, in both the dialog and the task condition, they were asked
to reflect over three dimensions: what they were trying to achieve (what), what motivated them
to take the initiative (why), why they believed their point of intervention in the conversation to
be appropriate to intervene (when). All the Wizards comments were transcribed, then aligned
with the chat logs, after which we did a qualitative analysis to characterize system initiative across
two dimensions: motivation and timing. Themes under motivation reflect what instigated the
Wizards to take the initiative, and the themes under timing describe how they conceptualized the
appropriateness for the timing of their intervention.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS
To investigate the six research questions described in Section 3, we conducted a Wizard of Oz
laboratory study with 27 pairs of participants (11 Male, 33 Female, and 10 choosing not to identify),
who were undergraduate students at UNC. Three reference librarians (all Female) who work at
UNC’s reference services were the Wizards — the role of the searchbot. This study was reviewed
and approved by our University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), and we obtained consent from
all the participants and reference librarians. Each pair of participants in this study worked on three
information-seeking tasks and interacted with the searchbot to request information. We did not
investigate task effects; therefore, to keep the search tasks as consistent as possible, we designed
three comparable information-seeking tasks (Section 4.6). Participants were seated in different
rooms and given access to two resources during the task. Resource 1: During all tasks, participants
used the Slack messaging platform to communicate with their partner and the searchbot. Resource
2: Participants had access to a web browser that they used to open the search results forwarded by
the searchbot inside Slack. The reference librarians also had access to two resources, different from
what the participants had. The first resource was a WebApp, through which they could search for
information, send results, and message the participants. The second resource was a display of the
participants’ Slack conversations.
Participants interacted with the searchbot in three conditions: bot_info, bot_dialog, and bot_task
(Section 4.3). In the bot_info condition, participants were able to request information from the
searchbot whose capabilities were similar to conversational agents such as Google Now, Siri,
Cortana, or Alexa. The searchbot in this condition interpreted participants’ information request
as a search query to find information, and forwarded one relevant result (web link). For example,
for the information request, "what are the ingredients in potato and cauliflower gnocchi?"; the
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searchbot could parse the statement to construct a search query, run it against our search system, and
send one search result to the participants’ chat channel. In the bot_dialogue condition, in addition
to the capabilities of the searchbot in the bot_info condition, the searchbot could take dialogue
initiative to assist participants. By taking dialogue initiative, the searchbot could ask clarification
questions to establish mutual belief and/or elicit information about participants’ preferences during
the current information request. Finally, in the bot_task condition, in addition to the capabilities
of the searchbot in the bot_dialog condition, the searchbot could take task initiative to assist
participants. By taking task initiative, the searchbot could provide task-relevant suggestions, which
could be in direct response to a participants’ information request or a dynamic intervention at any
point in the conversation to provide task-based support. Across the three conditions, the searchbot
had access to the same back-end search system, powered by Bing’s web search API. Important note
to the reader: We refer to the searchbot as "Max" or the "Wizard" in this chapter and the following
results and discussion chapters. We used "Max" to make it easier for the participants to quickly send
a request as there are only three letters. And when specifically mentioning the reference librarians
comments we refer to them as Wizards.
4.1 Study protocol
Two types of participants took part in this study, participants who did collaborative search and
reference librarians who played the role of the searchbot. Besides the participants, a moderator, and
one research assistant were also present. During the study, the moderator sat beside the reference
librarian to assist them with any technical or study-related issues (Study Setup B in Figure 4.1). The
research assistant sat in the common room adjacent to the rooms in which the participants were
seated to do collaborative search (Study Setup B in Figure 4.1).
At the beginning of the study, the moderator and research assistant welcomed the participants
and the Wizard to a common space, which is outside the rooms where participants did collaborative
search (see Study Setup A in Figure 4.1 and follow Figure 4.2 for the flow of the study). Following
the introductions, the moderator outlined the study and general expectations from participants. Next,
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before starting each task, the moderator described the searchbot condition for the task (Section 4.6).
The moderator described the searchbot’s capabilities (e.g., "the searchbot is capable of asking you
clarification questions") in the presence of the Wizard so that participants had an opportunity to
ask any clarifying questions directly to the Wizard. Moving forward, the Wizard left the common
space and went to their designated room. After the Wizard left, the moderator read the search task
to the participants and gave them each a printed copy of the task. The Wizard was left out when
the participants were described the task as we did not want the Wizard to become aware of the
task-specific objectives. In this study, the Wizard was only provided with a generic description of
the task (see general task descriptions in Table 4.2). We did this to simulate a realistic scenario in
which the search system does not know specific details about a searcher’s objectives. After these
instructions, participants were sent to their individual rooms to begin working on the task (see Study
Setup B in Figure 4.1).
Participants had 15 minutes to complete each task, and each task began with a pre-task question-
naire. After completing each task, each participant completed a series of post-task questionnaires
(Section 4.7.3). Following this, the research assistant gathered both participants to one of the
participant’s room and asked them about their final item selection and how they reached consensus.
The purpose of this interview was to make the participants take their task seriously and we did not
analyze this data. Overall, participants worked on three search tasks (Section 4.6), each associated
with a different searchbot condition (Section 4.3), and each task followed the same protocol. At
the end of the entire study, the research assistant took both participants to one of the participant’s
room and conducted a post-study interview (which we did not analyze) (see Study Setup C in
Figure 4.1 and Section 4.7.4). In parallel, the moderator took the Wizard to the vacant participant
room and conducted a stimulated recall interview (Study Setup C in Figure 4.1 and Section 4.7.6).
The stimulated recall interview focused on understanding the following factors regarding the Wiz-
ard’s intervention: type of information provided or requested, evidence considered to engage with
participants, source of the evidence, and timing of the intervention.
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Figure 4.1: This Figure shows the three study setups during the different phases of the study. In
Study Setup A, the participants (P1 and P2), moderator (M), research assistant (RA), and the
Wizard (hat image), sat in a common space. In Study Setup B, both participants were working in
their individual rooms, room 2 and 3, with the research assistant sitting in the common space. In
parallel, the Wizard and the moderator were in room 1. Finally, in Study Setup C, both participants
were in room 2 with the research assistant, and the moderator and Wizard in room 3.
We used Slack’s API to log the communication inside Slack, and a custom logging system to
log the Wizard’s search behaviors. We paid each participant $20 USD and the Wizard $30 USD (for
each session) for participating in the study.
4.2 Wizard of Oz
In this research, we used the Wizard of Oz (WoZ) methodology to understand the decision-
making process of a system to take initiative. Generally, a WoZ methodology is employed to mimic
hypothetical systems that are not yet in existence or are bound by technical limitations such as
imperfect automatic speech recognition and dialog management (Kelly et al. (2009); Shamekhi
et al. (2018)). The name comes from the popular movie/book of the same, in which a Wizard from
the outset behaves as though he is grand and intimidating, but in reality is a normal middle-aged
man, who hides behind a curtain. The WoZ methodology helps us come up with frameworks within
which hypothetical systems may operate and also allow us to anticipate opportunities and challenges.
Mixed-Initiative interactions too fall within this space of investigation, where we currently do not
have systems that can effectively take initiative to assist participants with information seeking.
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Figure 4.2: This Figure shows the various phases of the study. At Start, the physical setup resembled
Study Setup A (Figure 4.1). During the Pre-Task, Task and Post-Task phases it resembled Study
Setup B (Figure 4.1. And finally during the post-study and stimulated-recall interview phase, it
was resembled Study Setup C (Figure 4.1).
In this research, to study the decision-making process of a search system which can take initiative
to support collaborative search, we followed Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)’s work to characterize
and operationalize system initiative at two levels: dialog and task. At the dialog level (referred
to as the bot_dialog condition), the Wizard took the initiative by asking clarification questions to
provide better search results in response to a participant’s request. At the task level (referred to as
the bot_task condition), the Wizard could take dialogue initiative, but also provide suggestions that
may influence participants to approach the task differently. In addition to these two conditions, we
also set a baseline condition called bot_info. In the baseline condition, the Wizard was a proxy to a
typical search engine. Upon receiving the participants’ request, the Wizard would run it against our
search engine and forward relevant results to the participants’ Slack channel. Overall, we summarize
the different conditions as follows: (1) bot_info: search; (2) bot_dialog: search + clarification
questions; and (3) bot_task: search + clarification questions + suggestions (see Section 4.3).
Additionally, another significant contribution of this work is understanding system initiative
through the lens of a reference librarian. Reference librarians are the closest proxy we have to a
conversational search agent. Through training, they learn about effective strategies to help resolve
the information needs of patrons through an instrument called the reference interview (Kern and
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Woodard (2011)). A reference interview is a structured interaction between a patron and a librarian
to understand the information and relational needs of the participants (Kern and Woodard (2011)).
Using this instrument, reference librarians through an iterative process of asking questions and
searching, with the patron in the loop, resolve the participant’s information needs. Studying system
initiative situated in the frame of thinking of a reference librarian can give us insights into the
decisions one must consider while asking questions for elicitation or clarifications and making
suggestions.
From a methodological standpoint, the approach to recruiting reference librarians to play the
role of the search system is novel in comparison to recent approaches in both conversational search
and conversational agents (Wen et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018); Asri et al. (2017); Eric and
Manning (2017); Trippas et al. (2020); Thomas et al. (2017)). In these studies, the procedure has
been to pair two participants, one an information seeker and the other an intermediary, and provide
them with different task-based objectives and interfaces to access information. In conversational
search, a generalized template of the study setup is as follows: the seeker has no access to any
search system and can only communicate over a communication channel with a conversational
search system (Trippas et al. (2020); Thomas et al. (2017)). The conversational search system in
this setting is another participant who has access to a search system. In this scenario, the seeker and
the intermediary must collaborate to exchange information. In studies on conversational agents, a
common goal is to provide a seeker with a slot filling task such as finding a vacation package that
must satisfy certain constraints (Wen et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018); Asri et al. (2017);
Eric and Manning (2017)). The intermediary in this case has access to a task-relevant database,
which they use to find information, and when appropriate communicate alternative approaches.
While we also followed a template that is similar to the ones used in recent work on conversational
search systems (Trippas et al. (2020); Thomas et al. (2017)) — only the Wizard has access to a
search system; we argue that the profession and practice of the individual who plays the role of a
Wizard also matters. In this study, a reference librarian who is trained to help people (usually library
patrons) with their information needs adds value by providing insights, entrenched through their
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training and practice, on their decision-making process in taking the initiative to provide assistance.
In Section 4.5, we describe how the Wizard’s were trained for this study and their participation in
coming up with task-specific, yet broad keywords, for clarification and elicitation.
4.3 Searchbot conditions
To study mixed-initiative interactions, we followed Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)’s work to
characterize and operationalize system initiative at two levels: dialog and task. At the dialog level
(referred to as the bot_dialog condition), the Wizard can take the initiative by asking clarification
questions to provide better search results in response to a participant’s request. At the task level
(referred to as the bot_task condition), the Wizard can take dialogue initiative, and also provide
suggestions that may influence participants to approach the task differently. In addition to these two
conditions, we also set a baseline condition called bot_info. In this baseline condition, the Wizard
behaved as a proxy to a search engine by taking the participants’ information request, running it
against the search engine, and forwarding a relevant result. During every task, the Wizard, along
with the participants, were described their role, which included instructions on what they could and
could not do (Table 4.1). We did this to keep the Wizards afresh about the purpose and scope of the
searchbot condition. Below, we describe each of these conditions in detail, along with motivations
for these implementations.
4.3.1 bot_info
In this condition, the Wizard played the role of a searchbot that can only process the participants’
information requests and respond through a search result (no direct answers) in the participants’
Slack channel. This condition was meant to mimic the capabilities of current conversational systems
such as Siri, Google Now, Cortana, and Alexa, which process participants’ information requests to
provide a result(s) as a response, but do not engage in further dialog. In this condition, the Wizard
could only process the participants’ information request when called upon by a trigger command,
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Figure 4.3: The searchbot’s workflow in the bot_info condition.
”@max”. In Figure 4.3, we show a workflow of the interaction process between the Wizard and the
participants.
In Figure 4.3, the Wizard’s role begins with an information request from any of the participants.
Following this, the Wizard could construct a query in their custom search interface (Figure 4.4).
When appropriate, the Wizard dropped words from the participants’ requests and avoided the
inclusion of terms that the participants did not provide. Once they found a relevant result, the
Wizard sent the result by clicking on the send button which is beside each result (See the green
"send" button in Figure 4.6) to the participants’ Slack channel (See result inside Slack in Figure 4.5).
The Wizard sent the most relevant result based on their own judgment. Once the Wizard sent a result,
that finished one cycle of interaction between the Wizard and the participants, and the participants
could send a new information request. Participants’ were instructed not to send multiple requests to
the Wizard at once.
Interface: Figure 4.4 illustrates the Wizard’s querying interface in this condition. The querying
interface resembled a standard search engine (e.g., Google). However, each search result included a
"send" button (Figure 4.6) that the Wizard could use to send the search result to the participants’
Slack channel in real time (Figure 4.5).
Example: Figure 4.5 illustrates an exchange between participant pair P26 with the Wizard in
the bot_info condition. In this exchange, participants were exploring different countries to visit
in South America (Section 4.6), and invoked ”@max” for Passport and Visa information. Max
(who is the searchbot or Wizard) using their search interface, shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.6 found the
most suitable information, and clicked on the "send" button to share the result to the participants
communication channel.
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Figure 4.4: Part of the Wizard’s WebApp in the bot_info condition, from where they could submit
their queries.
Figure 4.5: Exchange between the participant pair P26 and the searchbot in the bot_info condition.
The check mark on Jamie’s request is feedback to the participants that Max is working on their
request.
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Figure 4.6: The Wizard’s complete search interface in the bot_info condition. All the three
conditions had a different form box to enter queries and send messages (when they could), and had
the same search results page layout.
4.3.2 bot_dialog
In this condition, we followed Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)’s characterization of dialog
initiative, who state it as pointer in a conversation which, "tracks the lead in determining the
current discourse focus." We use this characterization to operationalize dialog initiative as the
system’s ability to ask follow-up questions to establish mutual belief with the participant about their
information needs. This of course is a limited translation of their characterization, which in theory
may include a wider action space of discourse acts through which an agent can take the dialog
initiative. We have adopted the simplified version of their characterization for two reasons: First,
to create a condition that has a realistic upper bound for conversational search systems, within the
parameters of current research progress. At present we have made significant progress in the area of
conversational search in terms of asking follow-up questions for the purpose of clarification and
preference elicitation (Christakopoulou et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2018); Aliannejadi et al. (2019);
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Sun and Zhang (2018b)). While these technologies are to be perfected and studied in terms of how
participants interact with such systems, their ambition represents an upper bound in terms of what
we could expect from conversational agents in the coming years. Second, studying initiative through
a wide variety of speech acts represents a large action space that is unfeasible for a lab-based study.
By focusing on a smaller set of Wizard responses, which in this case are follow-up questions, we
are better positioned to thoroughly study the intentionality behind the Wizard’s need to establish
mutual belief through follow-up questions.
In Figure 4.7, we show the workflow for the Wizard in this condition. Upon receiving an
information request, the Wizard has the option to ask follow-up questions (any number, including
zero), hence represented with a dashed circle. Following this, they provide participants with
one result which they believe is appropriate based on the mutual belief they establish with the
participants. In this condition, the Wizard can begin their communication with the participants,
either to provide a search result or to ask a follow-up question, only after a participants initiates a
conversation with them through an information request. Specific instructions given to the Wizard in
this condition are described in Table 4.1.
Interface: Figure 4.8 shows the querying interface the Wizard used in this condition. In this
condition, the Wizard can ask for follow-up questions, query against the search system, and send the
search results to the participants’ Slack channel (Figure 4.9). The follow-up questions the Wizard
post’s in this interface will appear as normal chat messages by the searchbot in the participants’
Slack channel (Figure 4.9).
Example: Figure 4.9 illustrates an exchange between participant pair P18 in the bot_dialog
condition. In this exchange, participants want to explore food options in Chile and invoke ”@max”
to do this. Max, unclear about their preferences, requested for more information by submitting their
question in the "Ask clarification questions" section shown in the Wizard’s interface in Figure 4.8.
Once Alex responded, Max forwarded a result they felt was appropriate based on the participants
preferences.
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Figure 4.7: The searchbot’s workflow in the bot_dialog condition.
Figure 4.8: The Wizard’s interface in the bot_dialog condition.
Figure 4.9: Exchange between the participant pair P18 and the searchbot in the bot_dialog condition.




In this condition, we followed Chu-Carroll and Brown (1997)’s characterization of task initiative
who state it as a pointer in a conversation which, "tracks the lead in the development of the agents’
plan." Once again, we adopted a slightly different characterization of task initiative and focused
on one aspect: suggestions — proposing new information to help the participants with the task.
We do this for two reasons: First, to set an optimistic upper bound, where we extend beyond
the current research parameters of conversational search to imagine an agent that is similar to
a reference librarian or a concierge. In this optimistic upper bound, the agent can become part
of the search process like a reference librarian would, and be able to proactively intervene in
conversations and also able to provide suggestions or ask follow-up questions. Second, similar to
the bot_dialog condition, by limiting the action space to suggestions and follow-up questions, we
are better positioned to thoroughly study the intentionality behind the Wizard’s need to take the
initiative through both follow-up questions and suggestions.
In Figure 4.10, we provide a workflow for this condition. In this condition, the starting point
of interaction could be the participants’ information request to the searchbot or the searchbot’s
proactive intervention to provide a suggestion or ask a follow-up question. To explain what happens
with both starting points, we provide separate workflows for each case. First, let us consider the
situation when the searchbot received an information request from a participant. After receiving the
information request, the Wizard could ask a follow-up questions (any number), provide suggestions
(any number), or send a result to the participants. This was an iterative process, in which the Wizard
using feedback from the participant may continue to provide suggestions, ask follow-up questions,
or send a result until they believe they have sufficiently assisted the participants. In the second
starting scenario, the Wizard motivated by the conversation, prior knowledge, or the search results
could proactively intervene. They could intervene through a suggestion, a follow-up question, or a
result. Once again, this was an iterative process between the participants and the Wizard, in which
the Wizard continued their interaction using suggestions, follow-up questions, or results to satisfy
the participants’ needs. Specific instructions given to the Wizard are described in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.10: The searchbot’s workflow in the bot_task condition.
Interface: In Figure 4.11, we show the querying interface that the Wizard used to operate in this
condition. In this condition, the Wizard could ask follow-up questions, provide suggestions, query
against the search system to send search results to the participants’ Slack channel. The suggestions
and clarification questions, indicated as form fields in the figure, appeared as normal chat messages
by the searchbot in the participants’ Slack channel (Figure 4.12).
Example: Figure 4.12 illustrates the exchange between participant pair P05 and the searchbot
in the bot_task condition. In this exchange, after ”@max” is invoked to help find a recipe for
Jollof rice, Max asks a follow-up question by posing their question from the "Ask clarification
questions" section shown in Figure 4.11. Later by following the participants’ conversation, they
decided to dynamically intervene and inquire if the participants needed more information by posing
their request in the "Give suggestions" section shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: The Wizard’s interface in the bot_task condition.
Figure 4.12: Exchange between participant pair P05 and the searchbot in the bot_task condition.
In this example, Max asks a follow-up question to get more information about the participants’
preferences and also dynamically intervenes to inquire if the participants’ need more information to
help them reach a decision.
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Table 4.1: Instructions to the Wizard about the three searchbot conditions
Searchbot condition Instructions
bot_info
In this condition, Max behaves similar to current conversational agents such as Alexa and Google now,
wherein they will take your information request and find the most relevant information. The relevant in-
formation in this setting is a web result, which Max will post in the Slack channel. For every information
request, Max will only send one web result.
If you wish to engage with Max again, which could be because you want to request more information or are
not satisfied with a search result, you may formulate another information request. As stated before, please
wait for Max to process your information request before requesting them again. Which means, please wait
for Max to process one information request before sending a new one. But, both of you are free to send as
many requests as you want, just don’t spam Max.
bot_dialog
In this condition, Max extends the behaviors of current conversational agents such as Alexa and Google now,
by being able to process your information request and also ask you clarification questions. They will ask you
questions to help them understand your immediate information needs. The clarification questions that Max
may ask could be to elicit more information or to clarify your information needs. Based on the information
Max gains, they are free to construct a query and send you one web result. The relevant information they
send you in this setting is a web link, which Max will post in the Slack channel. At this point, we would like
to let you know that Max will only ask you a clarification question AFTER you have presented them with an
information request.
If you wish to engage with Max again, which could be because you want to request more information or are
not satisfied with a search result, you may formulate another information request. As stated before, please
wait for Max to process your information request before requesting them again. Which means, please wait
for Max to process one information request before sending a new one. But, both of you are free to send as
many requests as you want, just don’t spam Max.
bot_task
In this condition, Max extends the behaviors of current conversational agents such as Alexa and Google now,
by being able to process your information request, ask you for clarifications, and give suggestions. The
relevant information they send you in this setting could be a web link or a chat message, both of which they
will post inside the Slack channel. The clarification questions that Max may ask could be to elicit more
information or to clarify your information needs; these questions maybe for your immediate information
needs or about your overall task direction. Based on the information Max gains, they are free to construct a
query and send you a result. The relevant information they send you in this setting is a web link, which Max
will post in the Slack channel. In terms of suggestions, Max may decide to be an active part of your search
process and provide suggestions. Here, let me explain to you what we mean by a suggestion. While Max
is searching on your behalf, they may encounter information which may inform them that the direction you
are pursuing may not be ideal. There may also be situations where they may come across information they
think you should consider. In such situations, Max is free to inform you about these situations, and these
contributions from Max are what we refer to as suggestions.
In this condition, there are two approaches through which an interaction with Max can happen. In the first
approach, you send Max an information request. Max can then ask you clarification questions or provide
suggestions. If they only ask you clarifications, they will send you a web result to close the interaction. If
they send you a suggestion, they may choose to end the interaction with that or send you a web result. In the
second approach, Max can initiate the interaction with a suggestion related to the task. In this approach they
can immediately end the interaction following the suggestion, or follow-up with clarification questions, and
then end the interaction by sending you a relevant result.
If you wish to engage with Max again, which could be because you want to request more information or are
not satisfied with a search result, you may formulate another information request. As stated before, please
wait for Max to process your information request before requesting them again. Which means, please wait
for Max to process one information request before sending a new one. But, both of you are free to send as
many requests as you want, just don’t spam Max.
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4.4 Participant recruitment
For this study, we recruited two types of participants, the first was participants who collaborated
on information-seeking tasks, and the second was reference librarians who played the role of the
searchbot.
4.4.1 Collaborating participants
In this study, we recruited 27 pairs of participants. Participants were undergraduate students
at UNC and recruited in pairs. Each participant pair worked on three searchbot conditions and
three search tasks (no task manipulation), in a within-subject design, where we exposed them to
all the searchbot conditions and search tasks. We used two Latin squares to counterbalance the
presentation of searchbot condition and search task, for a total of 9 treatment orders repeated three
times across 27 participant pairs. Each participant received $20 USD for their time.
4.4.2 Reference librarians
To play the role of the searchbot, we recruited reference librarians at UNC Chapel Hill. The
recruited librarians were graduate students who work at the reference services at UNC Libraries.
Each of them were originally set to work on nine sessions and interact with participants over a full
rotation of the searchbot conditions and tasks. One of the librarians could only do 7 out of their 9
sessions, which led to the other two librarians taking each of the remaining tasks. For each session,
each librarian was compensated $30 for their time. We used the following criteria to recruit the
librarians:
• Should be working or worked earlier as a reference librarian.
• Should have taken a graduate level course in reference services.
• Should be comfortable providing reference services over an instant messaging platform.
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After the librarians were recruited, each of them participated in one pilot session and a common
training session. We describe the training session, dubbed as "Wizard’s meeting" in Section 4.5.
4.5 Wizard training
Before beginning the study, each librarian or Wizard participated in one pilot study and attended
a training session. The purpose of the training session was to gather all the Wizards together to
explain the purpose of the study and formulate a set of clarifying questions based on a general
description of the task.
We began the training session by explaining the purpose of the study. Next, we described the
interface the Wizards were going to use and the purpose of each functionality. After this, each
Wizard was given a sandbox environment in which they could practice their role as the searchbot by
issuing queries and sending search results to the Slack channel (that was designated for testing).
Following this, we gave the Wizards a general description for each search task (Table 4.2), which
lacked the background and task-specific objectives which were give to the participants. We did this
to avoid situations where a Wizard may influence the task trajectory based on their knowledge of
the task objectives. For example, in the second task described in Table 4.2, we gave the following
instruction to the Wizards, ""Help the participants plan a vacation in South America." With this
information and the search engine provided to you, come up with follow-up questions that you think
could help you assist the participants." Each Wizard, with the help of the sandbox environment,
came up with a list of follow-up questions. After this, they presented their questions to each other,
discussed, and made one final list for each task. When the study began, the clarifying questions
were presented as a word cloud, which was a set of words that are facets or a significant topics from
the clarifying questions, on a piece of paper so that the Wizards could use it to freshen up their
memory, use it for reference, or help get ideas when collaborating with the participants.
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4.6 Search tasks
In this research, the goal was to study the interaction between a search system and participants
that may need multiple rounds of interaction. To study such interactions, we made the tasks complex
enough such that one may not solve them through one single search query. Furthermore, we also
ensured that the tasks were enjoyable and relatable to the undergraduate population.
The study used "comparative tasks" that required pairs of participants to consider alternatives
based on different dimensions (or criteria) and make a joint (and well-justified) decision. We
used specific scenarios to contextualize the task and nudge the participants to work together. The
dimensions for each comparative task were presented as preferences that the participants had to
accommodate while searching and making a final selection. In terms of the final selection, we
asked participants to verbalize the final selection as we wanted to verbally capture how they came
to decide their final selection. Participants had 15 minutes to work on each task and were given a 2
min warning at the 13 minute mark. Furthermore, participants were given no further information
about the task. If at any point they needed more information or clarification to move forward with
the task, we asked them to imagine themselves in the the scenario provided and move forward with
the task. The three information-seeking tasks are described in Table 4.2.
4.7 Questionnaires
Participants completed three types of questionnaires: entry, pre-task and post-task. Participants
completed the entry questionnaire before the start of the study, the pre-task questionnaire before
each task, and the post-task questionnaire after the end of each task (see Figure 4.2 for the study
flow).
4.7.1 Entry questionnaire
Participants completed an entry questionnaire at the beginning of the study. The questionnaire
had three parts: (1) demographic information; (2) participants’ familiarity with chat software; and
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Table 4.2: Information-seeking tasks used in the study.
Task 1 General Description Help participants find a volunteering project in Africa
Scenario Jamie and Alex are rising seniors at UNC-Chapel Hill. They decided that before
they finish school, they will spend a summer volunteering (2-3 months). Jamie
heard through a friend that volunteering internationally is an option they could
consider. Jamie mentioned this to Alex, and they both decided to explore different
volunteering programs in Africa.
ToDo Jamie mentioned to Alex that their parents would only agree to a volunteering
program in Africa if they are confident of their safety, affordability of the plan,
and if the project is exciting. In this task, with the help of the human-intermediary,
work together to find a project which you both think is most suitable for you.
Task 2 General Description Help participants plan a vacation in South America
Scenario Jamie and Alex have never been to South America. They decided to change this
fact by taking a trip to one of the South American countries during the winter
break (December break). As a first step, to estimate what is needed, they agreed
to work together to explore different options suitable for a short trip.
ToDo Jamie and Alex decided to explore their options based on three things, things to
do/see, ease of getting a visa, and general safety of tourists in the country. In this
task, with the help of the human-intermediary, work together to find a country
which you both think is most suitable to visit.
Task 3 General Description Help participants come up with a food recipe
Scenario Jamie and Alex got invited to a potluck at their friend Taylor’s place. Taylor
informed everyone attending that they had to make a food item inspired by a
region of the world. Alex and Taylor like this challenge and decided to sit down
and come up with ideas to make a dish together.
ToDo Jamie and Alex decided to explore recipe options for the dish they plan to make.
They chose to evaluate recipe options based on three things, recipe from a region
(of the world) that is not too familiar to a US audience, difficulty in making the
dish, and avoidance of ingredients that people are commonly allergic to. In this
task, with the help of the human-intermediary, work together to find a recipe
which you both think is most suitable for the potluck.
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(3) participants’ familiarity with chatbots. For the demographic questionnaire, Age was a numeric
value, and Gender and Current academic year left as free form responses. Participants familiarity
with both chat software and chatbots was rated over a 6-point scale ranging from "Never" to "10 or
more years". And their regular usage over a 7-point scale ranging from "Never" to "Daily". Finally,
participants were also asked to answer how they may have used chatbots, if they have, and for which
tasks.
Table 4.3: Entry questionnaire






Are you familiar with chat applications?
How often do you use a chat application?
Experience with
chatbots
Are you familiar with chatbots and have you ever used them?
How often do you use a chatbot?
4.7.2 Pre-task questionnaire
At the beginning of each task, participants completed a 7 item pre-task questionnaire, which
provided information about their prior knowledge, level of interest in the task, and expectations
about the difficulty of the task. Participants responded to agreement statements using a 7-point scale,
from "Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" (7). The questions are described in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Pre-task questionnaire
Pre-task questionnaire provided to each participant.
Prior Knowledge • I already know a great deal about the topic of this task.
• I have previously searched for information about the topic of this task.
Perceived Enjoyability • I think this task will be enjoyable.
Perceived Difficulty • I think it will be difficult to find useful information for this task.
• I think it will be difficult to coordinate with my partner during this task.
• I think it will be difficult to communicate my preferences to my partner during this task.
• I think it will be difficult to share information with my partner during this task.
• I think it will be difficult for my partner and I to reach consensus during this task.
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4.7.3 Post-task questionnaire
At the end of each task, participants completed a series of post-task questionnaires. The first
post-task questionnaire was the NASA-TLX questionnaire, which measures six aspects of workload:
(1) mental workload, (2) physical demand, (3) temporal demand, (4) failure, (5) effort, and (6)
frustration. Besides the question on failure, participants responded to all the questions on a 7-point
scale with the following end-points, "Very Low" and "Very High". For the question on failure,
participants reported on a 7-point scale with "Perfect" and "Failure" as the end-points.
The second post-task questionnaire included 11 items that asked about participants’ collaborative
experience during the task (Table 4.5). Most questions came from a questionnaire we used in two
earlier studies, Avula et al. (2018) and Avula et al. (2019a). In addition to my earlier questionnaire
we also added three questions on "joint attention", "task division", and "flow" of communication
from Kütt et al. (2019). Overall, the questionnaire broadly had three dimensions: (1) awareness
of each other’s activities (5 items), (2) collaborative effort (4 items), and (3) enjoyment (2 items).
Across all the questions, participants responded to agreement statements using a 7-point scale, from
"Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" (7).
The third is a modified questionnaire from Gross and Saxton (2002) to evaluate the utility of
the searchbot. Gross and Saxton’s scale was originally used to evaluate reference services. In the
current context, we decided to use dimensions from their scale that are relevant to a conversational
search system, which are: (1) usefulness, (2) coverage, (3) readiness, (4) interest, (5) understanding,
(6) verification, and (7) satisfaction (Table 4.6). We added an additional question to understand
if participants felt disrupted by the searchbot. Here too, participants responded to agreement
statements using a 7-point scale, from "Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" (7).
Finally, the last questionnaire is about involvement. To measure involvement, we used a modified
version of the involvement scale by Cegala (1981), used in Nguyen and Fussell (2016) to measure
participants involvement during the task (Table 4.7). In this questionnaire, participants reported on
a 7-point scale with the following end-points, "Almost Never" and "Almost Always".
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Table 4.5: Post-task questionnaire on collaborative experience Avula et al. (2019a).
Theme Description
Awareness • During the task, I had a pretty good idea about what my partner was doing.
• During the task, I think my partner had a pretty good idea about what I was doing
• During the task, I was confident that my partner was looking at information we
would find valuable for completing the task
•During the task, I was confident that I was looking at information my partner would
find valuable for completing the task
• During the task, my partner and I maintained joint attention, for example by look-
ing at or talking about the same information.
• During the task, my partner and I divided the task into subtasks. I proceeded with
the task systematically with a clear goal or question guiding each phase.
Effort • It was easy to share information with my partner during the task.
• It was easy for my partner and I to coordinate our efforts during this task.
• It was easy to maintain a smooth "flow" of communication with my partner during
this task. Little time was lost due to misinterpreted references or misunderstandings.
• During the decision-making process, my partner and I evaluated arguments for
and against the available options. If we initially preferred different options, we ex-
changed arguments until a consensus was reached. Even if we agreed from the start,
we still evaluated our shared preference critically.
Enjoyment • I enjoyed completing this task
• I think my partner enjoyed completing this task.
Table 4.6: Post-task questions about the searchbot’s utility (Gross and Saxton (2002)).
Theme Description
Usefulness • I was able to find useful information.
Coverage • I was able to find everything we needed.
Readiness • The Human-Intermediary was ready to help me.
Interest • The Human-Intermediary was interested in my
questions.
Understanding • The Human-Intermediary understood my questions.
Verification • The Human-Intermediary made sure I found what I
wanted.
Satisfaction • I am satisfied with the assistance we received from
the Human-Intermediary.
Disruption • I felt disrupted by the Human-Intermediary.
Table 4.7: Post-task questionnaire of participant’s conversational involvement (Nguyen and Fussell
(2016)).
Four items adapted from Cegala’s Involvement scale
• During the task, I carefully observed how my partner responded to me.
• During the task, I was sensitive to my partner’s hidden or subtle meanings.
• During the task, I pretended to be listening to my partner while in fact I was thinking/working on something else.
• During the task, I was preoccupied and did not pay complete attention to my partner.
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4.7.4 Post-study questionnaire
At the end of the study, the research assistant (different from the moderator) invited both
participants to one room and conducted a semi-structured interview. The goal of this interview was
to have participants reflect on their experience with the three searchbot conditions. The interview
questions are described in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Post-study interview questionnaire.
Searchbot Post-task questions
bot_info Think back to the condition where you could only provide information requests:
1. Please describe your overall strategy to completing this task. In other words, what were the
steps that you and your partner took to completing this task.
2. Was there anything challenging about this task?
bot_dialog Think back to the condition where the searchbot could ask you questions and provide search
results:
1. Please describe your overall strategy to completing this task. In other words, what were the
steps that you and your partner took to completing this task.
2. Was there anything challenging about this task?
3. Overall, did you feel like the searchbot helped you in this task? If so, how? If not, why not?
bot_task Think back to the condition where the searchbot could ask you questions, provide suggestions,
and provide search results:
1. Please describe your overall strategy to completing this task. In other words, what were the
steps that you and your partner took to completing this task.
2. Was there anything challenging about this task?
3. Overall, did you feel like the searchbot helped you in this task? If so, how? If not, why not?
Comparison If you could rank the three seachbot condtions:
Which was the most helpful?
Which was the least helpful?
4.7.5 Inter-communication measures
In RQ5, to study the inter-communication between participants and the searchbot we computed
six measures which can broadly be classified into two types. The first type of measures capture the
quantity of information that was exchanged between participants and the searchbot and the second
type, two measures, captures participants comparative gains. We used the following four measures
to compute the total amount of information that was exchanged during the collaboration:
• Total links sent by the searchbot (TLS): These are the total number of web links shared by
the searchbot. The searchbot could only share this information by pushing content from their
WebApp into the participants’ shared Slack channel (Figure 4.9).
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• Total Wizard initiative (TWI): In this measure, we capture the number of times the search-
bot took the initiative, i.e., asked a follow-up question in the bot_dialog condition, and made a
suggestion or asked a follow-up question in the bot_task condition. To make the contributions
comparable across conditions, we do not distinguish the initiative’s nature in the bot_task con-
dition and simply aggregate the different types of initiative, i.e., dialog, task, or dialog+task,
into one number. This comparison sheds light on the number of times the Wizard decided to
engage in the participants’ dialog.
• Total interactions between participant and Wizard (IPW): This measure capture the
number of times participants explicitly interacted with the Wizard. To do this, we counted the
number of times "@max" was used by either participant. In the bot_info condition, "@max"
was used exclusively to request information, but in the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions,
participants could have also referenced to the searchbot to respond to their follow-up questions
or suggestions.
• Total messages exchanged (TME): The total number of messages exchanged in a session.
In all the conditions, the web links share by the searchbot were not counted as messages. But
in the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, the searchbot’s contributions through follow-up
questions and suggestions were included.
The second category of measures were intended to quantify participants’ comparative gains in
information from the searchbot. We define comparative as a trade-off for information gained with
respect to the communication that happened between the participants and the searchbot. We came
up with two measures to do capture comparative gains, and describe them as follows:
• Results to messages ratio (RR): This measure is the ratio of the total links shared by the
Wizard (TLS) to the total messages exchanged (TME) between the participants and the
searchbot. We scaled this value by 100 to make the numbers easily discernible.




• Results to Wizard initiative (RI): This measure is the ratio of the total links shared (TLS)
by the Wizard to the total number of times (TWI) they took the initiative in the bot_dialog
and the bot_task condition. As there may be situations where the Wizard may not take the





4.7.6 Stimulated recall interview
After participants completed their search task, the moderator in the Wizard’s room began the
stimulated recall interview with the Wizard (in parallel with the research assistant who is conducting
the Post-Study interview). As the focus is on understanding the Wizard’s motivations to take the
initiative, the stimulated recall interview was only conducted for the bot_dialog and the bot_task
conditions. We used Camtasia to record the screen activity and the Wizard’s audio responses to
my questions. The interview proceeded in the following manner: Following the task order, the
moderator showed the Wizard the first condition when they could take the initiative. Next, the
moderator highlighted the utterance in which the Wizard took the initiative and asked three questions.
In Table 4.9, we describe the questions for both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions.
Table 4.9: Instructions to the Wizard during the stimulated recall interview.
Intervention Type Questions to the Wizard
Followup Questions What type information were you hoping to gain?
What made you decide to ask for this type of additional in-
formation?
Why did you think that the timing of your intervention
would be appropriate rather than distracting or disruptive?
Suggestions/Followup Questions What additional information were you hoping to gain or pro-
vide?
What made you decide to ask or provide this type of infor-
mation?
Why did you think that the timing of your intervention




In RQ1-RQ5, to investigate the main effect of the searchbot condition, we used mixed-effects
regression models to conduct the analyses. Mixed-effects models, also known as multilevel models
or hierarchical models, are an extension to the standard regression models. In mixed-effects models,
the outcome variable is regressed upon two types of variables: fixed and random. Fixed effects are
typically measurements that are collected during the experiments such as the searchbot condition,
and are comparable to the dependent variables in a standard regression model. Random effects, on
the other hand, are variables that account for factors that are directly not observable, such as the
individual traits in participants or specific to this study, variance in collaborations across participant
pairs. While there may be any number of un-observed random effects that impact the observed
outcomes, one reasonable approach to represent and infer these variations has been to group data
across some dimension that is relevant to the study design. In this study, there are two such groups,
the participant-pair (N=27) and the participants themselves (N=54). In our analysis we represent
the collaboration with the session id and each participant’s traits with the participant id. Next, as
each participant-pair belongs to unique session id, in the model, we nest the participant id within
the session id. This type of representation allows us to infer the participant’s traits subject to their
collaboration. This type of representation for random effects is known as nested random effects and
the overall model as a mixed-effects model with nested random effects (Bates et al. (2014)).
In all the models, the fixed effects included participants pre-task questionnaire responses, the
searchbot condition, Wizard Id, and task. The pre-task questionnaire had eight questions over three
dimensions prior knowledge (2 items), perceived enjoyability (1 item), and perceived difficulty (5
items). For prior knowledge and perceived difficulty, we averaged the individual scales as there was
good internal consistency — Cronbach’s alpha for prior knowledge: 0.76 ; perceived difficulty: 0.79.
To compare differences across conditions, we used the bot_info and the bot_dialog condition as the
baselines. In each of the comparisons, the positive beta estimates suggest a higher preference for the
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reference over the baseline. Finally, for all the continuous outcomes, we used a linear mixed-effects
model and for count estimates Poisson regression model with random effects. To further explain
this representation, each of our models used the following equations:
yijk = β0 + µj|k + µk︸ ︷︷ ︸
random intercepts





log(yijk) = β0 + µj|k + µk︸ ︷︷ ︸
random intercepts
+ β1x1i...+ βmxmi︸ ︷︷ ︸
fixed factors
(4.2)
In Equation 4.1, the outcome variables for the post-task questionnaires (RQ1-RQ4) and ratio
data from RQ5 are linearly regressed upon three types of parameters: random effects, fixed factors,
and an error term. The random parameters are µj|k and µk. µj|k denotes the nested random effect
for participant j in session k. And µk denoting the random effect due to the session k, and the term i
denotes the data point. The fixed factors are the searchbot condition, the Wizard id, task, and the
participants’ pre-task responses. In Equation 2, we model the count outcomes in RQ5 over a similar
linear combination of the random and fixed effects from Equation 1. However, we use a log-linear
transformation or Poisson regression to estimate the parameters. We use Poisson regression as it
provides a more stable estimation of parameters over count data (Cameron and Trivedi (2013)). In
all the analyses, to test the statistical significance of each mixed-effects model, we computed the χ2
statistic using the likelihood-ratio test against a null model (i.e., one without the searchbot condition
as a covariate). To compare between all pairs of searchbot conditions, we used the info_only and
bot_dialog conditions as baselines.
4.8.2 Qualitative analysis
RQ6 had two goals: first, to understand the Wizards’ motivations to take the initiative. Second,
to understand their sense of appropriateness for intervening in the dialog. To study these goals, we
conducted a qualitative analysis of the Wizards’ stimulated recall interviews. Prior to our analysis,
we readied the data in the following manner.
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• Step 1: We transcribed all of the Wizards’ stimulated recall interviews, which was about 6.5
hours of audio data.
• Step 2: Aligned the Wizards’ recall comments with their utterances in the chat logs. This step
informed the coders of the context in which the Wizards intervened.
• Step 3: Partitioned the data into three parts, a third of which was used to develop the initial
codebook.
Next, we conducted an inductive thematic analysis to identify themes (did not adopt any existing
frameworks) that describe the Wizards’ motivations and their sense of appropriateness to intervene.
To perform the qualitative analysis, two coders (me and another graduate student) independently
coded a third of the Wizards’ comments. The coders did line-by-line coding, met regularly, and
iteratively developed open codes. In the iterative process, each coder independently coded a small
portion of the data, met to discuss the codes, and developed the codebook. During the iterative
process, we continually revised the codebook to capture all the relevant information. New codes
identified by each coder were discussed during regular meetings. Following this, the coders would
go back to the prior transcripts to check why the code was missed, and once they were confident of
its contribution, added it to the codebook. The coders met every weekday for a month to develop
the codebook. After coding together with a third of the data, the coders again met to condense
the codebook. We first coded the Wizard’s comments in the bot_dialog condition and applied the
same codebook, expanding when necessary for the bot_task condition. Next, the coders applied the
codebook on another third of the data and met again to compare codes and resolve discrepancies. In
this process, we eliminated codes that were infrequent or merged multiple codes. Finally, one coder
(me) coded the final third of the data.
After we applied the codebook across all the transcripts, one coder (me) developed themes
across two dimensions: motivations and timing. After this, they referred back to the second coder
to discuss the themes and resolve conflicts or discrepancies. In Section 6.1, we report the themes
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which describe the Wizards’ motivations to intervene and their sense of appropriateness for the
timing of their intervention.
Additionally, while reporting, we avoid reporting the prevalence of the themes. We do this for
two reasons. First, this is an exploratory approach, and our motivations are to scope the variation of
the Wizards’ motivations and their sense of appropriateness to intervene. In this research question,
we are not testing a specific hypothesis or intend to describe why a specific motivation may have
occurred over another — the experiment was not set up for this. Instead, what we provide is a range
of motivations the Wizard considered, and how they thought their intervention to be appropriate.
This style of reporting is not novel, and we are building on the methodology and reporting style
from prior work (Rutter et al. (2019); Leeman et al. (2014); Thorne et al. (2003); Chen (2016);
Merner et al. (2019)). The second reason we do not report on the themes’ prelevance is that the
sample size of the Wizards limits us. It would be improper to extrapolate and generalize frequencies
from the behaviors of three Wizards’ for a wider population.
We ensured rigor in our qualitative process in the following ways: First, the coders met regularly
to discuss and develop codes. Whenever they came up with new codes, they went back to the
coded data to check why they missed it and, in that process, re-evaluated the relevance of the
code in previously coded data. Second, one coder wrote memos during the iterative process to
detail observations and keep themselves aware of potential biases — a strategy that is employed
in grounded theory (Charmaz (2014)). While we did not develop a theory or employed grounded
theory per se, we followed the note-taking process of grounded theory to make the coding process
robust. Finally, third, we removed unresolved codes from the codebook.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS - QUANTITATIVE
In this chapter, we present the results for RQ1-RQ5. We present the quantitative results
for participants’ post-task responses across the different searchbot conditions and their inter-
communication behaviors with the searchbot. In RQ6, we provide results of a qualitative analysis
based on the stimulated-recall interviews with the Wizards, who played the role of the searchbot.
5.1 RQ1: What are participants’ perceptions of the searchbot’s utility across the different
levels of initiative?
To investigate RQ1, we analyzed participants’ post-task responses to Gross and Saxton (2002)’s
utility questionnaire, which measures utility across seven dimensions: (1) usefulness, (2) coverage,
(3) readiness, (4) interest, (5) understanding, (6) verification, and (7) satisfaction. In addition to
these dimensions, we also added a new question to measure participants’ sense of disruption from
the searchbot’s interventions. Among these dimensions, questions on interest and verification were
only posed for the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, as those are the only conditions in which
the searchbot could followup and explicitly exhibit such behaviors. Figure 5.1 shows the means and
95% confidence intervals of participants’ responses about their perceived utility across the searchbot
conditions.
Overall, the searchbot condition had a significant effect for disruption (χ(2)2 = 10.32, p < 0.01)
and showed important trends for coverage (χ(2)2 = 5.187, p = 0.07). In terms of disruption, partic-
ipants reported being significantly more disrupted by the searchbot’s ability to take initiative in the
bot_task condition over the bot_info (β = 0.884, S.E = 0.276, p < 0.01) and bot_dialog conditions
(β = 0.644, S.E = 0.280, p < 0.05). Next, in terms of coverage, participants perceived them-
selves to have found lesser information in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_dialog
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Usefulness Coverage Readiness Interest Understanding Verification Satisfaction Disruption
bot_info 5.72 5.50 6.20 6.06 5.85 2.09
bot_dialog 5.96 5.63 6.09 5.47 5.96 5.72 5.67 2.28











Figure 5.1: Post-task response about participants’ perception of the searchbot’s utility Gross and
Saxton (2002). ’*’ and ’**’ denote significant differences at p < .05, and p < .01 level. The error
bars are 95% confidence intervals.
(β = −0.609, S.E = 0.284, p < 0.05) and trended toward lower coverage in the bot_task condition
in comparison to the bot_info conditon (β = −0.509, S.E = 0.283, p = 0.074). Finally, while
we found no significant overall differences for the searchbot for usefulness, participants did trend
towards higher usefulness of the bot_dialog condition in comparison to the bot_task condition
(β = 0.395, S.E = 0.237, p = 0.09).
5.2 RQ2: What is the impact of the system’s ability to take initiative on participants’ per-
ceived mental workload?
To investigate RQ2, we analyzed participants’ post-task reponses to the NASA-TLX ques-
tionnaire, which measured six aspects of workload: (1) mental demand, (2) physical demand, (3)
temporal demand, (4) failure, (5) effort, and (6) frustration. Figure 5.2 shows the means and 95%
confidence intervals of the participants responses across the searchbot conditions. The searchbot
condition had a significant effect for frustration (χ(2)2 = 9.825, p < 0.01) and showed important
trends for effort (χ(2)2 = 5.154, p = 0.07). Participants reported significantly higher frustration
as the searchbot’s ability to take the initiative accrued (i.e., no initiative -> dialog initiative -> task
initiative), with significantly higher frustration in the bot_task condition over the bot_info condition
(β = 0.704, S.E = 0.212, p < 0.01) and trending towards higher frustration in the bot_dialog con-









bot_info 3.02 1.31 3.11 2.74 3.57 1.96
bot_dialog 2.93 1.41 3.00 2.70 2.96 2.31










Figure 5.2: Post-task response about participants’ perception of workload across the searchbot
conditions. ’*’ and ’**’ denote significant differences at p < .05, and p < .01 level. The error bars
are 95% confidence intervals.
ticipants reported significantly higher levels of effort in the bot_info condition in comparison to the
bot_dialog condition (β = 0.540, S.E = 0.255, p < 0.05), and trending towards higher effort in the
bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_dialog condition (β = 0.469, S.E = 0.256, p = 0.07).
Finally, while the searchbot condition did not have a significant impact for temporal demand, partic-
ipants’ temporal demand trended higher in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_dialog
condition (β = 0.535, S.E = 0.306, p = 0.08).
5.3 RQ3: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take the initiative on participants’
perceived collaborative experience?
To investigate RQ3, we analyzed participants’ responses to the post-task questionnaire about
their collaborative experience: (1) awareness of each other’s activities; (2) ease of collaboration; and
(3) enjoyment. Figure 5.3 shows the means and 95% confidence intervals of participants’ responses
about their collaborative experience across searchbot conditions.
Collaborative Awareness: The searchbot condition had a significant effect for two measures
of awareness: (1) aware_about_partner (χ(2)2 = 13.758, p < 0.01) and (2) aware_partner_aboutme
(χ(2)2 = 13.289, p < 0.01).
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In terms of aware_about_partner, participants reported being less aware of what their partner was
doing as the searchbot’s ability to take the initiative accrued (no initiative -> dialog initiative -> task
initiative). Participants reported lesser awareness in the bot_task condition in comparison to bot_info
(β = −0.598, S.E = 0.159, p < 0.001) and the bot_dialog (β = −0.402, S.E = 0.159, p < 0.05)
condition. Next, in terms of aware_partner_aboutme, participants perceived their partner to be
less aware of their own activities in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_info (β =
−0.683, S.E = 0.192, p < 0.001) and the bot_dialog conditions (β = −0.541, S.E = 0.193, p <
0.01). Finally, for joint_attention, the overall searchbot condition was not significant and participants
indicated almost identical levels of joint attention i.e., looking at or talking about the same piece
of information, in the bot_info and the bot_dialog conditions. But as the searchbot’s ability to
take the initiative included the ability to provide suggestions i.e., bot_task condition, participants
perception of join attention trended lower in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_info
(β = −0.333, S.E = 0.175, p = 0.06) and bot_dialog (β = −0.296, S.E = 0.175, p = 0.09)
conditions.
Collaborative Effort: The searchbot condition had a significant effect on participants collabo-
rative effort for: (1) ease_share (χ(2)2 = 6.523, p < 0.05) and (2) ease_flow (χ(2)2 = 5.964, p =
0.05). In terms of ease_share, it was harder to share information in the bot_task in comparison
to the bot_info (β = −0.405, S.E = 0.175, p < 0.05) and the bot_dialog (β = −0.384, S.E =
0.176, p < 0.05) conditions. And in terms of ease_flow, the flow of collaboration was significantly
lower in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_info (β = −0.500, S.E = 0.212, p < 0.05)
and trending lower in the bot_dialog condition (β = −0.394, S.E = 0.214, p = 0.07).
Collaborative Enjoyment Overall, the searchbot condition did not have a significant effect for
both enjoy_self and enjoy_partner, but we did find significant differences between two comparisons
both of which included the bot_task condition. For enjoy_self, participants reported to enjoy
themselves significantly more in the bot_info condition in comparison to the bot_task condition
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bot_dialog 6.15 6.13 6.28 4.48 6.30 6.13 6.08 5.89 5.69 5.57
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Figure 5.3: Post-task responses about collaborative experience across the searchbot conditions. ’*’,
’**’, and ’***’ denote significant differences at p < .05, p < .01, and p < .001 level. The error bars
are 95% confidence intervals.
careful_observation sensitive_subtle_meanings pretend_attention preoccupied
bot_info 5.63 5.15 1.91 1.78
bot_dialog 5.54 4.94 1.76 1.50








Figure 5.4: Post-task responses about level of involvement across the searchbot conditions.
enjoy more in the bot_info condition in comparison to the bot_task condition (β = 0.478, S.E =
0.222, p < 0.05).
5.4 RQ4: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants’
perceived involvement with each other?
To investigate RQ4, we analyzed participants’ responses to Cegala’s adapted four item in-
volvement scale (Nguyen and Fussell (2016)). Figure 5.3 shows the means and 95% confidence
intervals of participants’ responses about their collaborative experience across searchbot condi-
tions. The searchbot condition had no significant impact on any of the four items, but showed
important trends for how preoccupied participants felt. Participants reported to being more pre-
occupied with themselves in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_dialog condition
(β = 0.319, S.E = 0.173, p = 0.06).
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5.5 RQ5: What is the impact of the searchbot’s ability to take initiative on participants
intercommunication behaviors with the searchbot?
In RQ5, we analyzed the intercommunication between participants and the searchbot. we did
this in two ways, first, we computed measures to quantify information that was exchanged between
participants and the searchbot: Total messages exchanged (TME), Total links sent by the searchbot
(TLS), Total Wizard initiative (TWI), and Total interactions between participant and Wizard (IPW)
(Section 4.7.5). Second, we computed two measures to quantify participants comparative gains
in information (Section 4.7.5). Here, we define comparative gains as the information gained in
exchange for the total messages and the number of times participants had to communicate with the
searchbot.
Information exchanged: In terms of total information exchanged, the searchbot condition
had a significant impact on all four measures: TME (χ(2)2 = 87.323, p < 0.001), TLS (χ(2)2 =
13.665, p < 0.01), TWI (χ(1)2 = 47.27, p < 0.001), and IPW (χ(2)2 = 10.316, p < 0.01).
For TME i.e., total messages exchanged, there were significantly more messages exchanged
in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_info (β = 0.0838, S.E = 0.03, p < 0.01)
and the bot_dialog condition (β = 0.289, S.E = 0.032, p < 0.001). Furthermore, in the
bot_dialog condition, the number of messages reduced in comparison to the bot_info condition
(β = −0.206, S.E = 0.032, p < 0.001). In terms of TLS i.e., total links shared by the searchbot,
the searchbot shared more links with participants in the bot_info condition in comparison to the
bot_dialog (β = 0.492, S.E = 0.135, p < 0.001) and the bot_task condition (β = 0.222, S.E =
0.124, p = 0.074). Furthermore, more links were shared in the bot_task condition in comparison to
the bot_dialog condition (β = 0.270, S.E = 0.141, p = 0.055). Next for TWI i.e., the total times
the searchbot took the initiative, the comparison was limited to the bot_dialog and the bot_task
conditions, and the searchbot took more initiative in the bot_task condition in comparison to the
bot_dialog condition (β = 1.066, S.E = 0.166, p < 0.001). Finally in terms of IPW i.e., the total
















(a) Total Messages Exchanged
(TME)
TLS TWI IPW RR RI
bot_info 5.58 6.00 7.57
bot_dialog 3.38 1.88 5.69 5.38 2.00




















(b) Total Links Shared (TLS); Total Wizard Initiative(TWI); Total
Interactions between participant and Wizard (IPW); Results to
messages ratio (RR); and Results to Wizard initiative (RI)
Figure 5.5: Inter-communication measures between the participants and the searchbot. ’*’, ’**’,
and ’***’ denote significant differences at p < .05, p < .01, and p < .001 level. The error bars are
95% confidence intervals.
in the bot_task condition in comparison to the bot_info (β = 0.263, S.E = 0.106, p < 0.05) and
the bot_dialog condition (β = 0.318, S.E = 0.108, p < 0.01).
Comparative Information Gains: The searchbot condition had a significant effect for both
Results to messages ratio (RR) (χ(2)2 = 13.961, p < 0.001) and Results to Wizard initiative (RI).
In terms of RR, which is the ratio of TLS to TME, the ratio was higher in the bot_info condition
in comparison to the bot_dialog (β = 0.021, S.E = 0.006, p < 0.01) and the bot_task conditions
(β = 0.022, S.E = 0.006, p < 0.001). And in terms of RI, which is the ratio of TLS to TWI, the
ratio was higher in the bot_dialog condition (β = 0.935, S.E = 0.254, p < 0.01) in comparison to
the bot_task condition.
5.6 Summary
In this section, we presented the quantitative results for RQ1-RQ5. Based on the results, it is
clear that the participants preferred the bot_dialog condition to the bot_task condition. However,
when it came to comparing bot_info with the bot_dialog condition, the benefits and challenges
were not one-sided i.e., not consistently favoring one condition. In the next chapter, we present
the qualitative results for the Wizard’s stimulated recall interview. We dig deeper into what the
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Wizard was trying to achieve and connect the dots with our quantitative observations. We provide a
discussion based on the results from both chapters in the Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS - QUALITATIVE
In this section, we report on our qualitative analysis of the Wizards’ stimulated recall inter-
views. The goal was to understand and characterize the Wizards’ motivations and their sense of
appropriateness to intervene in the dialog. Understanding the Wizards decision-making process
can help us design systems that can take initiative. Below, along with the themes we also provide
excerpts of interactions between the participants and the Wizard who functioned as the searchbot.
For simplicity sake, in all the chat excerpts, we identify the Wizard as "Wizard:" when they shared
or requested information and "@Wizard" when they are referred by the participants.
6.1 Characterizing motivations for taking the initiative
In this section, we present themes that characterize the Wizard’s motivations to take the initiative.
The themes we present are a result of the qualitative analysis on the Wizard’s stimulated recall
interviews on the type of information they sought to ask or provide and why they took the initiative.
In the bot_dialog condition, this meant reflecting on what information they sought to gain and
why they took the initiative. In the bot_task condition, the focus of the analysis was the Wizard’s
reflection on what information they sought to gain or provide, and why they took the initiative. We
combined the Wizard’s comments from the what and why section as they are highly coupled.
Since the bot_task condition is an extension of the bot_dialog condition, we begin all themes
describing how they apply to the bot_dialog condition. Next, we describe how the theme applies
similarly or differently to the bot_task conditions. Furthermore, some themes only apply to one
condition, and in those we make the difference explicit and only describe the theme in the condition it
occurred. For instance, in the bot_task condition, the Wizard could proactively intervene. Therefore,
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some themes related to the Wizard’s motivations for proactively intervening occurred only in the
bot_task condition
Below, we mark the themes or sub-themes with [foup] when they apply to followup questions
and mark them with [sugg] when they apply for suggestions. When both are applicable we mark
them as [foup + sugg]. Additionally, the themes we describe in this section are not mutually
exclusive. A particular interaction can be associated with zero, one, or more themes.
6.1.1 Theme: Same page [foup]
One of the Wizards’ motivation was to get on the same page with the participants. The Wizards
did this in two scenarios: (1) when they needed to understand the participants’ problem space (e.g.,
preferences, constraints) and (2) when they could not follow the participants’ collaboration (e.g., the
Wizard could not keep track of the options being considered). In terms of the problem space, they
requested information about the participants’ constraints and preferences. Along with the problem
space, the Wizard also wanted the participants’ feedback to evaluate information. They did this by
asking participants to describe their preferences in a standardized metric system, and if that was not
possible, provide vocabulary or their own definition to evaluate information.
In the second scenario, the Wizard sought to get on the same page when they couldn’t follow
the participants’ collaboration. This situation happened when participants deliberated over multiple
options, and the Wizard couldn’t keep track of the options that participants decided to focus on or
discard.
6.1.1.1 Problem Information [foup]:
In each task, participants’ broad objective was to work with the Wizard to find information and
finally make a selection that satisfies their goals. The task-constraints were not strictly defined,
leaving the participants to learn about them (if they did not already know) and define them. For
example, in the second task (Section 4.6), participants were asked to find a vacation spot during
their Winter break. One dimension they had to pay attention to was safety. To pursue the task,
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they had to define what safety was to them and translate their definition into actionable vocabulary,
which the Wizard could use to search and evaluate information.
To the Wizard, who was not fully aware of the task-specific objectives, including the participants’
interpretations, goals, and task planning was challenging or sometimes not possible. To make their
work effective, they requested participants to share more information about what they were trying
to do, and if it was difficult to verbalize, share their thoughts. Through an elicitation process, the
Wizard hoped to understand what participants were trying to do, in their own words, and accordingly
provide assistance. Simply put, they were trying to understand the participants’ problem definition.
The elicitation process was similar across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task condition. To
illustrate this process in the bot_dialog condition, we provide an example from S05:
Interaction in S05 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard places to go in south america
...
Wizard: What are you looking to do in south america??
Wizard’s comments: "I was looking for information that they hadn’t discussed or talked about
at all information that could affect my search...just the phrase places to go is really vague. And like
the result that I would send them would depend on what like either what place they wanted to go
which they obviously didn’t know. But what they wanted to do when they got to a place" - [S05]
In the above interaction, the Wizard inferred that the participants lacked direction (Section 6.1.5)
and were ambiguous with their request (Section 6.1.2). Therefore, to help the participants and
themselves, the Wizard requested additional information about what they were planning to do. They
hoped the participants to provide vocabulary or insights into their thinking about the problem, which
could help them perform effective searches.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizards’ behavior was similar to the bot_dialog condition.
Whenever they needed more information to work on the participants’ request, they elicited more
information, either by asking a broad question or a closed-ended question.
Interaction in S17 (bot_task):
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Jamie: even like this one it’s like 1-4 weeks
Taylor: @Wizard that was the same link, is there more specific
information on hatcliffe community initiatives zimbabwe else where
on the web?
...
Wizard: are there particular things you want to know about hatcliffe
community initiatives?
Wizard’s comments: "I was hoping to get some information that would help me like formulate
a search ... that would contain information that was helpful to them ... because they said look up
this sent, like half of community initiatives and I had. But it was the same. It was like from the same
website of the organization they found before ... I wanted, like some other words, or some other
things just some other factors to search about ... so that you know maybe a website, writing about
that ... organization writing a review would come" - [S17]
In the above interaction, despite the participants’ dissatisfaction, the Wizard believed they shared
all the relevant information about the Hartcliff community. Based on the participants’ followup
request and conversations, they realized a mismatch between the participants’ expectations and their
interpretation of the task. To capture what the participants were trying to find, they realized they
needed more vocabulary, which can accurately describe the participants’ needs and also appear in
web articles.
6.1.1.2 Metrics for evaluation [foup]:
To accomplish each task’s goals, participants had to evaluate information over fuzzy dimensions
such as safety, affordability, and difficulty in each task. We refer to these dimensions as fuzzy, as
participants did not receive clear definitions for them, and it was their job to construct meaning.
This situation led participants to use extra-topical superlatives such as "safest" and "cheapest" to
express the type of information they wanted the Wizard to find. The Wizard, though able to infer
the generic intent of participants’ request, lacked context, and task-specific objectives to translate
fully participants superlatives into actionable terms, which are used to issue queries and evaluate
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information. To do the translation, the Wizard requested for two types of information. First, the
definition of the extra-topical superlatives within a standardized metric space. Second, if there are
no standardized metrics or if the participants are having difficulty making the conversion, have
them explain their evaluation preference in their own words. Below, we describe how the Wizard
accomplished this in both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions.
The first type of feedback the Wizard requested about metrics was based on a standardized
metrics space such as temperature in Celcius/Fahrenheit and budget preferences in a standardized
currency (e.g. USD dollar amount). In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard asked closed-ended
questions to do this, and we illustrate this behavior with an example from S16:
Interaction from S16 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard what countries in africa experience moderate climates
in the summer?
Taylor: also i’m poor so i’ll have to beg my parents to pay for
it
Jamie: okay so maybe like near a major city but not the most major
...
Wizard: Do you want temperatures that are in a certain range? How
do you want to measure climate?
Wizard’s comments: "did they want me to search like somehow by temperature or by like..I
mean just words like moderate, or like best climate, or best weather are on one hands like sort of
ambiguous." - [S16]
In the above interaction, the Wizard noted that they found the use of terms such as moderate and
best climate to be ambiguous (Section 6.1.2). To construct effective search queries, they requested
feedback over a standardized space that could help them filter the results they came across. In the
bot_task condition, we found similar behavior and illustrate that with an example from S11:
Interaction from S11 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard cheap campervan rental in Rio
Jamie: I was thinking we could fly into Rio
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Wizard: what’s your budget range?
Wizard’s comments: "like cheap campervan rental in rio and cheap like isn’t really a good
search term, I don’t think, like, it could be in some situations, but the way I took like that, in
that sort of that was like, I should look up camp like rentals and like find ones that are cheap, cuz I
yeah cause I don’t think cheap is a very helpful search term, not in a lot of situations." - [S11]
In the above interaction, the Wizard did not understand what the term cheap meant to the
participants. They had a generic understanding of the term, but they didn’t know how the participants
interpreted it to filter results for them. Therefore, they requested a numerical range.
Next, in situations when a dimension may not have a well-defined metric space, the Wizard
asked participants to further explain their usage of specific extra-topical terms. These are terms such
as safe or dangerous — highly subjective based on the participants interpretation and the context.
Across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, we found the Wizard elicit this type of
information through followup questions. We describe this behavior from the bot_dialog condition
with an example from S23:
Interaction from S23 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard is peru dangerous?
...
Wizard: when you say dangeorus, can you elaborate?
Wizard’s comments: "I wanted some clarification about what dangerous meant..what do you
mean by dangerous. In, like what metric are we judging the danger..." - [S23]
In the above interaction, the Wizard did not understand what dangerous meant to the participants.
Additionally, based on the context the term can apply diffirently using a wide range of metrics.
Therefore, the Wizard sought to understand the participants interpretation. Interestingly, we found
this behavior rare in the bot_task condition i.e., requesting participants to define a metric space. I
illustrate an example from S19:
Interaction from S19 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what are easy conch fritter recipes?
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Jamie: definitely not familiar to a U.S. audience
Taylor: are you craving this
...
Wizard: Can you elaborate what you mean by ’easy’?
Wizard’s comments: "I was hoping to figure out what kind of easy they meant. Because easy
can mean a variety of things, it could be easy terms of preparation, or it can be easy because it has
three ingredients. Um, and so, hopefully when they said that, that they could tell me more." - [S19]
In the above interaction, the Wizard suggests that the term easy was ambiguous, and recipes
can be label as being easy across multiple factors. Therefore, they requested more information to
understand the participants’ interpretation of the term.
6.1.1.3 Multiple options [foup]:
When deliberating over multiple options, participants developed a shared understanding for
referring the options. The mutual understanding could have happened as we recruited participants
who previously worked together. The deliberation process during their collaboration helped them
implicitly understand when they decided to focus on a particular option and how they refer to
the options they discussed. Unfortunately, the shared understanding between participants did not
automatically transfer to the Wizard. The lack of shared understanding between the Wizard and the
participants was ever more apparent when participants issued information requests whose intent
was unclear to the Wizard. In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard resolved their ambiguities by
asking followup questions. We illustrate this with an example from S01:
Interaction in S01(bot_dialog):
Jamie: no vaccinations so that means it must be safe health wise
Jamie: @Wizard safety concerns in the galapagos
...
Taylor: we know what we want to do as long as it’s safe
...
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Wizard: what kinds of safety concerns are you asking about? Nature
related, crime-related, etc.
Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, I can I can say again, just because they had mentioned a bunch
of other topics in their conversation. And so I wanted to be sure I was getting the correct safety
concern that they were asking about........ I think whatever they were thinking about when they
say the phrase safety concern because I had several ideas of what that phrase might mean, and
I wanted to make sure that we’re both on the same page." - [S01]
In the above interaction the Wizard was unclear about participants’ usage of the term safety.
Their ambiguity happened because up until the information request, participants discussed both
vaccination and visa issues. So the Wizard was not clear if participants referred to safety concerning
health or crime statistics.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard took a more proactive role. In addition to asking followup
questions as in the bot_dialog condition, they proactively intervened to get on the same page with
the participants. We illustrate the proactive behavior with an example from S20:
Interaction in S20 (bot_task):
Wizard: there are demonstrations that are happening around peru,
so you may want to avoid it until further notice
Jamie: argentina and chile look to be safe
Taylor: freaking terrorists be ruining things for us smh
Jamie: should we look into argentina?
Taylor: It doesn’t have any safety info for south america
...




Taylor: we can see Messi
Wizard: do you want to know more about argentina or about its travel
advisories?
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Wizard’s followup: "they did mention Argentina, and it seemed like Peru, up to this point, kind
of felt like a dead end. And so they wanted to look in Argentina and so I... It’s hard to parse
because they’re talking to themselves again, talking about this map. And so I figured I’d just just
ask" - [S20]
In the above example, the Wizard noticed that participants were initially discussing visiting
Peru, but observed them to slowly change direction as they came across safety issues to tourists.
Following this, the participants introduced Argentina, at which point the Wizard wanted to clarify
what the participants decided to focus on.
6.1.2 Theme: Poor information request [foup + sugg]
The Wizard requested more information or provided suggestions when they believed the par-
ticipants’ information request to be poor. The Wizard deduced a request to be poor when it was
sub-optimal, i.e., lacking task-relevant information, has ambiguous intent, or lacks specificity. The
Wizard’s deduced the poorness of a request in two ways: First, based on the request’s expected
performance without actually formulating a search query and running it against the search engine.
Second, after running a search query (based on the information request) and viewing the quality of
the top results. Within IR, evaluating the performance of a search query before and after running it
on a search engine is known as pre- and post-retrieval query performance prediction (QPP) (Cronen-
Townsend et al. (2002); Hauff (2010); Arguello et al. (2016, 2017)), and we use this vocabulary to
group and describe the sub-themes in this section.
In terms of pre-retrieval evaluation, two scenarios made the Wizard request for information or
provide a suggestion. First, when an information request’s intent was ambiguous. Second, when the
Wizard anticipated poor search results as the information request lacked specificity or sufficient
task-relevant information.
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6.1.2.1 Ambiguous search intent [foup]:
When the Wizard did not understand terms or a combination of terms in a request or participants’
response to a followup question, they took the initiative to clarify. These situations typically
happened when participants did not provide sufficient context for the Wizard to understand the terms.
For instance, in the interaction shown below from S19 in the bot_dialog condition, participants
requested the following information, "what are activities to do in Medellin?" The Wizard did not
understand what participants meant by activities and knew that using such a term in a search query
would result in poor results, as there are many types of activities. Therefore, to improve the quality
of search results, they sought clarification. Additionally, they also wanted feedback immediately as
they thought participants’ attention on the type of activities may still be accessible.
Interaction in S19 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: so I look up things to do in Medellin?
Taylor: yes
Taylor: sounds good
Jamie: @Wizard what are activities to do in Medellin?
Wizard: What kind of activities do you have in mind?
Wizard’s comments: "um, well, because there’s just so many different kinds of activities ... I
wanted to narrow it down to something that I can search better...just to kind of make it clear, be-
cause then there would be a lot more...I figured it was best to ask it right after they ask me a question.
So that before we proceed, it’s still fresh in their minds." - [S19]
In the bot_task condition too, when encountering ambiguous terms in an information request,
we observed the Wizard seek immediate clarification. For example, consider the interaction from
S17 shown below in which the Wizard sought clarity about participants’ usage of specific terms
together. In this interaction, as a followup to the Wizard’s question on the type of volunteering
program, the participants replied, "partnership with communities." The Wizard did not understand
what these phrases meant together and immediately sought to clarify versus first performing a search
themselves.
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Interaction in S17 (bot_task):
Taylor: @Wizard please search for volunteering in Africa
Wizard: What kind of volunteering are you interested in?
Taylor: I like medical type stuff but i know you like policy stuff
Jamie: @Wizard partnership with communities
Wizard: Can you tell me more about what you mean by that?
Wizard’s comments: "I think because this phrase partnership with communities. I just like
sort of had it, like sort of had a hunch about what it meant, which was, I mean was what basically
what they wanted it to me. ... but I just thought it was ambiguous enough I would definitely wanted to
have them clarify it ... and it was just like, but I wanted to hear it from like their I want them to
clarify it in their words.." - [S17]
6.1.2.2 Anticipating poor search results [foup]:
The Wizard determined that certain information requests could not function as effective search
queries as they only had generic terms, lacked context, or had extra-topical terms. During such
situations, the Wizard sought clarifications. Across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions,
how the Wizard took the initiative generally overlapped — they asked closed-ended questions
to elicit specific feedback. For example, consider the interaction from S11 in the bot_dialong
condition:
Interaction in S11 (bot_task):
Jamie: south africa could be good
Jamie: @Wizard summer volunteer opportunities in south africa
Jamie: i think also itll be safer if we figure out a specific program
Wizard: what kind of volunteer work are you interested in
Wizard’s comments: "I knew there would be lots of results. And for this one. Yeah, I think
also about this like search on this topic, I know that there are, like, a lot of lists out there that give
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sort of a lot of on specific information. And so I think, so it’s like a topic that I think it’s helpful" -
[S11]"
In the above interaction participants requested the following information, "summer volunteer
opportunities in south africa" From this request, it was clear to the Wizard that the participants are
interested in volunteering programs in the summer. However, they also knew that there are many
types of volunteering programs, and having that information effectively narrows the search space.
So instead of issuing a query and viewing results across a wide range of volunteering types, the
Wizard decided to ask a followup question on the type of volunteering program.
In the bot_task condition too, when similar situations happened i.e., the Wizard anticipated
the search results to be broad, or the information request lacking specificity, they sought further
feedback. We illustrate this with an example from S04:
Interaction in S04 (bot_task):




Wizard: Are you looking for a specific country or area in Africa?
Wizard’s comments: "I asked it because they didn’t provide a whole lot of detail they just said
Africa and there are obviously lots of places in Africa" - [S04]"
In the above interaction, the Wizard was aware that volunteering programs would vary based on
the country of interest, and looking through search results without country-based specificity is not
an effective approach. In addition to requesting information, in the bot_task condition the Wizards
could provide suggestions. But we did not find evidence of this behavior i.e., offering alternatives
when anticipating poor search performance in the bot_task condition.
Next, in terms of post-retrieval QPP, two types of requests made the Wizard intervene in both
the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions. First, when their search query returned poor results.
Second when they recognized the ambiguous intent of the participants request after viewing the
search results.
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6.1.2.3 Non-relevant search results [foup + sugg]:
When the Wizard realized their search query was poor, based on the retrieved results, they
requested additional information(bot_dialog and bot_task) or provided suggestions(bot_task). Such
situations happened when the effectiveness of participants’ requests are hard to judge at the surface
level, or if the Wizard chose to try a search query and make a decision based on the results. First, we
illustrate this behavior in the bot_dialog with an example from S27 in which the Wizard requested
additional information to improve the effectiveness of their search query.
Interaction in S27 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard between Urugruary and Chile, which has better nightlife
in December?
Taylor: lmao mad specific
Jamie: lmaooooo
Jamie: we’re gonig in december though watch one of these countries
only be lit in the summer
Wizard: Does it need to be in december specifically or can it be
year-round?
Wizard’s comments: "So I think I tried searching, their thing, their question it didn’t come up
with anything. And so I figured that like, including the month would probably be the one thing, like
the biggest factor in that search query that was throwing it off. So I was trying to see like, If they
were completely set on just, just that month, or if they were like, what am I trying to say that they
had like provided that extra specification without necessarily realizing that it was going to affect the
whole search." - [S27]"
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "between Urugruary
and Chile, which has better nightlife in December?" Based on the request and previous interactions,
the Wizard understood participants’ intent but was unsuccessful at finding information within the
constraints given by the participants — December. The Wizard observed that their search queries
were thrown-off, i.e., showing non-relevant results with the word December, whenever they included
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the term December. Therefore the Wizard checked back with participants if they were too keen on
that constraint.
The Wizards extended their clarification behaviors in the bot_task condition as well. However,
they also utilized their ability to provide suggestions by explaining their challenges (for encountering
non-relevant results) and provided alternatives to improve the search strategy. To illustrate this, we
show an example from S17:
Interaction in S17 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard and a program that is low cost?
Wizard: I’m not finding a lot of service learning opportunities,
especially in West Africa. I have a few from other regions, would
you like to look at those?
Jamie: @Wizard yes
Wizard’s comments: "... I wasn’t able to provide a sort like a source that really answered their
question, sort of at all. Like, sometimes it’s like okay it doesn’t really answer your question but
get some caught like some, like some periphery answer information but here I really just didn’t
find anything, sort of suspected probably exists but I didn’t find it ... but I did have things that were
analogous, just like with the one difference being it was in another region and they’d like previously
expressed like a slight they were like West Africa, like, which seems like a strong preference ..." -
[S17]
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "a program that is low
cost?" This request was in addition to their previous request on "service learning or volunteering
programs" in West Africa. While working on these requests, the Wizard was not able to find
programs in West Africa but found options in other regions of Africa. So, they took the initiative to
explain their challenge and provided an alternative direction.
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6.1.2.4 Recognizing ambiguous intent from search results [foup]:
When the Wizard misunderstood or misinterpreted specific terms in their search query, they
recognized their mistake from the retrieved search results. The retrieved results naturally did not
represent what the Wizard was looking for but gave them insights into what needed to be revised. In
the bot_dialog condition, when the Wizard came across such situations, they requested additional
information to modify their search strategy. An interesting point to note about this condition is that
the Wizard could not communicate their challenges, so they had to become innovative with the
questions they asked and the results they shared. For example, consider the following interaction
from S24:
Interaction in S24 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard How safe is Karongwe?
Taylor: its $808 a week is that expensive
Jamie: Hmm well if we do it 2-3 months
Taylor: I think that might actually be too much :disappointed:
Wizard: can you elaborate on what you mean by ’safe’?
Wizard’s comments: [S24] "Okay, I thought, Karongwe was a city. And so that’s why I
wanted...but that also didn’t work...right because Karongwe was the name of a Game Reserve and
so technically crime rates wouldn’t really exist in a Game Reserve."
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "How safe is Karongwe?"
Based on the request, the Wizard assumed Karongwe to be a city, but on searching for this infor-
mation, they learned Karongwe to be a game reserve. They also realized that Game Reserves are
not viewed through the lens of "safety" typically applied to cities, in which crime rates could be a
pseudo metric. Therefore, they asked participants to describe how they conceptualized "safe" to
formulate new queries.
In the bot_task condition, we did not find similar situations happen i.e., the Wizard misinterpret-
ing terms in a request and recognizing the misinterpretation from the search results. However, we
also did not find any evidence to claim that these situations may not happen when the Wizard can
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also make suggestions. Therefore, we find it reasonable to state that similar situations and behaviors
are possible in the bot_task condition and perhaps due to the limited sample size we did not capture
such observations.
6.1.3 Theme: Strategic support [foup]
As participants worked on their tasks, the Wizard developed a global perspective of how each
pair approached their tasks. This perspective allowed them to judge different search strategies as
effective or ineffective. Additionally, we also state that we recognize this theme could be biased
due to the Wizards’ persistent exposure to the tasks. However, we suggest the bias may have been
mitigated due to the following reasons: First, each participant pair approached their tasks in their
own distinct manner. For instance, in Task 2, the participant pair from S27 began their task by
searching for information about the crime rate across different countries in South America. The pair
in S01 with a similar task-searchbot configuration approached the task by searching for popular
vacation options in South America. Second, as per our experimental design, each Wizard worked
on one task in a particular searchbot condition only once. For example, the first Wizard worked
on Task 2 in the bot_dialog condition only once. This experimental design meant that the Wizards
contributions were not easily translatable. Despite the carefully crafted experimental methodology,
there were situations in which the Wizard’s working knowledge transferred to later tasks and this is
a limitation of the study.
Across each task, participants’ approach to their task was not uniform, and the variance in
approaches meant that the Wizards had to provide real-time suggestions tailored to each participant
pairs’ approach. In this dynamic setting, while respecting the participants’ approaches, the Wizard’s
also had an overarching sense of what was a good approach versus a bad one. First, when had an
opinion on how to sift through the information space. Second, when they thought the participants’
initial approach to be sub-optimal, i.e., poor information request, and they had a more effective
approach to begin the task. Third, when they had a manageable approach to the task, in comparison
to participants approach. Fourth, when they closely followed the participants’ strategy, from their
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conversations and information requests, and asked followup questions or offered suggestions to
advance their approach. Fifth, when they learned new information which they believed participants
needed to consider in their current strategy. Finally, sixth, when they wanted to converge participants
localized goals with their overall objectives.
6.1.3.1 Filtering [foup + sugg]:
The Wizard requested specific information to filter search results. This process was a natural
strategy, as each task had constraints that the participants had to accommodate in their final selection.
So asking questions over the task constraints reduced the search space towards task-relevant results.
However, participants were not always clear on their preferences for the task-based constraints. To
facilitate participants during the uncertainty, the Wizard requested feedback over attributes they
believed were most important. If the participants did not have an answer outright, they believed
discussion and consensus over the requested information could provide participants clarity on
approaching the task. The feedback could also provide insights into other task-related attributes,
which could help them and the participants’ understanding of the task and help them strategize.
Finally, the Wizard’s view of "important attribute" was subjective, deduced based on their context
and prior knowledge.
An important note we wish to make about this sub-theme is that it could be easily confused
with the previously describe sub-theme on problem space (Section 6.1.1.1). Here, we make the
distinction between the two in the following manner. The Wizard’s goal in problem space was to
learn about the applicable dimensions for the task. However, for filtering, they were aware of the
dimensions but sought specific information related to a dimension to reduce the search space.
In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard helped narrow the search space by asking closed-ended
questions over specific attributes. The Wizard selected the attributes from their prior knowledge
about the task, search results, previous sessions, or participants’ preferences from the conversations.
In a few cases, the Wizard also requested specific negative feedback, to eliminate results from their
final selection. Below, we illustrate this behavior with an example from S23:
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Interaction in S23 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard what are some easy middle eastern dishes to make?
Jamie: i mainly know desserts but knowing taylor she probably wants
actual dishes
Wizard: are there ingredients would want to use or to avoid?
Wizard’s comments: "I was hoping to gain just like any information that could help me
narrow down ... just narrow down the search or like better identify a good thing to recommend to
them.....just like the search was pretty broad. And I didn’t have a lot of other information to go on,
based on their conversation about like what preferences, they might have" - [S23]
In the above interaction, the Wizard asked participants to specify ingredients they may want
to use or not. They hoped this information could help them narrow down the search results they
came across and make a reasonable recommendation. The Wizard suggested that they did not
have sufficient information about the participants’ preferences, and there weren’t any traces in the
conversation either. Therefore, they explicitly asked for information to narrow the search results.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizards’ strategy and intentions to filter information overlapped
with the bot_dialog condition. We demonstrate this behavior with an example from S12:
Interaction in S12 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard are there any volunteer programs for college students
that go to africa??
Taylor: how convenient would that be
Jamie: lmao right
Wizard: do you have a particular country or region in mind?
Wizard’s comments: "more information to help like more specific, specific information to help
me narrow down, how I went about searching...they started from sort of like we don’t really know
about this topic we want to know about this topic. Um, and so it could be narrowed down in a lot of
ways, but this seems to be a place to start somewhere." - [S12]
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In the above interaction, the Wizard observed that the participants did not have a clear sense of
direction (Section 6.1.5) to pursue the task. To help them, the Wizard suggested filtering the search
space using a dimension they thought would be best to begin.
6.1.3.2 It seems like a place to start [foup]:
When participants did not know how to begin searching for a task, they issued requests which
lacked specificity but had enough context to help the Wizard deduce the general intent of the
request. Such queries tended to provide sub-optimal performance, as discussed in Section 6.1.2, and
motivated the Wizard to ask followup questions. And when deciding to ask a followup question, the
Wizard believed some questions offered greater benefit, as a starting point, to survey the information
space related to the request. To elicit feedback, the Wizard chose closed-ended questions that
focused on a specific attribute related to the request. We observed this behavior across both the
bot_dialog and the bot_task condition. To understand this interaction In the bot_dialog condition,
consider the following example from S18:
Interaction in S18 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: Wanna figure out chilean food?
Taylor: @Wizard what is the food like in Chile?
Wizard: Are there particular categories of food you want information
about? for example, desserts or something?
Wizard’s comments: "Um, I just thought that it might. So, yeah, I thought it might be the
kind of query, where I could like better answer them sort of more quickly if we narrowed it down. I
think it didn’t really ended up being like that but [chuckles]" - [S18]
In the above interaction, the Wizard believed that the participants approach was too broad, and
decided to help them by eliciting feedback on the type of cuisine. While they did not have proof to
ascertain why this particular attribute, they believed it to be an effective attribute to begin working
on the task.
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In the bot_task conditions, we observed similar behaviors, as-in the Wizard asked followup
questions to nudge participants towards an effective strategy. It is also worth noting that while the
Wizard could make suggestions in the bot_task condition, they never did so during the early stages
of task exploration. Below, we provide an example from S12 to demonstrate the Wizard’s followup
questions in this condition:
Interaction in S12 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard are there any volunteer programs for college students
that go to africa??
Taylor: how convenient would that be
Jamie: lmao right
Wizard: do you have a particular country or region in mind?
Wizard’s comments: "yeah they didn’t know. Is it like, they started from sort of like we don’t
really know about this topic we want to know about this topic ... so it could be narrowed down in
a lot of ways, but this seems to be a place to start somewhere .... Well you know I guess other ways
you could narrow it down would be like by like type of activity or by like language...I think it just
seems to be like a pretty easy way to just narrow down your search." - [S12]
In the above interaction, the Wizard found participants’ question lacking specificity and asked a
followup question to elicit specific details about the task. When pressed on "why this question?"
they suggested that participants seemed to know little about the topic and thought it would be a
good way to begin investigating this space.
6.1.3.3 Make the task manageable [foup + sugg]:
In each search task, participants had to make a final selection by accommodating multiple
constraints. Building consensus over multiple attributes is not trivial, and at times participants did
not seem to have a plan on how they would do this. This ambiguity would result in poor information
requests, which lacked specificity, or confusion in their conversation on approaching the task. In
these situations, the Wizard helped participants by breaking down the search task into multiple
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sub-tasks, thereby providing structure and making the task more accessible i.e., achievable for the
participants. In the bot_dialog condition, since they could only ask followup questions, they broke
the task into sub-tasks — each expressed through a followup question. In the bot_task condition,
they followed their behaviors from the bot_dialog condition by representing sub-tasks through
followup questions. Additionally, since they could make suggestions, they also directly suggested
to participants on how to divide the task into more accessible sub-tasks.
Across both condition, the Wizard decomposed a search task into multiple sub-tasks by asking
questions in two ways. First, by asking two back-to-back closed-ended questions, and second,
by asking back-to-back open-ended followed by a closed-ended question. The Wizards asked
two back-to-back closed-ended questions when they were clear on participants’ general intent
and had a good sense of important attributes. Below, we show examples of three interactions to
illustrate this theme. The first two examples, are from the bot_dialog condition, which show how
the Wizard asked back-to-back questions. Here, we define important attributes as those the Wizard
believed would most effectively reduce the search space to accommodate the task constraints. These
behaviors apply to bot_task condition as well, but in addition, we provide an example illustrating
how the Wizard made suggestions to break the task into sub-tasks. Beginning with the bot_dialog
condition, we first describe the Wizards motivations to ask back-to-back closed-ended questions. To
demonstrate this, consider the following example from S15:
Interaction in S15 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: idk if thats a good price or not
Taylor: @Wizard what is a cheap country we can safely volunteer
in in Africa?
...
Wizard: what is your budget?
...
Jamie: i was gonna say 3
Taylor: @Wizard $3000 USD
Wizard: how long are you going for?
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Wizard’s comments: "... they’ve been sort of having a conversation about costs for a while, and
then yeah because they’d like looked at the cost of like one for one program, and then they’d like
verified like what that what that is and dollars. And well, and then also they said like, I don’t know if
that’s a good price.... And then like cheap is really relative. So, it seemed like it would be hard to give
them a good answer without or like I could give them a much better answer for them if I had more
specific parameters." - [S15]
In the above example, participants requested the following information, "What is a cheap country
we can safely volunteer in in Africa?" In this request, participants packaged all their constraints into
one request and hoped for the Wizard to find relevant information. Unfortunately, information on
the Web is not structured in a manner to accommodate all the constraints together. We provided
participants with these constraints to find information that could match or come close to these
constraints, and then discuss with each other to make a selection. To assist participants in this
situation, the Wizard decided to break down the search request into two sub-tasks, budget and length
of stay. Both attributes were motivated based on the participants’ conversations.
Next, when the Wizard had a general sense of the participants’ goals, but not the specific
constraints they should consider, they asked an open-ended question followed by a closed-ended
question. In this approach, the Wizard first elicited an open-ended response to let participants
describe their goals in their own words. Once they got a general understanding of what the
participants were trying to find, they asked a more specific question to narrow-in the search space.
We illustrate this process from S07 in the bot_dialog condition:
Interaction in S07 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: idk if thats a good price or not
Jamie: @Wizard where are the safest places to stay in South Africa?
Wizard: What do you mean by "places"?
Jamie: I mean in Cape Town
Taylor: living arrangements for the summer
Wizard: Are you looking for temporary rentals or some other kind
of housing?
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Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, I think the first one is probably more general and then the second one
is getting more specific. So instead of trying to jump from like places, automatically down to, you
know, Vacation Rentals or something and you kind of like have a couple of questions in between to
figure out exactly where they’re going. Because I often have something in mind, like I have some-
thing in mind when I see them say places. And I kind of know what they’re talking about. But,
bringing up multiple questions instead of just throwing out that assumption, kind of leave some
room for just in case they’re actually going somewhere else with it." - [S07]
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "Where are the safest
places to stay in South Africa?" Based on this request, the Wizard understood that participants
were looking for places to stay in Africa, but not what places meant, though they had a reasonable
assumption. So they wanted to confirm their assumption, and to do this, they first asked an open-
ended question to allow the participants to express freely, followed by a closed-ended question.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard demonstrated similar behaviors to the bot_dialog condition.
However, they also took a more proactive role by directly suggesting to participants on how to
decompose their task into sub-tasks. We illustrate this behavior with an example from S11:
Interaction in S11 (bot_task):
Jamie: lets go like all around brazil not just in rio
Taylor: okay
Taylor: the weather is 85 so pretty warm
Wizard: it would help to plan to find a few locations and look
up travel options between them
Wizard’s comments: ""I was hoping to provide like guidance about how they could sort of
approach making choices or decide what to search for next about different locations... I used both
like previous knowledge and, like, the information I was finding about places in Brazil, because I’m
just due to like the size of Brazil ... I didn’t have at this juncture like about how long they would
be, they would travel for, etc ... I thought it would help them. And so they were starting from like a
really broad search ... so I thought, Um like, it might help them narrow it down, like narrow down
their sort of their search.""
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In the above interaction, the Wizard observed that participants were viewing the task through a
broad lens. Instead of asking followup questions as they typically did in the bot_dialog condition,
they utilized their ability to make suggestions to decompose the task and inform the participants
on how they could proceed. An interesting observation in this interaction is that the Wizard did
not have sufficient information from the participants about their preferences. Instead of making
assumptions about the participants’ preferences, they relied on the information they came across
about Brazil and their knowledge of the sheer vastness of the country to make this suggestion.
6.1.3.4 Leverage information structure [foup + sugg]:
When searching on behalf of the participants, the Wizards also learned how certain task-relevant
information is organized. The Wizards leveraged the information’s structure to pose questions or
provide feedback. Though these occurrences were not prominent, we found them interesting and
a useful feature for conversational agents to consider. In the bot_dialog condition, we found the
Wizard to leverage knowledge about premade lists’ for activities or things to do to ask follow-up
questions. We illustrate this with an example from S11:
Interaction in S11 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard summer volunteer opportunities in south africa
Jamie: i think also itll be safer if we figure out a specific program
Wizard: what kind of volunteer work are you interested in?
Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, so like narrow down the search, because I knew there would
be lots of results. And for this one. Yeah, I think also about this like search on this topic, I know
that there are, like, a lot of lists out there that give sort of a lot of on specific information. And so I
think, so it’s like a topic that I think it’s helpful." - [S11]
In the above example, based on prior knowledge and the results they were coming across, the
Wizard knew the existence of premade lists for volunteering programs. Specifically, for volunteering
activities, they were also aware that such lists are made based on the types of volunteering interests
and country of interest. They chose to focus on the type of volunteering programs and therefore
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asked for the participants’ preference. In the bot_task condition, we found the Wizard adopt a
similar strategy, i.e., leverage the structure of information, but only to make a suggestion. We
describe this behavior with an example from S22:
Interaction in S22 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard compare safety of botswana and zimbabwe
Taylor: well organized? i’m not terribly worried but we shouldn’t
go out on our own
Jamie: True
Jamie: thats in any city we are unfamiliar in tho like general
safety
Taylor: yes
Jamie: i think this program looks good for price point and availability
Wizard: I didn’t find a comparison between Botswana and Zimbabwe
but found one between Botswana and South Africa. Do you want to
take a look at this instead?
Wizard’s comments: "right there wasn’t anything about comparison between Botswana and
Zimbabwe directly but there was something about Botswana, and South Africa. But I already sent
them a link, about Zimbabwe versus South Africa. So technically, in my thought process, they can
kind of combine the two links and then compare from there." - [S22]
In the above interaction, the Wizard suggests that they couldn’t find information about a
comparison in the manner the participants request. But they came across comparisons through
which participants could indirectly derive their intended information. So, the informed participants
about this structure, and asked their permission to share the information.
6.1.3.5 Provide alternatives [sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard provided suggestions about alternatives the participants
should consider. We define an alternative as an option the participants did not consider or have
knowledge. The Wizard, through their initiative, made the participants aware of these options to
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make them revaluate their search strategy or to help them get started with thinking about options.
Below we provide an example from S01 in which the Wizard provided an alternative cuisine for the
participants to consider.
Interaction in S01 (bot_task):
Wizard: do you have have preferences about cuisines you DON’T want
to look at?
Jamie: @Wizard italian, chinese, mexican, canadian
Taylor: american and japanese too
Jamie: oop i forgot those
Taylor: not western european either
Wizard: How about mediterranean?
Wizard’s comments: "I asked what they don’t want and they gave a list of really popular
cuisines I think. And also, going back to, they said they aren’t experienced with cooking. So I was just
kind of thinking like from my own experience what kind of cuisines are fairly easy to cook...I guess
also just bringing up the suggestion would like narrow in on something that maybe they also don’t
want because people sometimes realize that they don’t want something only after you suggested." -
[S01]
The above interaction was part of an on-going negotiation between the Wizard and the par-
ticipants to select a cuisine. The Wizard came up with multiple followup questions, with the
participants only to broaden the search space rather than narrow it. Therefore, the Wizard decided
to provide a suggestion based on prior knowledge and the participants’ preferences. In addition to
providing alternatives when the Wizard came across viable options, they also provided alternatives
while communicating their challenges while searching. Specifically, they did this when they ran
into results that did not fully satisfy the participants preferences, but came across alternatives that
loosely satisfied the participants constraints.
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6.1.3.6 Converging local and global preferences [foup]:
Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) has established vocabulary to conceptualize local and
global objectives for information-seeking tasks. Local or immediate objectives are referred to as
search tasks and global objectives as a work task (Belkin et al. (1982); Ingwersen (1992); Byström
and Järvelin (1995); Mick et al. (1980)). While monitoring participants’ conversations, the Wizard
observed that some of the participants’ localized goals might impact their work task i.e., when
they overly focused on their immediate goal versus the overall objectives. To help participants
reconcile or refocus on the differences between their local goals versus overall objectives, the Wizard
intervened to ask followup questions. This happened across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task
condition. In the bot_task condition, the Wizard did not provide any suggestions to reconcile the
local and global preferences. Below, we first illustrate this behavior with an example from S23 in
the bot_dialog condition:
Interaction in S23 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard what city is closest to the galapagos islands? so
that we can fly into the closest one
Jamie: so peru doens’t need one Visa for americans
Jamie: that’s so cool
Taylor: yeet
Jamie: @Wizard what are some tourist attractions in peru
...
Wizard: when do you want to visit peru?
Wizards’ comments: "oh, I kinda ask it because they were talking about winter break, early on.
Okay, and so I just kind of like paid attention to that and so here instead of just looking for tourist
attractions I know they had a timeframe in mind. Earlier there’s thinking like whole month, Decem-
ber. So, well not December, but like whole month during break. And so I was wondering if you like
using that knowledge, bring it back down to see if that’s going to make any changes or like get them
more specific with their query." - [S23]
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In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "what are some
tourist attractions in Peru?" While the Wizard could have sent a list of top attractions in Peru, they
learned from participants’ earlier conversations about a critical constraint — traveling during their
Winter break. The Wizard was aware that the types of attractions one may have access depends on
the weather (and time of the year). Therefore, they made participants aware of the same and did so
by asking them about when they wanted to travel.
In the bot_task condition, we found no instances in which the Wizard made suggestions to
converge differences between localized goals and the overall objectives. The Wizards seemed to
follow a similar strategy from the bot_dialog condition to help the participants view their localized
objectives with the overall goals in mind. We illustrate this with an example from S16:
Interaction in S16 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what are some activities to do in the galapagos?
Taylor: tea
Taylor: when we plan to go but don’t have visas yet
Jamie: oh
Jamie: maybe the activities will be lame and we wont want visas
Wizard: How long will you be in the galapagos?
Wizard’s comments: "I was thinking of something else. Yeah, I think like more information to
guide me in figuring out what activities would be relevant, you know, because you could have like
some cruise or tour or something that would be many days, that would be like, really long, or you
could have, you know a thing about hiking that you would do in one or two days or a thing about
something else that you do on one day ..." - [S16]
6.1.4 Theme: Explicit feedback [foup + sugg]
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard both provided and requested feedback. They provided
feedback about their challenges and justifications for sharing information. While requesting
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feedback, the Wizard typically suggested a search strategy or an alternative and asked the participants
feedback on whether they wanted a further investigation.
6.1.4.1 Justifying information [sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, at times, the Wizard accompanied the information they shared with a
justification. However, they did not justify every time they shared a result. Unfortunately, we do not
know why this happened, but based on whenever the Wizard justified, we suggest that the Wizard
was motivated to do this in two situations. First, when they believed that the participants could not
relate to the information they shared. And second, when they tried to repair a failed interaction. In
both situations, the Wizard was trying to build credibility for themselves and the information they
shared. To understand this behavior, consider the following example from S20:
Interaction in S20 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard that is not the correct dish, ours is a rice and
lamb dish
Wizard: [Web Link]
Taylor: Ooh, that looks crazy easy
Wizard: Thanks for clarifying! I Think this is what you’re looking
for. There are two dishes with similar names.
Wizard’s comments: "and then like it was accompanying the second recipe that I sent them
that was the one they’re actually looking for. So I guess I was hoping I was trying to like provide an
explanation for that situation ... I thought the situation needed an explanation. Um, because I my-
self was like confused about it until I realized that they were definitely two different dishes." - [S20]
In the above interaction, there was a miscommunication between the Wizard and the participants
about a particular dish. The miscommunication happened because the dish the participants were
interested in has two names, which both the participants and the Wizard did not realize at first.
Therefore, when sharing the new information, the Wizard explained the miscommunication, possibly
also to build trust back into their collaboration.
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6.1.4.2 Inform challenges [sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard provided information to the participants about their
challenges while searching. While reporting challenges, the Wizards’ reported about not finding
relevant information, and almost always provided suggestions on what to do next. Their suggestions
were about alternatives that closely matched the participants’ preferences or suggestions to expand
or reduce the information request’s scope. Additionally, while the Wizards could also outright reject
the participants’ search strategy, they rarely did that. Below, we provide an example from S17 to
illustrate this behavior:
Interaction in S17 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard can you find something that is specifically for
service learning or volunteering?
Taylor: no i mean the study abroad links we click on are page not
found
Taylor: maybe the research initiatives on the website?
...
Wizard: I’m not finding a lot of service learning opportunities,
especially in West Africa. I have a few from other regions, would
you like to look at those?
Wizard’s comments: "I wanted to tell them about like the limitations of what I was finding
and then yeah offer, like, if they want ... offer a new strategy ... another option" - [S17]
In the above interaction, the Wizard was unable to find relevant information to the participants
request. As a followup they communicated their challenge, and while doing so provided an
alternative based on the results they observed.
6.1.4.3 Requesting feedback [foup + sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, the Wizards asked for explicit feedback to inquire if the participants
wanted to view more options, investigate a search path or about the viability of a strategy. The
purpose of this feedback was to get the participants’ approval (on pursuing an option) and provide
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the participants awareness on alternatives. The Wizard requested for explicit feedback in two
ways. First, they explained the information that they came across and requested the participants’
approval to investigate. Second, within the context of the information they shared, they asked if the
participants would like more alternatives. Below, we provide an example from S04 in which the
Wizard proactively intervened to resolve the participants uncertainty:
Interaction in S04 (bot_task):
Wizard: [Web link]
Jamie: I was thinking we could volunteer with kids. Perhaps in
schools? or orphanages? What do you think?
Taylor: Orphanages works! I see an option in the link max sent
us
...
Jamie: should we consider another country?
Taylor: out of 10
Wizard: Would you like to see some other options?
Wizard’s comments: "I had done searching on my own while they were talking and I was
asking to see if they would like to see some of the information that I found" - [S04]
In the above interaction, the Wizard noticed that participants were unsure about the shared
options. Noticing the hesitance, the Wizard proactively intervened to ask the participants if they
would like to see more information.
6.1.5 Theme: Reduce indecisiveness [foup + sugg]
Across both conditions, the Wizard was also actively monitoring the conversation, i.e., active
listening. While doing so, how participants were discussing (or not) about specific task-related
attributes motivated them to ask followup questions or provide suggestions. They did this in two
scenarios. First, when participants had options but were unable to decide on what to focus. Second,
when participants lacked a sense of direction, i.e., lacking ideas or options to proceed. Below we
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describe how the Wizard asked followup questions in the bot_dialog condition and took a more
proactive role in the bot_task condition.
6.1.5.1 Lacking focus [foup + sugg]:
We define a lack of focus as participants having multiple options to consider, but being unable to
focus on a particular one. Similar to the previous motivation, in the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard
tried to help the participants focus when they were invited into the conversation for new information.
The Wizards used their invitation as an opportunity to ask questions that help participants gain
focus. Below, we provide an example from S12 to describe this behavior:
Interaction in S12 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: looks like we love meat and cheese
Jamie: so maybe not italian food haha
Jamie: @Wizard what regions of the world eat a lot of vegetarian
food?
Taylor: good idea!!
Jamie: oof ouch: "we tend to mostly like our fruit in juice form
and pizza and tomatoes round out our favorite veggies"
Taylor: :disappointed:
Jamie: we gotta bring something healthy to Taylor’s place
...
Wizard: [Web link]
Jamie: alex have you ever made any Ethiopian food??
Jamie: that sounds like a cool cuisine to explore
...
Taylor: @Wizard what are some popular ethiopian recipes??
...
Wizard: are there ingredients you want to use or don’t want to
use?
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Wizard’s comments: "because they had been talking about, like, obviously what food they wanted
to want to make. And they’ve been talking about different, like, both about like different cuisines
and about different types of ingredients. And they’ve definitely talked about like sort or like they’d
seem to like prefer vegetarian food. And that was like what but there weren’t really very many other
like indicators about types of ingredients. And so now they’ve like narrowed it down to cuisine but,
like, then asked to like see if it was relevant to narrow it down further like to determine like to help
determine what search result like what results would be like to define a search to like refine the term
more and to help determine what results would like better serve them." - [S12]
In the above interaction participants requested the following, "what are some popular ethiopian
recipes??" From monitoring the conversations, the Wizard was aware that participants had difficulty
in deciding on cuisine and ingredients. The participants’ ambiguity also reflected in their information
request when they used the terms some popular. To help participants focus, the Wizard decided to
pivot the search strategy on ingredients.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard extended their behaviors from the bot_dialog condition by
taking a more proactive role. The Wizards in this condition could proactively intervene and used
this ability to intervene whenever they felt the conversation lacked focus. We provide an example of
this behavior from S16:
Interaction in S16 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what city is closest to the galapagos islands? so
that we can fly into the closest one
...
Jamie: did it tell you the price of the kayaking
Taylor: camping kayaking and like hiking
Taylor: lemme look
Wizard: [Web link on cities closest to Galapagos]
Taylor: it just says that it’s an activity to do LMAO
Wizard: We could look more into options for a specific activity,
such as hiking.
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Wizard’s comments: "they’ve been intermittently having for a while about activities to do...I
think that sort of the conversation, hadn’t settled on something they definitely wanted to do, but they
were like, excited about a few different things ... it seems like okay well you could look like we could
search specifically for one for like one particular thing might be a good strategy for them to use at
that point." - [S16]
In the above interaction, participants were continuing a conversation about things to do in the
Galapagos. The Wizard noticed that the prospect of vacationing in the Galapagos got them excited
and made them consider many activities. Still, they were unable to narrow in on a particular one. To
assist them in this process, they decided to proactively intervene and make a suggestion on how
they could begin exploring the different activities.
6.1.5.2 Lacking direction [foup + sugg]
: We define a lack of direction as participants lacking options or a strategy to move forward with
their task. This theme is different from the earlier theme on Lacking focus as-in, the participants did
not even have any viable options to consider. In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard supported
the participants by asking followup questions. They hoped their questions would help participants
gain a sense of direction or help generate a discussion about things to consider. We describe this
behavior with an example from S01:
Interaction in S01 (bot_dialog):
Taylor: theres something in brazil right? idk
Taylor: I only know Peru in south american haha
Jamie: @Wizard Trips to Rio in December
Jamie: but yes Rio is in Brazil
Wizard: what is the trip for?
Wizard’s comments: "They didn’t seem to know, really where they were going or what they were
looking for. So that the looking at the purpose might help direct them a little bit." - [S01]
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In the above interaction, after receiving the request, the Wizard asked a followup question
on the purpose of their trip. As the Wizard explained (see their comments above), they did not
think that participants had a plan or idea on approaching the task. So, by asking participants about
their motivations, they hoped to give them a sense of direction or anchor their discussion on a
task-relevant dimension.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard took a more proactive approach to assist participants.
Whenever they observed participants struggle, they utilized their abilities in this condition to directly
offer suggestions on how to move forward with the task. For example, consider the interaction
below from S15:
Interaction in S15 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what’s the process for getting a visa for south
america?
Taylor: i know nothing about the process
Jamie: honestly me neither
Taylor: next i need to ask things to do lol
Jamie: ok yes let’s wait
Wizard: It varies depending on what country you’re going to and
what country you have citizenship from.
Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, because, like, the question was very general, and there were so
many variables in it. And I could have asked a question like, way back at the beginning I was like,
Oh, you should like I could ask like what country do you want to go to, what country are you from,
but then I was like, No, this is so much better because I only be like, were you like it seems like aggres-
sive or like, it’s not like as a person I want it, as a person talking to another person in person.... this
question was so was so general on both sides like they didn’t know where they’re going there ... I
was like, this is the best way to respond." - [S15]
The above interaction is interesting as the Wizard was aware that participants did not know how
to approach the task. The participants’ ambiguity reflected in their request and also their conversation.
So, instead of just asking a followup question, the Wizard explained how the participants’ request
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applies based on the constraint of location. By doing this, they provided an anchor point for the
participants to continue working on their task. Additionally, the Wizard also seemed to prefer how
they framed their response, as they thought they did not come off as an aggressive participant in the
collaboration.
6.1.6 Theme: Repair prior interventions [foup]
While the Wizard could ask followup questions or provide suggestions, not all of them resulted
in responses or interpretations the Wizard hoped. When the Wizard noticed this, they followed up to
repair their previous interactions. In this theme, we describe how the Wizard repaired their previous
interactions in two ways. First, when they encountered an unexpected answer to their question (but
was not technically wrong). Second, when they did a bad job of asking a question or providing a
suggestion.
6.1.6.1 Unexpected response [foup]:
When the Wizard received an unexpected response to their followup question, they followed
up with another question to clear the confusion. These situations happened when participants
misinterpreted the Wizards questions or asked them to do a job they did not expect. We illustrate
the first scenario with an example from the bot_dialog condition and the second from the bot_task
condition. In the bot_dialog condition, we describe an interaction from S01, in which the Wizard
encountered an unexpected response:
Interaction in S01(bot_dialog):
Wizard: what is the trip for?
Jamie: winter break
Taylor: well gee you made me feel dumb
...
Taylor: @Wizard winter break
Wizard: for a vacation or is there another purpose?
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Wizard’s comments: "..so it seemed like they didn’t really answer the question in the way that I
was looking for.....Um so they said winter break, and I just wasn’t sure what that meant like their
school volunteering or like I assumed they were students because they said winter break. But I
didn’t know if they were like, looking for a fun vacation or some other purpose..." - [S01]
In the above interaction, participants posed the following request, "Trips to Rio in December".
When the participants posed this question, the Wizard was not aware of their purpose or motivation
and hoped to get more information by asking the followup question, "What is the trip for?", to
which the participants responded, "Winter break". The Wizard noted that, while the response was
technically correct (as the motivation for a trip could be anything), it was not what they hoped. So,
they posed a new question by making their intentions explicit.
In the bot_task condition the Wizard exhibited similar behavior when encountering unexpected
answer and I illustrate this with an example from S05:
Interaction in S05(bot_task):
Wizard: Are you looking for an authentic chinese recipe? Or an
easy Chinese recipe?
Jamie: yea and veggies
Jamie: @Wizard could we see both please
Jamie: ok veggies
Wizard: For steamed buns or are you open to other options?
Wizard’s comments: "So they asked for both authentic and easy Chinese recipes. But they
seemed like they weren’t totally sold on the steamed buns part of it. And so I figured if there was
something that was both authentic and easy. That wasn’t like a steamed bun recipe then they might
be open to it." - [S05]
In the above example, the Wizard tried to get feedback on whether the participants wanted
authentic or easy recipes for steamed buns. However, as the participants started discussing other
options, the Wizard believed they were not entirely settled on this option, and therefore sought
a clarification. In their response, participants responded with "both," meaning asking for both
authentic and easy recipes. While the response was valid, the Wizard did not know if the participants
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applied their response for steamed buns or another option. Therefore, they asked another followup
making their intentions explicit.
6.1.6.2 Sub-optimal interventions [foup]:
In both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, the Wizards had to dynamically make
decisions about their followup questions, suggestions, and the information they shared. The
dynamic nature of their contributions meant that sometimes, they did a poor job with their initiative,
i.e., asking a poor question or providing the wrong information. In such situations, the Wizards
tried to repair their failed interventions by asking followup questions in both conditions. We first
describe this behavior in the bot_dialog condition with an example from S12:
Interaction in S12(bot_dialog):
Taylor: @Wizard what are some popular ethiopian recipes??
...
Wizard: are there ingredients you want to use or don’t want to
use?
Taylor: @Wizard no peanuts!!




Wizard: should the recipes be vegetarian?
Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, I mean actually because of their response to my previous question,
because my previous question was really prompted by my thought, oh, should it be vegetarian because
they’ve been talking about sort of preferring vegetarian food. But, but then they’re like their response
was about peanuts like there shouldn’t be peanuts which like which is also helpful. Maybe I think
in this case it’s like, well, in this case it’s maybe sort of relevant. But, um, but then they haven’t said
anything about whether it should be vegetarian or not, but based on their previous conversation. It
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seems like that might be relevant. So, like there was a good chance that was relevant, so I verified" -
[S12]
In the above example, participants requested the following information, "What are some popular
ethiopian recipes?" To work on this request, the Wizard wanted to confirm if participants wanted
vegetarian options, which they inferred from participants’ conversations. However, they asked,
"Are there ingredients you want to use or don’t want to use?". Participants responded with, "no
peanuts!!!", which was correct but not helpful or what the Wizard hoped to gain. Upon realizing
their mistake, the Wizard asked an additional followup question to get the feedback they wanted in
the first place.
In the bot_task condition too we came across situations in which the Wizard had trouble coming
up with questions which accurately reflected their intentions. We provide an example from S15 to
illustrate this:
Interaction in S15(bot_task):
Wizard: Do you want me to look for visa requirement for citizens







Jamie: @Wizard Yes, can you look for visa requirements of brazil?
Wizard: No, my question is: visas for people from what country?
Wizard’s comments: " I was still trying to gain the same information ... because this was sort
of this question was like clarifying my previous question, because my previous question had been like
worded weirdly, which I sort of knew, but I was trying to figure out a good way to ask that ques-
tion ... I realized, so I tried something so I tried that. But then they like I could tell that they
misunderstood it did they misunderstood what I meant. And so then I was trying to ask it"
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In the above interaction, the Wizard had difficulty in framing their question, and naturally
participants misinterpreted it. So the Wizard asked another followup question to repair their
previous interaction.
6.2 Characterizing the appropriateness for the timing of the intervention
In this section, we present themes that get at the Wizard’s assessment of the timing of their
intervention. Specifically, the Wizard was asked to reflect on why they thought the timing of their
intervention was appropriate. To do this analysis, we analyzed the Wizard’s stimulated recall
interviews on why they thought their intervention’s timing was appropriate. In the bot_dialog
condition, this meant reflecting on the timing of their followup question. In the bot_task condition,
the Wizard’s reflection on their timing was even more interesting as they could either ask a question
and provide a suggestion, all while being able to engage in the conversation proactively. In the
descriptions below, we mark the themes or sub-themes with [foup] when they apply to followup
questions and mark them with [sugg] when they apply for suggestions. When both are applicable I
mark them as [foup + sugg].
6.2.1 Theme: Urgency for action [foup + sugg]
One of the pervasive themes we observed regarding the appropriateness of intervention is the
urgency of action — for asking followup questions or providing suggestions. Across both the
bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, we found four scenarios in which this happened. First,
when the Wizard needed to clarify immediately about the information request. Second, when they
felt the need to immediately take action, to avoid situations in which they would intervene while the
participants are in the middle of a conversation. In the third scenario, which happened exclusively
in the bot_task condition, the Wizard felt the need to intervene while participants were engaged in a
conversation. In this scenario, despite the high potential for disruption, the Wizard believed they had
an important contribution which could help participants effectively achieve their goals. And finally,
in the fourth scenario, which again only happened in the bot_task condition, the Wizard felt the
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need to justify the information they shared, either immediately before they shared the information
or right after.
6.2.1.1 Clarify immediately after a request [foup]:
When the Wizard was unclear about the participants request or thought a followup response
could improve the performance of their search query, they immediately asked a followup question
before searching. The Wizard thought it was best to ask an immediate followup, as opposed to
searching first (to try to figure out on their own), and then ask questions to resolve their uncertainties.
They believed this to be an efficient approach as it potentially reduced the number of times the
Wizard would have to search, since it was unlikely they would have got useful results or made sense
of the results from their initial search. These behaviors were similar across both the bot_dialog and
the bot_task conditions. We first illustrate this behavior in the bot_dialog condition with an example
from S10:
Interaction in S10 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: yeah but lets ask about visa
Taylor: @Wizard how easy is it to get a visa to go to Ecuador?
Wizard: Is it a visa for u.s. citizens or another country?
Wizard’s comments: "yeah because it was. It seemed appropriate because, like, it seemed
appropriate to ask it right away when they had asked a question about Visas. And so it seemed like
it was better to ask it right away. Then to like, well I don’t know like look up generic, like send them
some information that might be not applicable, and then wait for them to ask a follow up question."
- [S10]
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "how easy is it to
get a visa to go to Ecuador?" The Wizard was aware that this request applies differently based on
specific parameters — namely, citizenship. Therefore, instead of running a query and returning to
ask a followup question about citizenship, they sought for immediate clarification. In this situation,
the Wizard’s perceived sense of appropriateness to intervene is about with their ability to act
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immediately and reduce ambiguity about the information request. In the bot_task condition, we
observed similar behavior, and illustrate that with an example from S06.
Interaction in S06 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard best travel destinations in South America for Americans
Wizard: By "travel destinations" do you mean countries or tourist
attractions?
Wizard’s comments: "..It’s better than like wasting my time and trying to search for something
that I know won’t be accurate enough. And I think just, it makes sense if you’re unsure about some-
thing ask like to clarify immediately after they ask because that might affect. I mean that probably
will affect time searching for it, but that can also like prompt them to think of other things and like
take the conversation in a different direction.." - [S06]
In the above example, the Wizard explicitly stated that they didn’t have enough information to
conduct an effective search and therefore thought it was better to simply ask for more information
to resolve their ambiguities.
6.2.1.2 Intervene before the conversation changes [foup + sugg]:
The Wizards also felt the need to intervene immediately before the subject of the participants’
conversation changed. They were fearful that if the subject of the conversation changed, their
followup questions or suggestions that were once relevant, could become irrelevant, making their
intervention inappropriate and disruptive. Therefore, they wanted to intervene while the information
they needed or wanted to offer was still relevant to the subject of the conversation. We observed
these situations in both the bot_dialog and the bot_task condition.
In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard had a short window to take action, i.e., between being
requested for information to providing the participants with a web result. So situations in which
they felt the need to immediately intervene happened when participants engaged in discussion right
after requesting information or if they requested in-between an ongoing conversation. To illustrate
this, consider the interaction below from S01:
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Interaction in S01 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: So I was wondering when carnial in Brazil would be lol
...
Jamie: I only know Peru in south american haha
Taylor: @Wizard Trips to Rio in December
Taylor: but yes Rio is in Brazil
Wizard: what is the trip for?
...
Jamie: @Wizard winter break
Wizard: for a vacation or is there another purpose?
Taylor: @Wizard vacation
Wizard’s comments: "so it seemed like they didn’t really answer the question in the way that
I was looking for....I just wanted to like narrow in on the purpose, quickly so I just tried to get the
question in there before their conversation went too much further and it was more distracting." - [S01]
In the above interaction, after receiving the request, the Wizard first posed an ineffective followup
question, for which they did not receive the type of feedback they expected. To repair the failed
interaction, they immediately asked another followup question. While making this intervention, the
Wizard was fearful that if they did not ask immediately, participants might assume they provided
the right feedback and discuss different task-related constraints.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard took a proactive role to intervene. For instance, in addition
to asking followup questions, the Wizard proactively intervened to offer suggestions when they felt
that participants attention on the current subject of discussion was still alive. The appropriateness
for this proactive behavior was due to their fear that once subject of conversation changes their
contribution could become stale or non-relevant. We illustrate this behavior with an example from
S13:
Interaction in S13 (bot_task):
Jamie: So I was wondering when carnial in Brazil would be lol
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Jamie: Yes exactly! So as an overview so we can tell our parents...
we will be traveling to Morocco, we will select the $245 monthly
plan to cover our summer trip and the safety ratings and reviews
have been consistent. We can get a part-time job maybe on saturdays
to help offset the cost. how does that sound?
...
Taylor: perfect!
Jamie: okay do you feel we are finished?
Taylor: how do you know its a monthly $245?
Jamie: the website via the Wizard said plans often fall at $245/
month
Taylor: ohhhhh okay cool
Wizard: Make sure you look at the details of the price. Frequently
it is week-by-week. Also factor in travel, spending money, etc.
Wizard’s comments: "So I was like, then just jumping into like the conversation that they
were already having. Um, and also, I did know that there had been a misunderstanding. And so,
and it seems important important to correct it like, or for them to correct it now, before they continue
working " - [S13]
In the above interaction, the Wizard observed that there was a misunderstanding about the results
they shared. So they quickly intervened to correct the misunderstanding before participants moved
on to discuss other task-related constraints.
6.2.1.3 Urgency to affirm [sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard also proactively intervened to affirm participants’ search
strategy. They felt the need to immediately affirm as they felt that would provide confidence to the
participants on their approach and make them aware that the Wizard was in-loop of their plan. We
demonstrate this behavior with an example from S11:
Interaction in S11 (bot_task):
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Jamie: split between 2 people thats good
Taylor: we could do a biike tour in Sao
Jamie: and the zoo
Taylor: ya i was looking at the ecotrips one too
Wizard: thinking about a bike tour is a good idea - you’ll get
more specific results if you know more what you’re looking for.
Wizard’s comments: "I was like reacting to the conversation they were having....thinking about
a bike tour is a good idea - you’ll get more specific results if you know more what you’re looking
for." - [S11]
In the above interaction, the Wizard suggests that they were reacting to the conversation between
the participants. They did this to affirm participants’ strategy and, in turn, inform them that they are
on board with their plan.
6.2.1.4 Urgency to share learned information [sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard proactively intervened when they learned new information,
which they believed could affect how participants approached their task. This information could be
about participants’ own preferences/abilities or information that was shared. The Wizards felt that
if they didn’t react with urgency, participants would proceeded without grasping all the parameters
to fully utilize the shared information or select a new strategy to accommodate the new constraints.
To understand this behavior, consider the following interaction from S01:
Interaction in S01 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard simple recipes for a party
Taylor: or maybe we could do something traditional?
Jamie: it doesn’t matter that much i think
Taylor: yeah would just be interesting
Wizard: [Web link]
Jamie: well because people don’t know russian food no one’s going
to know if it’s traditional or not
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Wizard: Are you experienced with cooking?
Taylor: True
Jamie: @Wizard no
Wizard: Russian might not be the best cuisine to start with
Wizard’s comments: "I wanted to like get in the question as quickly as possible to make sure
that they were on the right track. Before they kept on like talking and looking at more Russian
foods." - [S01]
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "simple recipes for a
party" To satisfy the request, the Wizard first shared a webpage with links to different recipes. Soon
after sharing the information, the Wizard realized that some of the recipes could be complicated if
the participants are not experienced with cooking. So they wanted to make sure that the information
they shared is relevant and worth discussing based on the participants expertise.
6.2.2 Theme: React to the discussion [foup + sugg]
The Wizards also intervened in conversations when they felt the need to react to the participants’
discussion. They did this when they observed the participants discuss preferences that could
influence the search strategy or exhibited indecisiveness. In these situations, the Wizard intervened
in the conversation (lacking any sense of urgency described in Section 6.2.1) and offered assistance.
The Wizards’ sense of appropriateness in these situations was tied to how well they understood the
current search context and reacted to make the search process effective.
6.2.2.1 Inclusion of preferences [foup + sugg]:
When the Wizard observed participants discuss task-related preferences that could impact their
current searches, they intervened. In the bot_dialog condition, the interventions only happened after
the Wizard was requested for information. We illustrate this with an example from S11:
Interaction in S11 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: wait this one is only for a week
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Taylor: and its $500
Jamie: @Wizard relatively inexpensive full summer environmental
volunteer opportunities
Taylor: should we add dates
Taylor: like july-august
Jamie: yeah or june
Taylor: or june
Wizard: what would your ideal budget be? how many weeks/months
do you want to go for?
Wizard’s comments: "because they were like talking about, because they were having a con-
versation about like dates at that moment. So, and because they just talked to budget about like
cost....So, It seemed to be the things that,um, those seem to be like the issues that they were like
contemplating at that moment..." - [S11]
In the above interaction, participants requested the following information, "relatively inexpensive
full summer environmental volunteer opportunities". After posing this request, participants discussed
task-related preferences such as the time frame and the budget. Rather than assuming, the Wizard
thought it would be best to understand these preferences by asking a followup question and including
them in their search process. The Wizard reasoned their appropriateness, not in terms of how they
were disruptive or not in the conversation, but rather on their ability to contribute to participants’
discussion and their own search process.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard took a more proactive role when they felt they could
include participants preferences into their search process or to simply begin a new search process.
For instance consider the following interaction from S25:
Interaction in S25 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what is around buenos aires
Jamie: do you like hiking alex




Taylor: idk it just looks pretty
Jamie: i never heard of that
Taylor: it’s on that one website with the tourist spots
Jamie: it looksl ike korea lmao
Jamie: korean parks
Taylor: omg it doesss
Wizard: Should we look for things about Mendoza and about hiking?
Jamie: yes!
Wizard’s comments: "Yeah, because I was like, I mean, they’d sent a search query and then they
were having a conversation, and I was able to react to the things that they were talking about like in
that conversation. Um, yeah, and incorporate and respond to those ideas when they were talking
..." - [S25]
In the above interaction, as the Wizard was working on the participants’ request, the observed
participants leaning towards visiting Mendoza. While making this inference, they also weighed their
contribution as collaborators to be higher if they could include the new preferences versus simply
offering a list of places near Buenos Aires (which was requested). What this interaction also shows
is the dynamic nature of how participants shifted across their preferences and the Wizard monitoring
this process and trying to be mindful to include these shifts. The Wizard’s appropriateness in this
situation was about being aware of the participants’ changes in preferences and intervening to
suggest timely changes to the search strategy.
6.2.2.2 Indecisiveness [foup + sugg]:
In the bot_task condition, whenever the Wizard sensed indecisiveness in the participants’
approach to their task, they intervened to offer a suggestion or ask a followup question. To the
Wizard, their sense of appropriateness was closely tied to their self-assessment of being an effective
collaborator who could accurately identify participants’ challenges and take the initiative. While we
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observed a few instances of this behavior in the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard spoke about their
appropriateness about being close to the participants request and not necessarily about detecting the
moment of indecisiveness and resolving it. In the bot_task condition, they were more forthcoming
about detecting points in the conversation when the participants displayed indecisiveness and
intervening to resolve it. Below, we provide examples of two types interactions in the bot_task
condition, one in which the Wizard asked a followup question, right after receiving a request. And
in the second, when they proactively offered a suggestion.
Interaction in S10 (bot_task):
Jamie: Or should we try Vietnamese pancake?
Taylor: taylor should just make the food is shes hosting the party
smh
Jamie: Smh facts miss vietnam cmon
Taylor: ...
Jamie: @Wizard What is in a Vietnamese pancake (Ban Xeo) ?
Wizard: would you like some different recipe options to look at?
you could make a decision about which kind of food after that
Wizard’s comments: "like the opportunity for like wider context to like provide more and, like,
see if like to suggest that I could provide more information and let them know that there were like
other options out there ... because it seems sort of at a point where ummm seeing different options
would help them start to work through their decision." - [S10]
In the above interaction, despite the specificity of the participants’ request, the Wizard felt it
would be better for their overall strategy to widen their search context. They came to this conclusion
after noticing that the participants hardly explored and were unsure of what to pursue. Therefore,
due to the participants indecisiveness, which resulted in a specific request, the Wizard felt it was the
right time to encourage exploration. Otherwise, participants could simply satisfice or proceed to
work on the task without really exploring options that they may enjoy. Next, we also demonstrate
how the Wizard proactively intervened when they felt it was the right time to help the participants
move past their indecisiveness:
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Interaction in S16 (bot_task):
Jamie: okay so what are our activities
Jamie: did it tell you the price of the kayaking
Taylor: camping kayaking and like hiking
Taylor: lemme look
Wizard: [Web Link]
Taylor: it just says that it’s an activity to do LMAO
Wizard: We could look more into options for a specific activity,
such as hiking.
Wizard’s comments: " I think because like sort of their conversation about like activities to-do
have been had sort of been going on and been interspersed with like other things they were talking
about. And so it seemed like. And they were still talking about it like right immediately before I said
that. And so it seems like a conversation I could like jump into." - [S16]
In the above conversation, participants had trouble mapping their preferences to the results that
the Wizard was sharing. Furthermore, the Wizard noticed that even after sharing a link to a list
of activities, participants were still unsatisfied and did not know how to proceed. Therefore, they
thought it was the right time to intervene and make a suggestion as they were both in line with the
current conversation, and because the participants did not still finalize on an option.
6.2.3 Theme: Proximity as appropriateness [foup + sugg]
The Wizard’s sense of appropriateness was also based on a proximity zone — to initial explo-
ration and participants’ information requests. Within the proximity zone, the Wizards felt they had
implicit permission from the participants to respond.
6.2.3.1 Proximity to initial exploration [foup]:
In some situations, participants linearly approached their task. This approach had an initial
exploration, a middle which involved discussion and exchange of preferences, and an end when
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they had to reach consensus. In this task-centric partition, the Wizard found the initial stages to be
least sensitive to their interventions. In the bot_task condition, we found the Wizard to utilize their
task-centric impression to ask followup questions early in the participants’ exploration stages. In
the bot_dialog condition, despite being able to ask followup questions, we found to rarely take the
initiative in the early stages. Below, we provide an example from the bot_task condition and discuss
why the Wizard may have avoided this behavior in the bot_dialog condition.
Interaction from S25 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard what is there for tourists to do in argentina?
Taylor: i was gonna ask what there is to do
Taylor: next i wanna ask is it safe
Jamie: u read my mind bro
Jamie: me too
Wizard: What kinds of activities would you want to do?
Wizard’s comments: " it was in response to what they asked, um, the conversation was sort of
started. Yeah, they were just like this is what we’re asking about like next we’ll ask if it’s safe so this
conversation hadn’t really like gone in any other directions where it would be annoying." - [S25]
In the above interaction, the Wizard found participants to be in their early stages of exploration.
Since they had not zeroed in on a plan, they felt it was appropriate to ask a followup question.
While it may seem the Wizard could perhaps take a similar initiative (more often) in the bot_dialog
condition, this did not happen. There could be three possibilities for this. First, since the Wizard
could do more in the bot_task condition, i.e., ask questions, provide suggestions, and intervene
proactively, they may have been more willing to be involved in the task-planning process from
the early stages itself. Second, in the bot_dialog condition, although the Wizard did not explicitly
describe appropriateness due to the early exploration in the bot_dialog condition, there were many
instances in which the Wizard asked questions early in the task. Such reflections may have happened
since the Wizard knew they had limited capabilities for task-based support, and this perhaps could
have also influenced their reflections on appropriateness. Finally, an interesting observation we
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made in the bot_task condition is that the Wizard never made suggestions in the early exploration
phase. They perhaps did this to not come across as presumptuous.
6.2.3.2 Proximity to the information request [foup + sugg]:
When participants requested information, the Wizard took their action as a type of hand-off by
the participants. To the Wizard, it was their turn to contribute to the collaboration. Ideally, with the
requested information and if not, with a followup question or a suggestion. This type of turn-taking
extends beyond the standard rules of conversational structure. In this experimental setup, the Wizard
could not engage as the participants could — they could only ask questions, make a suggestion,
or provide information. Therefore, they re-defined appropriateness associated with turn-taking to
fit their abilities. One such interpretation is to take their turn close to the participants’ information
request. To the Wizard, in this novel turn-taking scenario, their followup or suggestion was a
response to the participants’ information request and its appropriateness based on the proximity to
participants’ request. We first demonstrate this behavior with an example from S24 in the bot_dialog
condition:
Interaction from S24 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard How safe is Karongwe
Taylor: its $808 a week is that expensive
Jamie: Hmm well if we do it 2-3 months
Jamie: I think that might actually be too much :disappointed:
Wizard: can you elaborate on what you mean by ’safe’?
Wizard’s request: "I thought it was appropriate because they went. Like, again it was in
proximity of their original question about how safe Karongwe was, and I thought it was close enough
and, again, their conversation with each other, really didn’t have much to do with it so I thought it
was okay to ask it then." - [S24]
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In the above interaction, the Wizard did not understand the term and sought clarification.
While doing so, they thought their intervention was appropriate as they were close enough to the
participants’ information request.
In the bot_task condition, the Wizard extended these behaviors to make suggestions and intervene
proactively. They rationalized their behavior’s appropriateness by suggesting they were close to the
proximity zone of request or information provided. We demonstrate this behavior with an example
from S12:
Interaction from S12 (bot_task):
Wizard: [Web link]
Jamie: yesssssss
Taylor: one of the expansions let elephants paint!!
Taylor: oh south africa would be good!!
Jamie: I like the tagline of internships that matter!!
Wizard: this result is ecology-related but not necessarily about
animals. we could look for wildlife-related programs too!
Wizard’s comments: "I hoped it would be right after this. But then it took me a while to type
it so it just said it was like right after the link I had sent, which was like, in response to a question."
- [S12]
In the above example, the Wizard intervenes after providing a result, which is a proactive
intervention as per our study design. On discussing their action’s appropriateness, the Wizard
noted that they actually wanted to share their justification right after their result, but participants
already started to quickly discuss. But nonetheless, they thought their timing was appropriate as
they thought their suggestion was in close proximity to the information they shared.
6.2.4 Theme: Transitions [foup + sugg]
The Wizards also thought it was appropriate to intervene when they observed the participants to
transition between different stages of their collaboration. Specially, we observed them do this across
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two types of transition. First, when the pace of the conversion faded, and second, when participants
switched from on-topic discussion to off-topics conversations. The Wizards took these transition as
implicit signals to intervene in the conversation.
6.2.4.1 Peter out [foup + sugg]:
The Wizards also thought it was the right time to intervene when the pace of the conversation
slowed down or if the conversation between the participants became idle. In both situations, the
Wizards took the petering out of the conversation as an implicit signal from participants that
they were waiting for the Wizard to contribute, finalized on what to do, or did not have anything
substantive to continue their discussion. In the bot_dialog condition, we observed the Wizards take
notice of the conversation becoming idle when taking the initiative. To illustrate this, consider the
following interaction from S08:
Interaction in S08 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard can you tell me more about the history of Akara
Wizard: Akara the food dish?
Wizard’s comments: "So I think it was appropriate because they weren’t really talking afterwards.
They were just waiting for a response, and I had, like, taken a cursory look, and I didn’t want to
keep waiting longer. So I just asked them quickly." - [S08]
In the above interaction, the Wizard explicitly stated that the participants conversations became
idle and they took that as a signal they were waiting for a response. Therefore, they felt it was
appropriate for them to intervene and ask a followup question.
In the bot_task condition, as the Wizard could also proactively intervene, they were more
cognizant of the pace of the conversation. This led to them considering the slowing down on the
conversation in addition to the idleness when taking the initiative. To illustrate this, we show the
interaction from S01:
Interaction in S01 (bot_task):
Jamie: ooh the green bean saute
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Taylor: its all easily accessible
Jamie: i think we should do that it looks super simple
Wizard: Ok. The directions also say that it will take 60 minutes
to cook - does that fit in your schedule?
Wizard’s comments: "The timing of it so I think just the conversation kind of like petered out,
and it was just a good time to jump in and make sure that that was the recipe they wanted to look at
and not something else." - [S01]
In the above interaction, the Wizard observed that the pace of the participants’ conversation
slowed down, which in this particular interaction happened as participants came to finalize their
selection. However, before participants finalized their selection, the Wizard wanted participants to
become aware of the time it took to make the green bean saute. To do this, they wanted to intervene
and thought the conversation’s slowed pace made their timing appropriate.
6.2.4.2 Side Conversation [foup + sugg]:
Side conversations are those in which participants discuss non-task related or loosely task-related
options. These conversations are not concerned with helping participants achieve their goals but
passing their time while the Wizard finds information on their behalf or a conversation filler after
participants have finalized what they want to do. The Wizard took the side-conversations as a cue for
participants being disengaged with their task, and considered it an appropriate time to intervene. In
the bot_dialog condition the Wizard took the side-conversations as a cue to appropriately intervene
and ask followup questions. To demonstrate this, consider the interaction from S24:
Interaction in S24 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard What are popular volunteer opportunities in africa
Jamie: did that make sense
Taylor: We’ll see
Jamie: my parents are quite strict
Wizard: are you looking for long term or short term volunteer opportunities?
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Wizard’s comments: "their very brief conversation between my question and their question is
kind of just like a continuation of their side conversation." - [S24]
In the above interaction, the Wizard observed participants having a side-conversation right after
they requested for information. The side conversation functioned as a filler while the Wizard was
working on the participants’ request. Therefore, Wizard thought it was appropriate for them to
intervene with a followup question.
In the bot_task condition, in addition to asking a followup question the Wizard also took the side-
conversations as cues to suggest new information. For instance consider the following interaction
from S22:
Interaction in S22 (bot_task):
Jamie: i kinda wanna work with kids or animals but i’m not suuuuper
picky
Taylor: yes animals would be cool
Jamie: okay cool
Taylor: but voluntourism is not cool
Jamie: it is not
Jamie: perhaps a conservation effort then
Taylor: do you have pref on location in africa
Taylor: like if we did animals we would prob have to figure out
what region of africa works best
Wizard: I didn’t find volunteer opportunities specifically for
young adults, but I did find general volunteer opportunities in
Africa. Would you like to see that?
Wizard’s comments: "yeah so like the way they’re chatting with each other. They’re just kind of
like talking about other ideas, they weren’t like. It’s always just like filling the time while they waited
for me, that’s how it felt. So I figured that they’re doing their small talk. And then they were going
to bring their attention back to me. Whenever I did give them something. So I felt like it was okay
to drop it in there" - [S22]
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In the above interaction, the Wizard was unable to find information that matched the specifics
for what the participants wanted. The Wizard intervened to convey their challenge and suggest an
alternative. While taking the initiative, they felt their timing was appropriate as participants were
engaged in small talk, giving the impression that they were waiting for feedback from the Wizard.
6.2.5 Theme: Enough time has passed [foup + sugg]
When the Wizards were unable to find relevant information within a reasonable time or exhausted
their efforts, they got back to the participants with a followup question or a suggestion. When
taking either action, i.e., asking a followup question or providing a suggestion, the Wizards did
not monitor the conversation to check if they were interrupting. They reasoned their actions to be
appropriate as they felt it was their job to react, with a web link, a followup question or a suggestion,
in a reasonable time — a subjective deduction they made for themselves. And when they did not
accomplish their job and spent too much time searching for information, they felt it was appropriate
to intervene, regardless of what was happening in the conversation. Important point: there are no
sub-themes under this theme, and this is the only theme that is also a code.
In the bot_dialog condition, whenever the Wizard intervened, their appropriateness was based
on their self-evaluation to be responsible collaborators, who did not leave the participants hanging.
Therefore, if a search request took considerable time they tried to avoid coming across as an
uncooperative collaborator by asking followup questions to elicit more information and give
confidence to the participants that they are working on their request. Below, we illustrate an
interaction from S06, in which the Wizard sensed that participants were waiting on them and took
the initiative to ask followup questions:
Interaction in S06 (bot_dialog):
Jamie: @Wizard find most recent daily tar heel article about international
volunteering
Jamie: we could join the mormons
Taylor: Not cool dude.
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Wizard: Can you give me more details about the daily tar heel article
you want to find?
Wizard’s comments: "So I think it was appropriate because I had already looked for their
question, and it’s like probably a minute had gone by so I spent some time searching. And then it’s
I think there was a kind of a lull so I think they were kind of waiting to see what I like if I was going
to give them more information or ask a question" - [S06]
In the above example, participants requested the following information, "find most recent daily
tar heel article about international volunteering". Following this request, the Wizard spent close to
a minute looking for information. The Wizard could not find any relevant information and sensed a
lull in the conversation, perceiving the participants to be waiting for them. Therefore, they took the
initiative by asking for further information about the specific piece of information that participants
requested.
In the bot_task condition, as the Wizard was also able to make suggestions, they used this
ability to inform participants about their challenges. Similar to the bot_dialog condition, the
appropriateness for their intervention was laced in their ability to provide timely updates about
their search process. Below, we show an example from S17 in which the Wizard intervened in the
conversation to inform their challenges:
Interaction in S17 (bot_task):
Jamie: @Wizard find most recent daily tar heel article about international
volunteering
Jamie: @Wizard can you find something that is specifically for
service learning or volunteering?
Taylor: no i mean the study abroad links we click on are page not
found
Taylor: maybe the research initiatives on the website
Taylor: ?
Jamie: yeah i know, I just skipped over those lol
Jamie: they didnt have much
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Jamie: thats not really about service
Wizard: I’m not finding a lot of service learning opportunities,
especially in West Africa. I have a few from other regions, would
you like to look at those?
Wizard’s comments: "I mean, I think this was a time where I thought a lot less about that
aspect (appropriate timing). Just because it was like I wanted to like it was sort of like you know I’ve
been working on it for a bit. And, um, I want to be able to give them, give them something to look at.
And so it was just sort of time to do that I guess because like they were presumably probably waiting
on a source or honorary honorary source or something." - [S17]
In the above interaction, the Wizard was less critical at themselves for disrupting the conversation
as they felt they needed to give participants something to look at. The Wizard sensed that the
participants were perhaps waiting to hear back from them, and not providing any feedback in a
timely manner could perhaps equate to being an ineffective collaborator.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed two types of users’ behaviors: participants working on a shared task
and a Wizard assisting the collaborators at different levels of system initiative. In the first set of
analyses, we did a quantitative analysis of the participants’ perceptions and intercommunication
behaviors across the system initiative levels. We did this using a series of post-task measures
and the chat logs of the shared Slack channel. In the second set of analyses, we analyzed the
Wizard’s decision-making process to take the initiative. More specifically, the Wizards’ motivations
to intervene and their "sense of appropriateness" for the right time to intervene. We did the
characterization of the motivations and timing through a qualitative analysis of the Wizard’s
stimulated recall interviews. Below we discuss the results across both types of analyses, i.e., from
the participants and the Wizards perspective.
7.1 RQ1: Perceived utility
In the first research question, we found the searchbot condition to significantly affect participants’
sense of coverage and disruption (Figure 5.1). In terms of coverage (I was able to find everything I
needed), participants’ perceived to have covered the most information in the bot_dialog condition.
While there is no prior work that has looked at perceived coverage across different system initiative
levels, prior work by Gross and Saxton (2002) on reference services provide some insights to
understand these results. Gross and Saxton (2002) used coverage as a dimension for understanding
patrons’ satisfaction with reference services. They suggest that while they hoped their patrons
to report highly about coverage (suggesting good service), the result is hard to interpret. At-
times patrons have an inflated sense of the service they received, which influences them to report
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higher coverage and satisfaction. Therefore to better understand this result, we juxtapose it with
participants’ intercommunication behaviors and continue discussing this result in Section 7.5.
Next, participants also felt a significant disruption when the system could take the initiative
either in the bot_dialog or the bot_task condition — highest in the bot_task condition. This result
was expected and in-line with prior work on proactive and conversational agents (Avula et al.
(2018, 2019b); Iqbal and Horvitz (2010); Czerwinski et al. (2000); Horvitz (2001); Adamczyk and
Bailey (2004)), which report the feelings of disruption as a natural consequence when systems can
take greater levels of initiative (e.g., task vs. dialogue-level initiative). Participants may have felt
more disrupted in the bot_task condition as the Wizard could influence them with new information
or critiques. While the suggestions could be helpful in theory, they could be problematic to the
participants as the new information could disrupt their mental models on pursuing the task i.e., the
participants shared understanding of the task and their strategy. We discuss disruption further in
Section 7.6, based on the Wizards’ own motivations to provide new information and willingly cause
minor interruptions for the overall benefit of the participants’ collaboration.
7.2 RQ2: Mental Workload
In RQ2, we found the searchbot condition to significantly affect participants’ perception of
effort and frustration (Figure 5.2). In terms of effort, participants reported significantly less effort in
the bot_dialog condition than the bot_info and bot_task conditions. This result is interesting for two
reasons. First, it makes a positive case for search systems that can ask follow-up questions. Second,
it motivates an introspection into the cost of leaping from asking follow-up questions to providing
suggestions and intervening proactively.
In terms of frustration, participants’ level of frustration increased with the system’s ability to
take the initiative, with significantly higher frustration in the bot_task condition in comparison to
the bot_info condition. Participants’ frustration may have continually increased with the searchbot
condition as with each increment in their initiative came new information and new capabilities they
had to incorporate into their task planning. These results echo with prior work on multitasking on
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conversational platforms (David et al. (2013)), which suggest that users tend to experience higher
level of workload with an increase in multitasking objectives. Additionally, these results also support
our own work on embedding search tools into conversational platforms (Avula et al. (2019a)), in
which participants reported significantly higher effort as the functionalities of a conversational agent
increased.
7.3 RQ3: Collaborative Experience
In RQ3, we observed observed that the participants’ collaborative awareness decreased as the
system’s ability to take the initiative increased (Figure 5.3). The drop in awareness was even
more prominent in the bot_task condition, as it was significantly lower than both the bot_info
and the bot_dialog conditions. These results contradict our own work on rule-based proactive
interventions to support collaborative search (Avula et al. (2018)). Our previous work found
participants’ collaborative awareness to improve significantly when the searchbot could intervene to
ask follow-up questions or intervene to provide results that are in-line with the participants goals.
We further discuss the differences between both studies at the end of this section.
In terms of the collaborative effort, we found that effort needed to share information and continue
the collaboration’s flow to be most challenging in the bot_task condition. These findings support
the results of RQ2, in which participants reported feeling disrupted and expending more effort in
the bot_task condition. Additionally, these findings also contradict our prior work on proactive
interventions, in which the participants found their collaboration to become easier as the system
could take the initiative (Avula et al. (2018)).
Next, in terms of enjoyment, we found the participants to enjoy the bot_info condition signifi-
cantly more than the bot_task condition. Once again, this result contradicts our prior findings (Avula
et al. (2018)), which suggest that participants enjoy systems that can proactively intervene to ask
questions or provide a suggestion.
We suggest that the difference between our current and prior work (Avula et al. (2018)) could be
due to two reasons. First, in our prior work, the searchbot could proactively intervene in a limited
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manner — at most twice, and based on predefined rules. However, there was no limit on the number
of times the searchbot could intervene in our current study. The searchbot’s overexposure could
have decreased group awareness between the participants and made them less aware of each other.
Second, in our prior work, it was easy to discern why the searchbot intervened — they did so
after each participant exchanged their preferences. In our current work, the intervention objectives
were not easily discernible, and we discuss these further in Section 7.8.2. Additionally, at multiple
points in the collaboration, the addition of new information could have made the collaboration even
more challenging as the participants had to incorporate the new information into their own and
collaborative mental models. We also found that our current findings are in-line with prior findings
on multitasking behaviors on conversational platforms (David et al. (2013)). Prior work suggests
that an increase in multitasking objectives leads to lowered team performance (David et al. (2013)),
and the users attention is forced to be distributed (Nguyen and Fussell (2014); Ofek et al. (2013)),
leading them to put extra effort and making their collaboration challenging. Therefore, we suggest
that the overexposure of the searchbot, especially in the bot_task condition may have made the
collaboration between participants more difficult.
7.4 RQ4: Perceived involvement
In RQ4, we found no significant differences across the different searchbot conditions. Interest-
ingly, a trend we observed was that participants tended to be more preoccupied with themselves
in the bot_task condition than the bot_dialog condition, signaling low involvement in the bot_task
condition. We suggest this could have happened as the participants in the bot_task condition came
across more new information, especially in the form of suggestions, which could have led them
to introspect on how they could utilize it for their collaboration. Additionally, our findings for
the bot_task condition also support prior work on multitasking, which reports that lower involve-
ment between participants on a conversational platform leads to lowered enjoyment and increased
frustration (Nguyen and Fussell (2016)).
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7.5 RQ5: Intercommunication behaviors
In RQ5, we investigated the inter-communication behaviors between the participants and the
searchbot using two types of measures: total information exchanged and comparative information
gains (Figure 5.5). We captured total information exchanged using three measures: total messages
exchanged (TME), total links shared (TLS), total initiatives by the Wizard (TWI), and total interac-
tions between participant and Wizard (IPW). For comparative gains, which we define as the ratio of
the net information gained (total web links from the Wizard) to the communication effort, we used
two measures: Results to messages ratio (RR), and Results to Wizard initiative (RI). These ratios
inform us about the net gain in information to the communication effort. For example, using RR,
we can compare two interactions that received the same number of web links from the Wizard but
differed in the number of messages it took to collaborate.
In terms of total information exchanged, a consistent theme we observed was the net information
exchanged to collaborate was least in the bot_dialog condition. This observation supports partici-
pants’ self-report measures in RQ2 on mental workload in which they reported the least effort in the
bot_dialog condition. Furthermore, the net communication activities were highest in the bot_task
condition, explaining participants’ heightened sense of workload in the bot_task condition.
Next, in comparing the bot_info to the bot_dialog condition, we found participants interact
least with the Wizard in the bot_dialog condition. Additionally, the Wizards also shared the least
information with the participants in the bot_dialog condition. We suggest these observations
happened as the Wizard’s follow-up questions could have helped participants streamline their search
strategy towards options that they can easily comprehend. This result can help us understand
participants’ self-report on covering most information in the bot_dialog condition even though they
interacted and received the least amount of information in this condition. On why the same could
not have happened in the bot_task condition, we suggest the Wizard could have become overly
involved with their follow-up questions and suggestions (Figure 5.5), which made it harder for the
participants to collaborate.
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Finally, in terms of comparative gains, we found that participants gained the least information
for their communication effort in the bot_task condition. In other words, this result suggests that
the participants had to interact more with the Wizard in the bot_task condition in comparison to
the bot_info and the bot_dialog conditions. These behaviors may have happened as the Wizard
introduced new information the participants may not have considered. Additionally, as the Wizard
could make suggestions in the bot_task condition, they also critiqued participants’ search strategy,
which introduces a new cycle of interaction that increased the communication between the Wizard
and the participants.
7.6 RQ6a: Motivations for taking the initiative
In this section, we discuss the Wizard motivation to take the initiative. We do this by first going
through each of the major themes that motivated them to take the initiative.
7.6.1 Same page
Establishing common ground or getting the collaborators on the same page is a natural strategy
that humans exhibit in their everyday interactions (Clark and Brennan (1991)). Clark and Brennan
(1991) state that we do this to update our mental models to communicate effectively. More recently,
in a qualitative study by Clark et al. (2019), participants reported common ground as a critical
feature for a good conversational agent. Furthermore, in a WoZ study by Trippas et al. (2020), they
found information seekers try to establish common ground to collaborate effectively. In Trippas et
al., as the information seekers were communicating with the Wizard over a voice-only channel, they
used grounding as a strategy to inform the Wizard on what they understood from the information
they received. In our study, we found the Wizards employ this strategy for two reasons. First, to
understand the participants’ problem space from their perspective i.e., their own vocabulary they
use to describe their problem space and how they wanted the information to be evaluated. And
second, to keep pace with the participants’ collaboration, i.e., trying to be on the same page with
how the participants are negotiating and finalize options.
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7.6.2 Poor request
A well-documented problem in information-seeking is that users cannot adequately translate
their information needs into an effective search request. This phenomenon has existed before
modern web search systems and even now (Wilson (2011)). Even recent work on conversational
search has specifically targeted users’ inability to fully translate their needs into a search request by
proposing techniques for an agent to ask clarification questions or elicit their preferences (Zamani
et al. (2020b,a); Aliannejadi et al. (2019)). Unsurprisingly, we observed this happened across both
conditions. Then we further grouped the Wizards’ motivations to offer assistance into two types:
pre-retrieval and post-retrieval.
In the pre-retrieval phase, the Wizard determined that a search request was poor even before
running it on our search system. And to gain further clarity on the participants’ needs to improve
the effectiveness of their request, they asked followup questions across both the bot_dialog and
the bot_task conditions. In the post-retrieval phase, the Wizard determined a search request to be
poor after issuing a query and encountering non-relevant results or discovering ambiguity in the
participants’ search intent. When encountering non-relevant results, the Wizard chose two distinct
strategies across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions. In the bot_dialog condition, as
they couldn’t communicate or make suggestions about the non-relevant results, the Wizard posed
questions that could increase the information request’s scope. This was an indirect mechanism the
Wizards adopted to both communicate their challenges and relax the constraints. We do not know if
the participants were able to make out the Wizards indirect mechanism. In the bot_task condition
though, the Wizard explicitly communicated about coming across non-relevant results. In addition,
they also provided suggestions to improve the request or provided an alternative. Finally, when
it came to recognizing ambiguous search intent in the post-retrieval phase, we only found this to
happen in the bot_dialog condition. We suggest this may have happened for two reasons. One, the
Wizard may have been less hesitant in the bot_task condition when they came across ambiguous
search intent and clarified immediately. Second, our study size was perhaps not large enough to
capture this particular behavior in the bot_task condition.
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7.6.3 Strategic assistance
In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard offered assistance by eliciting feedback to reduce
the search space, encourage discussion, decompose the task into smaller sub-tasks, and utilize
the organization of information to maximize retrieval efficiency. Some of these behaviors were
motivated to provide better search assistance and others to support effective collaboration. For
instance, filtering the search space was directly related to narrowing the search results for a
recommendation — a form of search assistance. This form of search assistance, i.e., filtering the
search space, is a well-established strategy in IR, and recent work on conversational recommender
systems have also adopted this strategy (Christakopoulou et al. (2016); Wambua et al. (2018)). The
conversational recommender systems employ a filtering strategy by devising objective functions
that optimize over metrics such as information gain to reduce the search space.
However, the Wizards’ strategy for providing a starting point for investigation was not meant to
reduce the search space in the most effective manner. The Wizard focussed on selecting attributes or
content that was most accessible or familiar, i.e., the vocabulary used in the participants’ request or
information they came across when searching for the participants. Even in the bot_task condition,
the Wizard took similar actions, i.e., asking followup questions to filter the search space and provide
a place to begin the investigation.
Across both conditions, the Wizards also decomposed participants’ requests into smaller sub-
tasks, to make it convenient to pursue the task (for themselves and the participants). This strategy to
decompose a task into smaller sub-tasks is not new and has received great attention in recent times
to improve user productivity (Cheng et al. (2015); Teevan et al. (2016)). In the bot_dialog condition,
this meant asking followup questions that indirectly decomposed the task. In the bot_task condition,
they took a more proactive role by making suggestions on how to break down the task.
In addition to utilizing the information provided as-is, the Wizards also leverage the organization
of information to improve their ability to offer search assistance. Interestingly, a similar yet more
expansive strategy was used by Zhang et al. (2020), who used the structure of web tables, to provide
recommendations in a conversational medium. For instance, when the Wizard realized there were
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pre-made lists that participants might find to be more helpful, they requested information to help
them retrieve pre-made lists. In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard provided no heads up and
took an indirect approach to implement this strategy. However, in the bot_task condition, the
Wizards were explicit about their strategy, perhaps as they had fewer restrictions and explained to
the participants how they could leverage the information’s structure.
The Wizards’ also offered assistance to help the participants stay in check with their overall
objectives when working on a localized task. For instance, if the participants previously decided to
travel to South America during the winter break and are currently exploring activities, the Wizard
tailored or asked questions that helped the participants focus on activities relevant for their Winter
break. Across both the conditions, the Wizard asked followup questions to keep the participants
aligned with their overall objectives or prior preferences. While there has been no prior work that
discusses this style of feedback, there has been great enthusiasm to preserve the memory of past
interactions for effective user-agent collaboration (Sun and Zhang (2018a); Kenter and de Rijke
(2017); Wen et al. (2016); Budzianowski et al. (2018); Asri et al. (2017); Eric and Manning (2017)),
suggesting that we can which can realize conversational agents that can keep users in check with
both their localized and global objectives.
Finally, in the bot_task condition, the Wizard also provided alternatives to assist the participants.
Broadly, there were two types of alternatives. One was alternatives that could better satisfy the
participants’ needs, and the second was a sub-optimal yet comparable alternative to the participants’
needs. The first strategy was to direct participants towards better results, and the second strategy
when the Wizard came across non-relevant or sub-optimal results. Though interesting, both strategies
were unsurprising as this is the type of service that reference librarians are trained to provide (Kern
and Woodard (2011)).
7.6.4 Explicit feedback
Radlinski and Craswell (2017) and Balog and Radlinski (2020) have suggested that the ability to
provide suggestions is a critical component to improve system-side transparency and help persuade
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the user. In this study, we observed this from the Wizards’ motivation to provide explicit feedback.
Explicit feedback refers to the Wizards’ suggestions that came along with their justifications or
the challenges the Wizards met during the search. In this study, we observed the Wizard do this in
the bot_task condition. In the bot_task condition, as the Wizard could provide suggestions, they
utilized this ability to provide system side feedback to communicate their challenges or justify
their actions. In terms of justifications, the Wizard provided system side information to inform
the participants why they provided a particular suggestion or forwarded a web link. They did this
when they felt that participants lacked sufficient context, or at times confidence in the Wizard to
consider their suggestion. Building confidence was important to the Wizards as they were keen
on having the participants view them and the information they shared in a positive light. When
describing challenges, the Wizards provided participants a glimpse of what they came across i.e., the
system-side view, and almost always provided suggestions to improve the participants’ request or
gave an alternative. Finally, the Wizards also requested explicit approval to investigate new search
directions.
7.6.5 Reduce indecisiveness
In both the bot_dialog and bot_task conditions, the Wizards kept track of the participants’
discussion. When they noticed indecisiveness, they intervened to help the participants move forward.
Specifically, they did this when participants lacked focus, i.e., had multiple options to consider
but could not focus on one or lacked direction, i.e., they had no options or a path to pursue. In
the bot_dialog condition, to reduce ambiguity on what to pursue, the Wizard asked a followup
question, hoping to indirectly encourage a purposeful deliberation between participants. In the
bot_task condition, in addition to asking followup questions, the Wizard offered suggestions and
proactively intervened. When participants lacked direction, they offered suggestions utilizing traces
of conversation topics or the participants’ requests. They hoped to provide an anchor point for
participants to begin a deliberation process. When participants made sense of the information space
and had options to consider, they facilitated by suggesting exploring one of the options. Interestingly,
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the choice of an option was not determined based on whether that was the most effective. The
Wizard chose options to focus randomly or based on the familiarity of the option to the participants
or themselves.
7.6.6 Repair prior interactions
In our previous work on rule-based proactive interventions (Avula et al. (2018)), participants’
complained about disruptive interventions, and the searchbot suggesting non-relevant results. Due
to the experiment design of that study, the searchbot could not reengage to repair their mistakes.
However, the Wizards in our study could intervene at multiple instances in the dialog and utilized
that ability to repair their poor interventions. The poor interventions were particularly evident
when the Wizard received an unexpected response to their questions. Additionally, the Wizard also
formulated poor questions, which they realized after receiving a response from the participants. We
suggest that these behaviors happen for two reasons. First, the Wizards had to formulate questions
on the fly, leading to poor question formulation. Second, there may have been a misalignment
between the participants and the Wizards’ goals. Furthermore, across both conditions, the Wizards
only asked followup questions to repair their interventions. We found this interesting for the bot_task
condition, as the Wizards were typically open about communicating challenges when they came
across non-relevant results. We suggest this may have happened as the Wizards wished to take a
passive role when trying to bring back their collaboration with the participants on the right track.
7.7 RQ6b: Appropriate timing for taking the initiative
The Wizards sense of appropriateness across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions
are spread across six themes. Below, we discuss each of them.
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7.7.1 Urgency for action
The Wizards displayed a great sense of urgency to take action in four situations. First, when the
needed to clarify immediately, second, to intervene before the topic of the conversation changed.
Third, when they felt the need to affirm the participants’ strategy immediately, and finally, fourth, to
share learned information.
When faced with ambiguity, the Wizards felt it was appropriate to clarify immediately. The
Wizards’ sense of appropriateness in this situation was motivated by the need to reduce the number
of interactions and the time taken to ask a clarification question. Apart from reducing the total
interactions, they also felt it was the responsible thing to do as a collaborator versus sharing generic
results, and then following up with a clarification. We observed the Wizard exhibit similar behavior
for asking immediate clarification questions across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions.
The Wizards also felt the need to intervene before the subject of the conversation changed
immediately. In this situation, their sense of appropriateness was closely tied to the relevance of the
information they wanted to share or clarify. The Wizards were fearful that if their actions were late,
their contributions might become stale, making their contributions irrelevant and possibly have the
participants view their abilities in a negative light. In the bot_dialog condition, the Wizard displayed
urgency to ask clarification questions, and in the bot_task condition, they extended these behaviors
when making suggestions as well. Furthermore, in the bot_task condition, the Wizard also displayed
urgency to affirm a participants’ search strategy. In this situation, they viewed their intervention as
appropriate since it was timely positive feedback to the participants about their proposed plan. They
did this to provide confidence to the participants and keep them aware that they were in the loop.
Finally, the Wizard also exhibit urgency to share new information they came across. The
Wizards’ appropriateness was about providing participants with timely task-critical information,
which could directly affect their current strategy. They felt that any delay in providing this feedback
would negatively impact the participants’ search process. Therefore they thought their interventions
were appropriate even if it could come across as an interruption.
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Overall we observed the Wizards associate a value to the pace at which they offered or requested
information. However, the value for their pace of contribution did not consider the participants’ own
pace of collaboration. Prior work on sharing control suggests that setting the pace for collaboration
or following can often lead to challenging collaborations (Amershi and Morris (2008)). Even though
the Wizard suggested that they had to prioritize the pace at which they had to contribute, such
unexpected or quick contributions may have dispersed the participants’ awareness of each other
and lead to the negative impressions of the searchbot as we found from RQ1-RQ4. Furthermore,
although not directly related, research in voice-only communication channels has reported the lack
of user agency at controlling the pace interactions (Vtyurina et al. (2020)), i.e., the pace at which a
system conveys information, as a downside. We suggest that perhaps the pace at which the Wizard
contributed could be negotiated and reduce participants’ sense of being rushed or interrupted by
conversational systems.
7.7.2 React to the discussion
Clark et al. (2019) suggest active listening to be an important attribute for a conversational
system. The system needs to pay attention, engage when needed, and show the willingness to
participate in a collaboration. In our study, the Wizard exhibited similar traits when framing their
intervention’s appropriateness based upon their ability to react to the participants’ conversation.
When they observed participants discuss particular preferences or exhibited indecisiveness, they felt
it was appropriate for them to react, either with a followup question or with a suggestion.
When participants discussed preferences which they did not include in their request or previous
discussions, the Wizard intervened to include this information. In the bot_dialog condition, this
happened when participants made a request and discussed their preferences. The Wizard felt it
was appropriate to include participants’ preferences into their current search efforts and did that
by asking followup questions that included the new information. Their sense of appropriateness
in this situation was tied to how they reacted to the conversation and tuned their search efforts. In
the bot_task condition, the Wizard asked followup questions as well, and we did not find them
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making suggestions. As an implication for system design, this result suggests that some clarification
questions may need involve things discussed in the communication channel that were not reflected
explicitly in the search request. The Wizard also felt it was the right time to intervene when they
detected indecisiveness in the participants’ collaboration.
7.7.3 Proximity as appropriateness
Thorisson (2002) suggests that turn-taking in human conversation involves detecting an ac-
ceptable turn-taking point across any media of communication and the modalities involved. One
strategy to find an acceptable point is the proximity to a significant event in the collaboration as
those are points of least cognitive workload (Czerwinski et al. (2000); Iqbal and Bailey (2006);
Miyata and Norman (1986)), making participants least susceptible to feeling disrupted. In this
study, we found the Wizards report such acceptable intervention points at two stages, first when
they just began working on the task, and second after receiving a search request. Utilizing these
intervention points, which relied heavily on proximity — to initial exploration and the request, the
Wizards developed a turn-taking mechanism with the participants. In terms of initial exploration,
the Wizard felt that since the participants had not settled on a particular direction, it was appropriate
for them to intervene. We found this to happen only in the bot_task condition when the Wizard had
the most capabilities. We suggest that given the fewer restrictions, the Wizard may have been more
forthcoming to make contributions early in the task.
In terms of proximity to the request, the Wizard considered the participants’ information requests
as a hand-off type. The Wizards took the hand-off to indicate that it was their turn to contribute. As
per this procedure, they felt that asking followup questions or providing suggestions in the vicinity
of an information request was appropriate.
7.7.4 Transitions
The Wizards also felt that it was appropriate to intervene when they observed participants
transition from one topic to another or activity to inactivity. We observed this to happen in two types
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of situations. First, when the participants’ pace of the conversations transitioned from active to
almost inactive. In the second situation, the participants transitioned from task-related conversation
to side chatter or conversations on matters unrelated to the task.
These behaviors echo suggestions by Miyata and Norman (1986), who suggest that significant
transitions within a task are points of low cognitive load and make the users most receptive to
external stimuli. In an earlier theme on proximity, the Wizards specifically focused on one type of
transition point — nearness to a search request and utilized that to develop a turn-taking mechanism.
In this theme, the Wizards’ were not interested in turn-taking but simply utilizing low cognitive
load points, i.e., transition points, to share or request information.
In the first type of transition, which we refer to as peter-out, the Wizards felt it was the right time
to intervene when the pace of the conversation slowed down or reached a standstill. The Wizards
considered this behavior, i.e., reduced pace of the conversation as a sign for them to contribute.
Across both conditions, the Wizards took the reduced pace as proxy to appropriately intervene.
The Wizard also felt it was the right time to intervene when participants started discussing
non-task related matters. They suggested that participants did this, i.e., discuss non-task related
matters as a way to pass the time, while the Wizard was working, or as a sign that they’ve moved on
from their current task. The Wizards utilized the side-conversations as a proxy to appropriate their
intervention to provide suggestions and ask followup questions.
7.7.5 Enough time has passed
Whenever the Wizards felt they spent a considerable amount of time working on the participants’
request, they felt to urge to respond. While responding, they didn’t particularly care if they were
interrupting the participants or not. They cared that they did not leave the participants at their own
devices or wanted to provide confidence to the participants that they are in the process with them,
i.e., working with them to find information. To the Wizards, this was particularly important as they
were the participants’ only access point to search for new information, and they did not want to
leave them stranded. So whenever they felt they spent too much time searching for information or
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exhausted their search efforts, they intervened. In the bot_dialog condition, whenever the Wizard
intervened, they did so to request more information. In the bot_task condition, they extended these
behaviors to offer alternatives or explain their challenges.
7.8 Implications for collaborative search and mixed-initiative conversational search sys-
tems
Based on the findings from RQ1-RQ6, in this section, we describe the implications for designing
systems that can engage in mixed-initiative interactions during collaborative search.
7.8.1 Asking followup questions
Based on the participants’ perceptions from RQ1-RQ4, it is amply clear that they preferred the
bot_dialog condition compared to the bot_task condition. But when it came to comparison with the
bot_info condition, the benefits and challenges were not one-sided. When participants preferred the
bot_info condition to the bot_dialog condition, they did so because they thought asking followup
questions was more disruptive, frustrating, and led to lesser awareness in the collaboration. While
these challenges are important to resolve, it was also encouraging to find the participants feel they
covered more information, even when they requested less information and interacted less with
the searchbot in the bot_dialog condition. They also found their collaboration to be less effortful,
and their ease of communication to be at least on par with the bot_info condition and consistently
better than the bot_task condition. And in terms of the inter-communication behaviors between the
searchbot and the participants, in the bot_dialog condition, participants exchanged fewer messages,
weblinks, and total interactions with the searchbot. All this is to suggest that participants found
benefits with being asked followup questions, and when they did not, they preferred the bot_dialog
condition to the bot_task condition.
While the disadvantages of the bot_dialog condition are crucial challenges that need to be
resolved, we suggest these challenges are a by-product of receiving search and collaborative
assistance. We make this suggestion based on the Wizards’ motivations and appropriateness to
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intervene. To understand why the participants may have felt frustrated or disrupted, we point to
the Wizards motivations, which at-times looked beyond the immediate goals and was meant to
disrupt. The Wizards did this to make the participants reconsider their search strategy or introduce
information they may not have considered. While these actions may seem well-intended, they bring
an additional overhead. The participants would now have to rewire their mental models to include
the new information and come up with new strategies. Additionally, incorporating new information
from an external source and adapting search strategies on the fly are complex activities that the
participants may not have preferred. Such actions could drive away from the magical experience of
interacting with a conversational search system, from whom the participants may expect a wizardly
like experience only to come across a teacher critiquing and assigning them more work.
So, should we ask follow-up questions? Based on our analysis, we suggest yes, but with
some restrictions. We need to establish thresholds for asking followup questions, including the
collaborative benefits a system may provide, both between the collaborators and them. Moreover,
when a system wants to introduce new information and suggest altering strategies, it needs to learn
when to take a back seat and when to don the role of a teacher (perhaps only for critical and complex
tasks). Additionally, different users may have different levels of comfort with a system taking the
initiative. We did not investigate these particular effects, but given that the Wizard was trying to
accomplish complex goals, it is reasonable to suggest that participants may interact and perceive
the system differently based on the quality of the participants’ collaboration and their inherent
capabilities.
7.8.2 Upgrading to suggestions and proactivity
The consistent theme that we find across RQ1-RQ5 is that participants did not prefer the
searchbot in the bot_task condition across every metric. To further understand what happened,
we looked at the Wizards’ motivations and rationales for appropriate interventions in the bot_task
condition. From the qualitative data, we inferred three reasons, which we believe made it challenging
for the participants to collaborate with the searchbot in the bot_task condition.
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Complex objectives: In addition to supporting similar motivations in the bot_dialog condition,
the Wizards in the bot_task condition accomplished similar goals using proactive behavior or
suggestions, and also expanded their motivations. The expansion in their abilities led them to
interact with the participants more frequently, which in-turn led them to share more information.
Some of the objectives they sought to accomplish were easily discernable to the participants such as,
eliciting the participants’ needs or suggesting new alternatives. But their initiative got complicated
when they tried to achieve multiple objectives in one utterance, took actions whose goal is not easily
discernable, or make suggestions whose benefit is not immediate apparent.
Disrupting the flow: When intervening, the Wizard also disrupted the participants’ flow of
collaboration. They did this both explicitly and implicitly. The Wizards’ explicit interruptions
were especially apparent when they had a sense of urgency to intervene. In these scenarios, the
Wizard had a higher-level goal, whose utility, to them, exceeded the immediate inconvenience for
the participants.
The Wizards also implicitly interrupted the participants’ collaborative flow when they provided
new information. While new information could be useful at times, based on the stage of the task it
also could be disruptive. For instance, when the Wizards shared new information for the participants
to consider, they were essentially breaking the participants collaborative flow. If the information
negated the participants current search strategy, it places the onus on the participants to re-evaluate
their approach, and once again come up with a new strategy. While the reasons to take these actions
may be reasonable, and at times necessary, they were perhaps mentally taxing to the participants.
Relying on trust: In the bot_task condition, there were instances when the Wizard critiqued the
participants’ strategy, suggested a different approach, or caused an interruption. In each of these
cases, along with the Wizards’ conviction, trust from the participants’ end is also needed to establish
an effective collaboration. We suggest that establishing trust during the collaborations may not be
obvious for two reasons. First, the Wizards were the participants’ only source for new information.
Since they did not have alternative information sources or could not do their own search, they had
limited means and opportunities to evaluate the helpfulness of the Wizard’s critique or suggestion,
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which could have hindered the trust-building process. Second, the Wizards approached the tasks
with the assumption that the participants would inherently trust their judgments. But different
participants may have different styles of collaboration and may require different strategies to build
trust.
7.8.3 Turn-taking behavior
Based on their capabilities across the different conditions, the Wizards developed their own
turn-taking rules. To do this, they relied on the proximity of the participants’ requests and the
nature of the participants’ responses. For instance, on being asked about why the timing of their
intervention was appropriate, they mentioned that since they were close enough to the participants’
request, they thought it was appropriate i.e., the request was a hand-off and their follow-up question
the response; similar to how one would hand-off their turn in human-dialogs. These findings suggest
that there may be core tenents to turn-taking behavior, which humans implicitly understand and
replicate based on the facilities at their disposal, which in this study was the ability to send weblinks,
ask follow-up questions, and provide suggestions. We suggest that for conversational search agents,
we need to further study the core attributes of turn-taking behavior, which can help systems develop
a natural sense of interaction with users.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
This dissertation aims to understand the design space for a conversational search system that can
engage in mixed-initiative interactions to support collaborative search. Specifically, we investigated
how and when a search system should take the initiative to support collaborative search and its
impact on the collaborating participants. Insights from our analysis can inform system designers on
features and dimensions they must consider when building systems that can take the initiative. In
this section, I conclude this thesis by summarizing the major contribution, both methodological and
technical, and discuss future directions for work in mixed-initiative interactions, particularly in the
context of collaborative search.
Methodological contributions: In terms of methods, this work contributes to three fronts:
First, we operationalized system initiative for conversational search systems based on the mixed-
initiative framework for human dialogs by Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998). Additionally, our
operationalization fits into the current research endeavors on conversational search systems that can
elicit information from the users and provide suggestions. In terms of the second contribution, we
employed reference librarians to play the role of the Wizard instead of Mechanical Turk workers
or regular people. Reference librarians brought their expertise in assisting users and helped us
gain insights into their decision-making process. Finally, in terms of the third contribution, we
conducted stimulated recall interviews with the reference librarians right after their session with
the participants. While this was a laborious process, it provided the most accurate account of the
Wizards’ decisions in situ.
Technical contributions: In terms of technical contributions, we group our findings into
four major contributions. First, we found that participants perceived to have covered the most
information and expended the least effort in the bot_dialog condition. In terms of effort, their
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perceptions directly map to their objective behaviors i.e., the number of messages exchanged and
requests made to the Wizard, as they communicated least in the bot_dialog condition. However,
while they perceived to have covered the most information in the bot_dialog condition, they received
the least amount of information from the Wizard in this condition. We suggest this may have
happened due to three reasons. First, in the bot_dialog condition, followup questions were generally
aligned with the participants’ search strategy, suggesting that participants’ explorations were aligned
with "their" strategy, not necessarily the "best" options. Second, perception of coverage are ratios,
i.e., a ratio of perceived outcomes to expectations. It possible that "perceived outcomes" were
equal across the conditions, but "expectations" were higher in the bot_task condition, making the
ratios lower. Finally, for the third reason, we suggest that perhaps in the bot_task condition, the
Wizards’ suggestions made participants aware of their sub-optimal strategies. In the bot_dialog
condition, their search strategies were not questioned (i.e., they did not become aware of gaps in
knowledge/approach). This type of awareness may have led participants to believe that they may
have covered less information.
Our second major finding is about the participants’ collaborative experience. Contrary to prior
work (Avula et al. (2018)), we found that as the searchbot’s ability to take the initiative increased, it
worsened the participants’ collaborative experience. As the searchbot’s ability to take the initiative
increased, participants felt less aware of each other and found negotiations challenging. We suggest
these differences happened as proactivity in prior work was a rule-based implementation. They
did not facilitate the flexibility to take the initiative at multiple points in a dialog, as we have done
in this study. Additionally, in our current study, the Wizards also tried to accomplish complex
objectives when they took initiative and injected new information. The new information may have
perturbed rather than promote the participants’ collaboration, i.e., in the bot_task condition, perhaps
the wizard gave the participants more to think about and more things to build consensus, adding
more strain in the collaboration.
Next, our third contribution is characterizing the Wizards’ motivations to take the initiative across
both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions. In our characterization, we found the Wizards to
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take the initiative to provide both search and collaborative assistance. To provide search assistance,
the Wizards tried to channel the participants’ search strategy towards options or results that would
help them quickly find the information they needed. In the bot_dialog condition, they generally
asked followup questions aligned with the participants’ search strategy. However, in the bot_task
condition, they provided suggestions and critiques by prioritizing alternatives the participants may
not have considered. While the later strategy has benefits, it also required the participants to refine
their search strategy whenever the Wizards shared new information. For collaborative assistance, the
Wizards asked followup questions or provided suggestions to encourage participants to collaborate.
This assistance was especially crucial when the participants did not know how to begin working on
a task or got stuck in their collaboration. During such situations of uncertainty, it was interesting
to observe the Wizard prioritize helping the participants collaborate instead of optimizing for
search assistance. However, prioritizing collaborations also had downsides. For instance, while
assisting the participants, the Wizards sought the participants’ attention when they came across
information they thought was critical for the participants to consider. The Wizards rationalized
these behaviors suggesting that their actions would eventually help the participants. However, for
the participants, what they experienced was a disruption to their collaboration. Additionally, across
both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions, we observed the Wizard pack multiple objectives
into one utterance.
Finally, our fourth contribution is characterizing the appropriate timing for intervening in
a conversation across both the bot_dialog and the bot_task conditions. Prior work has typically
formulated the opportune moments to intervene through pre-defined negotiations, such as scheduling
when to be interrupted (McFarlane (1997)) or leveraging sub-task transition points (Iqbal and Bailey
(2006)). Our analysis expanded on prior work by identifying opportune moments that are can be
less disruptive and support natural turn-taking between the participants and the searchbot.
Looking forward: Our initial investigation in collaborative search began by following Morris
(2013) and Hearst (2014)’s suggestion to embed search tools within a communication platform
to support collaborative search. Their suggestion was based on the lack of adoption for previous
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stand-alone collaborative search tools and observing users collaborate using communication tools.
Over a series of studies, we have found benefits to this approach by implementing search tools
in different forms. However, embedding search tools inside a conversational platform have also
brought forth new challenges. Specifically, mediating awareness between collaborating users and
intervening without causing disruptions to the collaboration. We suggest that these challenges
are part of choosing a conversation-only medium. Future work needs to investigate further the
challenges of sharing awareness and interruptions to make collaborative search an effective and
enjoyable conversational platform experience.
For conversational search, our current work has laid the groundwork to investigate mixed-
initiative interactions further. While participants did not prefer the advanced capabilities of the
searchbot, their preference for the bot_dialog condition and the advanced objectives in the bot_task
conditions encourage further investigations. Based on our findings, we propose the following
questions for future work:
• What are tasks and situations for which there is value for a conversational system to take
task initiative, i.e., influence a task’s course? In this study, we focused on tasks related to
an undergraduate student who may have found a suggestion to an alternative location to be
disruptive. However, if a user is looking for sensitive information such as health-related or
financial information, there may be greater value for systems that can take task initiative.
• Can we develop thresholds for when a conversational search system should shift between
dialog and task initiative? Our analysis looked at both these conditions separately and found
participants to prefer the bot_dialog condition. However, there are objectives and behaviors
which the Wizard tried to achieve in the bot_task that may displease users but are still helpful.
So, can we operationalize the boundaries between task and dialog initiative, and what are the
factors which influence the boundary?
• Is turn-taking inherent to the medium? A crucial component for mixed-initiative interactions
is a mutual understanding of a turn-taking procedure between the engaging parties. From our
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analysis, we found the Wizards to utilize their limited capabilities to establish a turn-taking
procedure. Based on this, we question if turn-taking is inherent to the medium and the
available facilities. Understanding this question can help us design conversational systems
that can define their own turn-taking procedure based on their capabilities and communication
medium.
• Is explicit feedback always a good thing? In the bot_task condition, the Wizard had strong
motivations to relay explicit feedback — justify the information they shared, or report on
their challenges. In theory, this information may be critical for the participants’ next steps.
However, new information can disorient the flow of collaboration simply because it was made
aware.
• Can we achieve the objectives the Wizard tried to achieve through suggestions with follow-up
questions? Our analysis found multiple themes that overlapped across both the bot_dialog
and the bot_task conditions. Among the overlaps, there were situations in which the Wizard
in the bot_dialog achieved comparable objectives to the bot_task condition through follow-up
questions instead of suggestions. Given that participants seem to prefer follow-up questions
to suggestions, we pose the following question: What are objectives achieved through
suggestions that can be reworked as follow-up questions?
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